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ABSTRACT

The term big-box refers to large scale, single story, and industrial look retail structures. The
introduction of big-box retailing greatly altered the retail and urban landscape of Winnipeg
and many North American cities. The sprawl of this large format retail establishment has
imposed significant social, economic, and environmental impacts over local communities.
Various studies conducted in recent years suggested that communities needed comprehensive
policies to cope with big-box development and design guidelines should be taken into
consideration. This practicum established an urban design framework for the preparation of
big-box design guidelines in Winnipeg. The overall research shategy of this project was
divided into seven stages:
Stage One was an extensive literature review with regards to big-box development. The
external and internal reasons for the emergence of big-box retailing were analyzed. The

social, economic and environmental impacts were examined. The policy options for
communities to cope with big-box development were explored. Stage Two provided an
overview of the Winnipeg context of big-box development. Various big-box sites throughout
the City were surveyed and relevant planning documents were reviewed. Stage Three studied
design guidelines in a general context. The scope of urban design and the theoretical
foundation of design guidelines were discussed. The latest practices of design guidelines were
examined. Stage Four was a case study of two big-box design guidelines. The primary
documents were reviewed. The context of the two cities was compared, and the outcomes of
the two design guidelines were examined. Stage Five proposed a draft urban design checklist
for Winnipeg's big-box development. Stage Six was a focus group consultation. The draft
urban design checklist \¡ras ex¿ìmined. The possibilþ for implementation was discussed.
Finally, the urban design checklist was revised and recommendations for further discussion
were provided.
The major contribution of this practicum was the urban design checklist, which established a
theoretical framework for the preparation of Winnipeg's big-box design guidelines. The
contents of the checklist included urban design goals, general guiding principles, and a set of
design criteria statements. Recommendations for the implementation of big-box design
guidelines in Winnipeg identified fïve major needs. These included the need to assess and
monitor big-box development; to pursue a citywide urban design strategy; to establish design
review; to explore a better model of design guidelines; and to collaborate regionally.
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AN URBAN DESIGN CHECKLIST
FOR WINNIPEG'S BIG.BOX DEVELIOPMENT

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Introduction
One of the most significant changes to the urban retail economy since the late 1980s

has been the introduction of so-called "big-box" stores. These large-scale retail operations

incorporated various information technologies into fundamental areas of retail management
such as logistics, inventory control, ordering, category management, product scanning,

relational marketing, and advertising (Jones and Doucent,1999: 1). As a result, big-box
retailers were able to generate lower product prices and margins, while maintaining an
acceptable level

ofprofit. The emergence of big-box development over the past ten years

has

greatly altered not only the retail structure of many communities, but also the way in which
people shopped and lived. Big-box retail became a major component of the urban landscape

of many North American cities.

Big-box development brought some opportunities and fresh ideas, and offered
economic prosperþ to certain areas of a city. However, its negative social, economic, and

environmental impacts were obvious. In the social and economic aspects, one of the most
frequently cited impacts was that big-box stores were swallowing customers and revenue
from downtown and traditional regional shopping malls, threatening urban revitalization, and
stimulating urban sprawl @eaumont,1994 7-8; Maryland, 2001 :29-32). The environmental
impacts of big-box development were largely associated with its auto-oriented nature. Recent

empirical studies indicated that big-box has generated a lot of auto-related problems. These
problems resulted in the degrading of the natural environment (Beaumont, 1994:

pl3;

Maryland, 2001:33-35). The third most commonly addressed impact of big-box development

I

was a lack of aesthetic consideration and a uniformed appearance in design. The outcome was
the loss of space and communþ

identþ (Beaumont,1994:9; Maryland, 2001: 33-35).

Various studies conducted in recent years suggested that communities need
comprehensive policies to cope with big-box development (Altenhot 1998: 55-68; Beaumont,

1994:9,21-29; Maryland, 2001:p56 andp62-63). These policy options should be concerned
with the social, economic, and environmental impacts that were imposed by the introduction
of big-box development, and should take into consideration planning issues of various scales,
from regional planning to site design. The tools that have been suggested for municipalities
to use include inter-jurisdictional coordination and agreement, municipal long-term shategic
planning, zoning, and design review. A common conclusion arived at in the research and
studies was that urban design guidelines, as a tool of public intervention in the market place,

should be seen as an integral component ofthe comprehensive policy framework.
The value of urban design in shaping the built environment and achieving human wellbeing has long been recognized. In recent years, more and more communities have realized
that "urban design is a key to creating sustainable developments and the conditions for a

flourishing economic life, for the prudent use of natural resources and for social progress"

(CABE, 2000: 8). The set of design guidelines as a tool of implementing an urban

desþ

strategy has been playing an increasingly important role in the planning and design
management process. Both are prescriptive and performance guidelines exist. In recent years,

developing performance-oriented guidelines and exercising design review have become a

growing trend in North America.

A number of communities have implemented big-box design guidelines. The City of
Toronto, Ontario, for example, published "Urban Design Guidelines for Retail Warehouse" in

2

1993. This document received considerable attention throughout North America (Toronto,

1997:

l).In

1997, a revised guideline entitled

adopted by the Toronto City Council. The

"Big Box Retail Design Guidelines" was

Cþ

of Fort Collins, Colorado, developed a set

of

design standards for big-box developmentl in 1995. The standards were integrated into the

City's well-known Land Development Guidance System or so-called performance based
zoning(Duerksen and Blanchard, 1998). Experiences from those pioneer communities
showed that outcomes of the implementation of these guidelines were very encouraging. As a

result, developing big-box

desþ

guidelines (prescriptive or performance) has become a

growing trend in North America (www.gscplanning.com/big_box_design_standards.htm,
2002).

Big-box developments started to appear in Winnipeg in the mid 1990s, and quickly
became the latest fashion of the City's retail development.

A Province of Manitoba report

showed that a large proportion of the ret¿il and services space constructed in recent years in

lVinnipeg has been big-box stores (Corilis, 2000:18). Most big-box stores in the City are
located at the periphery of the City or along major highways. Some were located in former

industrial districts, such as Polo Park. In areas around Kenaston - McGillivray, and Regent

-

oþower center" has
Lagimodiere, the formation of a new format shopping center, namely the
occurred. The report predicted, between 1999 and2010, the City would see a growth of retail
space at arange of 3.1

million to 3.7 million sq.ft,,90vo of which would be big-boxes (Coriolis,

2000:2).
However, even though a lot of concern has been raised and many discussions have
occurred, the impacts of big-box retailing have not yet been systematically examined and

I

The Fort Collins Land Use Code uses "large format retail establishment" as the terminology for big-box
development.
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assessed in

l[innipeg. These discussions, as well

as the researcher's observations and

investigations suggest that most impacts identified by various studies, especially the physical,
environmental and aesthetic impacts, have already been seen in the City.
Considerations regarding big-box development have already been reflected in

Winnipeg's long-term strategic planning policies. Plan W'innipeg's retail and commercial
development policy sets out the City's retail structure, to be composed of four levels:

downtown, regional commercial and mixed-use concentration, communþ commercial center,
and neighbourhood main street. The policy expressed a strong support for the revitalization

of

downtown, and the maintenance and development of neighbourhood main streets and

communþ commercial centres (Winnipeg,2002:33). The policy recognized the existence
and potential development of big-box retail.

It designated several

areas to accommodate

big-

box development, including several traditional regional shopping centres and a couple of new
po\iler centres (see Planning Winnipeg Policy 3B-04, Policy Plate A). This policy should be
accompanied with more comprehensive policies and detailed action plans in order to mitigate
the impacts of big-box development. Urban design policies should definitely be taken into
consideration.
This practicum intended to raise the discussion of urban design issues in the big-box
development. It has provided a theoretical framework for the development of urban design

guidelines for Winnipeg's big-box. The aim was to draft an urban design checklist. The
ultimate goal was to promote more sustainable development in \Minnipeg. The study has
informed by an extensive literature review regarding big-box development and urban

desþ

principles, a case study of urban design guidelines from Toronto and Fort Collins, a survey
Winnipeg's big-box development with a focus on the physical settings, and a focus group

4

of

consultation with key informants from Winnipeg. The findings from this study

will

be shared

with several agencies that are interested in big-box issues. These include the Department of
Planning, Property, and Development of the

Cþ

of Winnipeg, planners and designers who

are deal with big-box projects, developers who propose and manage big-box development,
and Winnipeg citizens. Further, the study may be of assistance to other communities that are

facing similar problems and struggling to mitigate the impacts of big-box development and to
improve the qualþ of urban design.
1.2 Research Problem and Objectives

Big-box development has significantly reshaped Winnipeg's urban landscape in recent
years. The social, economic, and environmental impacts of this large format retail
establishment as identified by various studies have already been observed in the City.
Relevant research indicated that the development of big-box in Winnipeg would likely
continue for another ten years. The

Cþ,

therefore should develop comprehensive policies to

deal with this situation. Urban design policies should be taken into consideration.

The scope of this research has been urban design, concerned with the design of the

four-dimensional physical layout of human settlements and their parts (Lang,1994: ix). There
are various scales of urban design. This study focused on the scale

of site planning. It took

into consideration two-dimensional plans of site layout, three-dimensional designs of
landscape, building envelope,

sþage,

and other visual elements that have shaped the public

realm.
The objectives of this practicum have been four-fold.

The first was to understand the issue and to establish a knowledge base about big-box
development, including the external and internal reasons of the emergence of this new format

5

retailing, its social, economic and environmental impacts, the policy options for local
communities, and experiences from pioneer cities.

The second was to learn the latest development in the realm of urban design, with a
focus on design guidelines and design review.

The third was to investigate andanalyze the Winnipeg context of big-box
development, concentrating on the physical settings, and to provide an overview of the current
situation.

The last was to draft an urban design checklist for Winnipeg's big-box development.
The intent of the checklist was to facilitate the development of V/innipeg's big-box design
guidelines, to encourage communication between the planning, design, and business

communities, and to be used as a tool for public education.
1.3 Assumptions and

Limitations

This project was conducted based on two major assumptions. The first assumption
was that the impacts of big-box development in IVinnipeg were similar to those in other North

American cities as identified by previous studies, although the degree of the impacts might
have varied. The second assumption \Mas that the policy frameworks previously developed by

different organizations and researchers were valuable (if not simply applicable) to Winnipeg.
Winnipeg could use the experiences of other communities for reference in developing its own
policies.
The limitations of this practicum have been seen in two aspects: the scope and extent

of the research and process and methods of the research. Five limitations have been identified
in the scope and extent of the research:

6

F'irst, this practicum focused on physical aspects. It sought to establish urban design
criteria to examine the design of big-box stores to mitigate their impacts. Big-box has been a
complicated issue with economic, social and environmental impacts. The policies for
communities to cope with big-box development, as suggested by various previous studies
should be comprehensive, interrelated, and inter-jurisdictional. Urban design should be just a

small component of that policy framework.
Second, the scope of this research was urban design. Urban

desþ

has been concerned

with the design of the public realm, including building envelopes. Building interior is a very
important component of the overall sustainable design strategyo but it was out of the scope

of

this research.

Third, urban design policies should

be concerned

with issues at different

scales,

including regional, municipal, district and site. The urban design checklist developed in this
project was focused on providing an urban

desþ

framework at the site planning scale,

although considerations of larger scales were taken into account.

Fourth, urban design policies should not

be piece-meal works. Winnipeg's big-box

urban design guidelines should be consistent with the City's overall urban design strategy.

However, since the

Cþ

has not yet prepared a systematic urban design plan, there is no

concrete foundation for this research to build upon.

Fifth, urban design guidelines should be developed within

a specific social, economic,

and political context. Winnipeg's big-box urban design policies should be tailored specifically

for Winnipeg's design review process and culture. This project intended to establish

a

theoretical framework for the development of big-box design guidelines in Winnipeg.
Research on the implementation of the design guidelines has been very limited.
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Three limitations were identified in the process and methods of the research:
X'irst, the subject of big-box development has not yet been systematically studied in

Winnipeg. The research here on big-box distribution, planning, and design problems and
characteristics in Winnipeg as identified in Chapter Four was conducted primarily based on
the researcher's site visits and direct observations. The site visits may not have covered all the

big-box sites in the City. Other people's input in this process has also been very limited.
Therefore, the analysis may only partially have reflected the objective
Second, the two cities selected in the case study research

-

realþ.

Toronto and Fort Collins,

have both been fast growth cities. Winnipeg has experienced relatively slow growth for
decades. The focus of the case study was to learn what urban design elements should be

regulated, how they should be regulated, and what the outcomes of the guidelines should be.
Other lessons learned from the case study, such as the decision-making process and the policy
context, might not be valid in the Winnipeg context.

Third,
in the urban

an increasing number of municipalities and scholars value public participation

desþ

process, particularly in the early phases of urban design, including the

problem identification and vision creation steps. However, because of time constraints and
resource limitations, participation in this practicum was very limited. The urban design
checklist proposed in this project was developed primarily based on the general understanding

of urban design and design guidelines, the broad sustainable urban design principles seen in
some recent resources, the case study of two big-box urban design regulations that have been

studied, Winnipeg's long-term planning policies, and a focus group consultation held with a
small number of participants.
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1.4 Organization of Document
The document has composed of eight chapters.

Chapter One introduced the subject being discussed in the document. It explained the
general background of the topic, identified the research problems and objectives, and
addressed the major assumptions and limitations.

Chapter Two described the research strategy, including the research methods and the
overall research process.

Chapter Three established the theoretical foundation of this practicum. The research
in this chapter was divided into five sections. The fnst section provided a definition of big-

box development. The second section provided a historic overview of retail evolution. It
highlighted three major trends of the retail industry in the 20th century, which eventually led
to the emergence of big-box retailing. The third section was an exploration of the external and
internal reasons for the success of big-box retailer in the market place. The fourth section was
a discussion

of the social, economic, and environmental impacts of the big-box development

as identified by previous research. The

frfth section \ilas a summary of the policy options

suggested by several recent academic and empirical studies.

Chapter X'our reported on a survey of big-box development and the relevant planning
policies in Winnipeg. It was intended to provide an overview of the Winnipeg context of bigbox development. The major findings of the survey were organized into four sections,
including the development trend of Winnipeg's retail industry, the geographic distribution

of

big-box stores, the site planning and design characteristics, and the relevant existing planning
policies.
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Chapter Five steps back from the specific big-box design issues and looks at urban
design and design guidelines in a general manner. The research in this chapter includes three
sections. The first section is a discussion of the scope of urban design and the role of urban
design in shaping the public realm. The second section is a study of design guidelines and
design review within the contemporary North American context. The third section is a brief

introduction of Winnipeg's practice in design guidelines and design review.

Chapter Six summarized major findings of

a case study

of two big-box design

guidelines: "Big-box Retail Design Guidelines" of Toronto, Ontario, and " Development
Standards for Large Format Retail Establishments" of Fort Collins, Colorado. These findings

were organized into three sections. The first section provided a detailed description of the two

big-box design guidelines. It consisted of two separate case narratives. The second section
was a comparative analysis of the policy contexts of the two cities. The third section was a

brief evaluation of the outcomes of the two big-box design guidelines.
Chapter Seven presents an urban design checklist proposal for V/innipeg's big-box
development. It consisted of three sections. The first section was an introduction to the

checklist. The second section identified goals and general guiding principles. The last section
provided a set of design criteria statements.

Chapter Eight reported feedback regarding the draft urban design checklist from the
focus group consultation. It drew conclusions of the practicum and offered recommendations

for further discussion for the preparation of big-box design guidelines in Winnipeg.
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Chapter 2: Research Strategy

2.l Research Methods
The research methods employed in this practicum included literature review, a survey,
a case study and a focus group consultation.

2.1.1 Literature Review
The literature review consisted of four distinct but ultimately connected themes: big-

box development, urban design and design control, sustainable design principles, and relevant

City of Winnipeg planning policies.
1) Big-box Development

The intention of the first part of literature review was to understand the big-box
phenomenon, and to provide a theoretical foundation of this project. This theme had three
components. The first explored the external and internal reasons of the emergence of big-box.
The major resources were two recent publications: "Reading Retail: A Geographical
Perspective on Retailing and Consumption Spaces" (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002),which
explained the external reasons for the emergence of big-box from the geo-economic
perspective; and ooGrocery Revolution: The New Focus on the Consumer" (Kahn and

McAlister, 1997),which examined the internal reasons from the retail management/marketing
perspective. The second identified the social, economic and environmental impacts of big-box.

Various research reports, government documents, journal and newspaper articles, and internet
resources were reviewed, including several major publications in this field:

Sprawl Can Harm Communities and What Citizens Can Do About

"How Superstore

It" (Beaumont,1994),

"The Impact of Big Box Grocers on Southern California: Jobs, Wages, and Municipal

l1

Finances" (Boarnet, 1999), and o'The Impact of Big Box Development on Toronto's Retail

Structure" (Jones and Doucet,1999). The third explored the policy options for local
communities to cope with big-box development. The major resources reviewed included
ooBetter

Models for Superstores: Alternatives to Big-Box Sprawl" (Beaumont,1997),

"Managing Maryland's Growth: Models and Guidelines

-

ooBig-Box"

Retail Development"

(Mary1and,200l), and "Policy Options for Local Government Regarding Big Box Retailing"
(Altenhof, 1998). The latter has been the only comprehensive policy research undertaken in
Canada on the topic.

2)Urban Design and Design Control
The second part of the literature review was intended to provide fundamental

knowledge of urban design and an overview of the recent development of the field. It was
comprised of two sub-parts. First, theories of urban design and design guidelines were

reviewed. The majorpublications included'olJrban Design: The American Experience" (Lang,
1994), "Urban Design as Public Policy" (Barnett, 1974), " An Introduction to Urban Design"

(Barnett, 1982), "The Urban Design Process" (Shirvani, 1981), as well as relevant journal
articles and website resources. Second, a scan of the most recent design guidelines from

fifteen different municipalities across North America was conducted. Among the fifteen cities
that have been studied, two were Canadian cities, namely Calgary,Alberta and Vancouver,

British Columbia. The fifteen cities were varied in population size. Five were small
communities with a population of less than 100,000. Four cities had a population of between
100,000 and 500,000. Six cities had a population of between 500,000 and 1,000,000. Seven

the fifteen cities had over more than 1,000,000 people in the Census Mehopolitan Area
(Canada) or Metropolitan Statistical Area (U.S). The geographic distribution of the fifteen

t2

of

selected cities covered a wide range: from east coast to west coast, and from the Canadian

prairies to the Nevada desert. The themes of the guidelines were also varied, including

historic conservation, sustainable development, inner city revitalization, and urban
beautification. Most design guidelines examined were developed in the past decade.
3) Sustainable Design Principles
The third part of the literature review studied sust¿inable design principles that were

developed in recent years. The major resources of this part included "HOK Guidebook to
o'The
Next American Metropolis: Ecology,
Sustainable Design" (Mendler and Odell, 2000),

Community, and the American Dream" (Calthorpe,1993), "Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design" website, and'oCongress ofNew Urbanism" website, etc.
4) Relevant City of Winnipeg planning policies
The last part of the literature review presented a general understanding of Winnipeg's

commercial development and planning policies with regards to retail development and urban
design. Major resources were "Retail Development Policy Recommendations for Plan

V/innipeg" (Coriolis,2000), "Planning Winnipeg Vision 2020", and "By-law 88/6400".
2.1.2 Survey
The survey method was employed to provide an overview of Winnipeg's big-box
development with a focus on the general situation of the physical settings, as well as the
decisions that led to the situation. It consisted of two components, site survey and historic
document review. The site survey was intended to piece together an image of Winnipeg's
current situation of big-box development. The survey was conducted by an extensive visit to
and observation of big-box sites across the
was recorded on a

cþ.

Information gathered through the site survey

o'Winnipeg's Big-box Distribution Map", and a photograph database of the
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City's big-box stores was developed. The historic document survey was the review of the Cþ
of Winnipeg's development review documents with regards to some key big-box development
applications. The intention was to understand \Vinnipeg's existing big-box development

review process. The materials used in this part of the survey were several rezoning application
documents from the Department of Planning, Property, and Development of the City

of

Winnipeg, including cases such as the Portage West Real Canadian Superstore, the Bison

Drive Real Canadian Superstore, the McPhillips Street Wal-Mart store, the Regent Avenue
Canadian Tire Store, the Regent Avenue Home Depot store, and two power centers located at

Regent-Lagimodiere, and Kenaston-McGillivray. Informal dialogues with planners in the
planning department also provided useful information for understanding the issue.
2.1.3 Case Study
The case study was conducted to learn the experiences from pioneer communities who
had exercised design control over big-box development. The two cases selected were: "Big

Box Retail Design Guidelines" of Toronto, Ontario, and "Development Standards for Large
Format Retail Establishments'o of Fort Collins, Colorado. Toronto has been recognized as the
pioneer in establishing design guidelines and standards for big-box development. As early as
1993, the city prepared a report named'oUrban Design Guidelines for Retail W'arehouses",

which \¡ras seen as the first in North America (Toronto, 1997:l).[n1997, a set of revised
guidelines was endorsed by Toronto's City Council. This was the only big-box design

regulation in Canada that could be identified. Fort Collins adopted a big-box design standard

in 1995, the first in the US. The significance of this desþ

standard was that it was

developed as an integral part of the city's zoning code. The two cases selected represent fwo

different design guideline models.
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The case study followed Yin's (1994) guide to case study research. It was divided into

four steps. First, the primary documents from the two cities were reviewed. Second, evidence

with regards to the effects and outcomes of the design guidelines were collected. Third,
comments on the design guidelines were identified using the Internet. Fourth, a questionnaire
survey was conducted with key informants from the two cities. These participants \ilere

familiar with the process and policies or dealt with big-box desþ review.
The first step reviewed the two big'box design regulations from the two cities. The

two documents were obtained based on the general understanding of the issue after extensive
Intemet research.
The second step collected evidence of the effects and outcomes of the design
guidelines in the two cities, including a site visit to several of Toronto's new big-box sites,
and an examination of photographs of Fort Collins' new big-box stores. The fieldtrip to

Toronto documented three newly developed Loblaws sites with photographs. Each site
represented one of Toronto's

o'Three

Lenses of Physical Planning" context: downtown, stable

neighbourhood, and suburban (see footnote on page 95). Fort Collins' information was
available on the city's official website (www.ci.fort-collins.co.us/advanceplanning/cp-

vision.php, 2003). It was a power point document that contained photos of several newly
constructed big-box stores, site planning maps and architecture

desþ

drawings. The data was

provided by the city's webmaster.
The third step focused on searching comments on the two big-box regulations
through the Internet. This step continued throughout the case study research process.

The last step provided in-depth information related to the two big-box design
guidelines. Three planners, two from Toronto and one from Fort Collins were interviewed via
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e-mail with a set of standardized questions. The survey questionnaire was divided into two
parts. The first part consisted of fourteen open-ended questions. These questions covered
three major topic areas, including vision and preparation process, legal status and

implementation, and outcome and community feedback. The second part was twenty-one
close-ended questions with regards to the larger policy context. These questions were
designed based on Altenhof s (1998) big-box retailing policy matrix and grouped into four

categories: land use regulations and process, cornmercial development, infrastructure, and

regionalism (See Appendix A).
2.1.4 Focus Group Consultation
The focus group consultation was designed to solicit comments and feedback on the

draft big-box urban design checklist from key informants in Winnipeg. Four participants
involved in the consultation process included

City of Winnipeg,

a

a

planner from the public administration of the

planning and design consultant who has had experience in big-box design,

a real estate developer, and a

university professor who was familiar with Winnipeg's political

context. Consultation was held on a person-to-person basis and divided into three steps:

The first step was a standardized questionnaire survey. Participants \üere asked ten
open-ended questions (See Appendix B) with regards to their general sense and comments on

Winnipeg's big-box development, their ideas to improve big-box design, and their
suggestions to prepare design guidelines. The questionnaire survey was conducted via e-mail.

The second step was the review of the draft urban design checklist. Participants were
sent a copy of the draft urban design checklist by mail or e-mail, and were asked to make

written comments and suggestions on the document.
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The third step was a semi-structured face-to-face interview. Participants were asked
set

a

of questions (See Appendix C), which was designed according to the theoretical

framework of urban design and design guidelines as discussed in Chapter Five. Variation was
made to each interview based on the participantso responses to the questionnaire survey in
step one and comments and suggestions on the draft urban design checklist in step two. Each

interview lasted about one hour.
2.2 Research Process
The project began with a pre-research study of big-box issues. It included observation

of various big-box sites, discussion with Winnipeg residents and planners, and Internet
research. The study was important to formulate the goals and objectives of the practicum.

Following the pre-research study, the overall research strategy of the practicum was then
roughly divided into seven stages:
Stage One was an analysis of big-box issues. The objective of this stage was to have a
general understanding of big-box development. The research method employed at this stage

was literature review. The research questions for this part were:

o

What is big-box development?

o

How and why did big-box emergence?

o

What are the impacts of big-box development?

o

How can communities cope with it?

The conclusions drawn from this stage were that big-box has not been an overnight
creation but the evolution of the retail industry over years; that big-box has imposed

significant social, economic, and environment impacts on local communities; that
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communities should have comprehensive policies to cope with big-box development; and that
urban design policy should be part of the comprehensive policy framework.
Stage Two was a survey and analysis of Winnipeg's big-box development with a
focus on the physical settings. The objective was to understand the Winnipeg context

including the decision-making process. The research methods used at this stage were a
literature review and survey. The major research questions were:

o
.
.
o
.
.
o
o
.

What is the current situation of Winnipeg's retail development?
Where are Winnipeg's big-box stores located?

How are Winnipeg's big-box stores designed?
What are the major urban design problems?
What are Winnipeg's commercial and retail development policies?
'What

are Winnipeg's urban design policies?

\ilhat is the process of big-box development review in Winnipeg?
What are the major considerations during the review of big-box development?
To what degree does Winnipeg's public administration intervene in big-box
design?

Major findings of this stage were that big-box development is a growing trend in
Winnipeg; that the planning and design of big-box in Winnipeg and the impacts associated

with those planning and design characteristics were similar to those in other communities; that
previous decisions with regards to big-box development in IVinnipeg were discretionary, with
no specific regulations or guidelines for developerso designers, and planners to follow; and
that Winnipeg needed comprehensive policies to deal with big-box development. Design

guidelines, as an integralpart of that policy framework, should definitely be taken into
consideration.
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Stage Three \¡ras a step back from the big-box design. It was a study of urban design
and design control. The objective was to learn more about design guidelines that could be
used in this practicum as a tool to reconfigure big-box design. The research method used in

this stage was a literafure review. The major research questions \¡rere:

.
o
o

'What

is the scope of urban design?

What are design guidelines?

How are design guidelines prepared and used?

The conclusions drawn from this stage were that academics had increasingly accepted
the notion that urban design was a process parallel to the traditional land use planning; that
there was a general movement from prescriptive guidelines towards performance guidelines;
that even though scholars and communities were more and more a\¡rare of the value and
importance ofpublic participation, in practice, participation in the preparation of design
guidelines had been very limited; and that the above findings were consistent with Winnipeg's
previous practice in urban design and design review.
Stage X'our was a case study research. It was a comparative study of two big-box
design guidelines: "Big-box Retail Design Guidelines" of Toronto and "Development
Standards for Large Retail Establishment" of Fort Collins. The objective was to gain

experience from pioneer coÍrmunities. The major research questions were grouped into five
categories:

l)

Contents
a

What are the visions and general principles that guide the establishment of the
design guidelines?
\Vhat design elements are regulated?

a

How they are regulated? (How is information communicated? How flexible are
the guidelines?)
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2)

Background

.
.
o

How were the design guidelines prepared and adopted?
Who were the major stakeholders involved in the decision-making process?
'What

3) Design

o
o
o
o
4)

were the stakeholders' major considerations during the discussions?

Review

What is the legal status of the design guidelines?
What is the design review body?
What is the regular development review process and what is special for big-box
development?

How are design guidelines used in the design review process?

Policy Context

o
o

What are the available policies with regards to big-box and commercial
development in Toronto and Fort Collins?

What are the relationships between these policies and the design guidelines?

5) Outcomes

o
o
o
o

Are there any successful examples of big-box development after the
establishment of the design standards in the two cities?
What guidelines have been implemented in these examples, what are not?
What design requirements are more difficult to implement in practice and why?
What are the comments and feedback from the stakeholders?

Major conclusions drawn from this stage were that the general principles and design
criteria shown in the two big-box design guidelines were similar; that the two subject cities
use two different approaches to design control systems, the Fort

Collins' system was more

prescrþive than Toronto's system; that the outcomes of the implementation of the design
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guidelines in both cities have been very encouragingi and that both cities demonstrated very
strong political will to pr¡rsue high

qualþ urban design.

I

Stage Five was the first draft of the design proposal. The objective was to prepare a

draft design checklist for Winnipeg's big-box development. The proposal was drafted based
on the understanding of urban design principles and sustainable development principles

established from the previous four stages of research. In order to learn more about the
sustainable design principles, another literature review was conducted. Major research

questions of this stage were:

o
o
o
o
.

What are the goals and objectives of Winnipeg's big-box design?
What are the principles that should be established?
What are the design elements that need to be regulated?

How can sustainable design principles be incorporated into these goals,
objectives, principles, and guidelines for big-box design?
Which format is appropriate to express these principles and guidelines for
Winnipeg?

This stage of research was concluded with an urban design checklist that would be
used for the next stage ofresearch.

Stage Six was the evaluation of the design proposal. The objective was to solicit
comments and feedback on the draft big-box urban design checklist from key informants in

Winnipeg. The research method used was a focus group consultation. The key research
questions were:

I

r

What are the participants' general comments on lVinnipeg's big-box
development?

o

What are the participants' suggestions for the improvement of big-box design
in Winnipeg?

Implications for staffing for the implementations l¡rere not clear at this point.
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o
o
o

What are the participants' comments and suggestions on the draft checklist?
What are the participants' major opinions and suggestions for the preparation
of Winnipeg's big-box urban design guidelines?
What are the major barriers of the implementation of the big-box design
guidelines in Winnipeg?

Data collected in this stage of research informed the revision of the draft checklist and
the making of conclusions and recommendations.
Stage Seven was the second draft of the urban design checklist proposal. The research

of this stage was based on the comments and suggestions from the focus group consultation.

A further literature review was conducted for the revision of the checklist. Conclusion of this
practicum and recommendations for further research were then identified.
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Chapter 3: Understanding Big-box

This chapter provides an in-depth analysis of the big-box phenomenon. The purpose is
to provide a general understanding of big-box issues and to establish a theoretical foundation

of the practicum. It is composed of six sections. The first section provides a definition of bigbox. The second section describes historic highlights of the retail evolution, intended to
provide background information on the emergence of big-box. The third section is an
exploration of the external and internal reasons of the success of big-box in the current market
place. The fourth section is a discussion of the social, economic, and environmental impacts

of big-boxes as identified by various research. The fïfth section is a summary ofpolicy
options as suggested by several recent studies. The last section is a summary of major

furdings from this chapter.
3.1 Definition of Big-box
The term big-box has been used to refer to large scale, single story, and industrial look

retail structures. It has been defined by three major physical characteristics. The first one has
been its large scale. The City of Toronto defined big-box as a retail structure

with floor

area

greater than 1,800 sq.m. (Toronto,1997:4). The Maryland Department of Planning defined

big-box facilities as having footprints ranging from 20,000 sq.ft. to 200,000 sq.ft. (Maryland,

2001:3-4). Beaumont defined big-box

as

retail or wholesale stores ranging from 90,000 to

200,000 sq.ft. (Beaumorrt,1994:4). The second characteristic of big-box has been its

industrial look and huge mass. For example, the Maryland Department of Planning reported
big-box as single-story industrial style buildings with a three-story mass that stood more than
30 feet tall (Maryland, 2001:3-4). The third important characteristic has been the site
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configuration. Big-box development usually had an island-type site layout. The retail building
was surrounded by extensive parking lots, and has had no relationship with the adjacent

buildings and streets.
oonew
terminologies" have often been observed in recent big-box
The following

development related publications. These terms referred to four major subgroups of big-box

retailing.
1) Category

Killer: ranged from 20,000 sq.ft to 120,000 sQ.ft., and offered a large

selection of merchandise and low prices in a particular type of product category (Maryland,
2001: 4). This group included retailers such as Chapters, Office Depot, Staples, Sports Check,
Toys "Ro'IJs, Lowe's, Home Depot, and lkea.
2) Discount Department Store: ranged from 80,000 sq.ft. to 130,000 sq.ft. It offered a

wide variety of merchandise including automotive parts and services, housewares, home
furnishings, apparel and beauty aids (Maryland, 2001: 4). This group included retailers such
as

Wal-Mart, Kmart, Target, and Zellers.
4) Qutlet Store: ranged from 20,000 sq.ft. to 80,000 sq.ft., and has typically been the

discount arm of major department stores such as J.C.Penny, Hudson's Bay Outlet. In addition,
manufacturers such as Nike and Bass Shoes also have their own retail outlet stores (Maryland,

2001:4).
3) Warehouse Club: ranged from 104,000 sq.ft. to 170,000 sQ.ft., and offered

a

variety

of goods, in bulk, at wholesale prices. Warehouse clubs usually provided a limited number

of

product items (5,000 or less) (Maryland, 2001: 4). This group included retailers such as BJ's
Wholesale Club, Sam's Club, and Costco'Wholesale.
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The other frequently used new terminology has been'þower centreo'. It was used to
describe a distribution pattern of big-box stores. It refened to a concenfration of a group of the

various forms of big-box retailers. Power centres generally contained 250,000 sq.ft. to

million sq.ft. of retail

1

space. Retailers that located in power centres could be freestanding,

structurally attached to another retailer, or a combination of both types. The trade area from
which most power centres drew consumers ranged from 5 miles to 10 miles. The Kenaston -

McGillivray, and Regent -Lagimodiere sites

are

two current examples of power centre in

Winnipeg.
3.2 Three Trends: Historic Highlights of The Retail EvolutÍon

This section highlighted three historic trends of the retail industry in the 20th Century:
the centralization of capital, the decentralization of distributiono and the increase of building
scale. The major resource used in this section was

" Reading Retail: A Geographical

Perspective on Retailing and Consumption Space" (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002), which

provided an overview of the retail evolution in the global context.
3.2.1 Centralization of Capital
The first most significant trend of the retail industry after the Second World rWar has
been the acceleration of the centralization of capital. Prior to the War, retailing in most

western economies remained an industry dominated by many hundreds of thousands of smallscale firms: either single-outlet independents or very small corporate chains. During the post-

war period, and especially during the final quarter of the 20th century, retailing was
transformed into an industry increasingly dominated by "big capital" in the form of large
corporations. In the final years of the century, a number of global commercial empires were

born from the development of some of these firms (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:22).Thecapital
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concentration was occurring by two means: merger and acquisitions on the one hando and
"organic'o (new store development driven) expansion on the other.
The trend has been observed in official retail census figures. For example, in 1948,
701|o

of total US retail

sales were accounted for by the single-store independent

l8%by the larger chains operating more than ten stores. By the early

firms and only

1980s, sales accounted

by single-store independent firms had fallen to 48o/o whilst that of the larger chains had risen
to over 40%. Similar trends also occurred in Britaino so that by 1984, 58% of total retail sales
had been captured by larger chains with more than ten stores. The more significant change

was the rise of the retail corporation, and the increasing importance of such fïrms in several
western economies. In the U.S and Britain, retail census demonstrated that the relatively small
number of very large chains (defined conservatively as those operating more than 100 stores),

which comprised just less than

lo/o

of all retail firms, had dramatically increased their share of

tot¿l retail sales. In the U.S their share had almost tripled fuom'1.2o/o in 1948 to

whilst in Britain, it had more than doubled in the same periodto

42o/o

30%o

by 1984,

by 1984 (Wrigley and

Lowe, 2002:22-24).
The tend of concentration continued and accelerated in the 1990s. In the U.S, a wave

of mergers and acquisitions in the drug store sector swept across the country in the 1990s. In

l990,the top five drug stores accounted for about

28%o

of the total sales, while in 1997, the

top five dominated with 53Yo of the market share. During the same period, in the conventional
department store sector,

sþificant consolidation had happened with many well-known

companies being swallowed up by a small group of highly active mega-chain consolidators.

By the end of 1998, over 80% of the market was controlled by the top five firms (Wrigley and

Lowe, 2002:26-28).In the food retail sectoro a series of acquisition-driven consolidations
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happened during the late 1990s. Consequently, at the end

ofthe decade, the top four U.S

retailers controlled 36Yo of the supermarket sales

of l3Yo in just three years (Wrigley

-

a rise

and Lowe, 2002:40). In Britain, the top four food retailers increased their combined market
share by over 8olo between 1990 and mid-1996.
and acquisition activity, the five largest

By 1998,

as a consequence

of further merger

UK food retailers conholled almost

55%o

of the

national trade in the market (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002.,33).
The concentration had also been wiûressed in a global context. During the late 1990s

retail markets throughout the world began to be transformed by acquisition and merger-driven
consolidations. During the process of a small group of transnational corporations (TNCs)

rapidly emerged. For example, the world's largest retailer, Wal-Mart, entered Canadalrr' 1994,
Germany

n 1997, and the UK in 1999 by means of acquisition. By the end of the 1990s Wal-

Mart was well advanced along a path of globalization. In 1995 less than 4Yo of the firm's sales
was drawn from overseas operations. In 1997, this number had grown to l7Yo. From the mid1990s, the retail indushies of counties such as Brazil and Argentina fell under the control

of

the retail TNCs, such as CarrefourlPromoldes, Ahold and Casino. The same process was
being repeated by these and other retail TNCs in southeast/northern Asia and centralsouthern
Europe. The Asian and Latin America economic crises of the late 1990s had relatively limited

impact on the perception of those advantages by the retail TNCs. Indeed they were as likely to
be viewed, particularly in the context of South East Asia, as an opportunity to acquire retail
and real-estate assets at discount prices (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:16l-162)

3.2.2 Decentralization of Distribution
The second major trend of the retail indusûy was the decenfialization of the retail
stores' geographical distribution, in the form of the decline of the traditional retail business in
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downtown and the flourish of new format retail in suburban areas. This hend began as early
as

the 1920s, when Sears Roebuck established general merchandise stores at key public

transportation intersections in the rapidly expanding suburbs of Chicago (Altenhof, 1998:7).

However, it is in the period after the Second World War and following significant
suburbanization in many indusfiialized countries, that retail decenhalløation became a trend.
The reason behind this, as Wrigley and Lowe pointed out, was the retailers' motive to

maintain proximity with the consumer and their dollars (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:137). This
trend was led by department store chains, which began to realize the competitive advantage

of

shifting their corporate focus from downtown to the middle-class suburbs. A classic study
about retail decentral:øation in Chicago, conducted by Brain Berry and his associates at the

University of Chicago, provided a good example. According to their research, within the 20
years after 1950, retail capital in Chicago kept flowing out of downtown and the inner city to

suburban areas. As a result, by the end of the 1960s,

1l

suburban regional shopping centres

had opened for business.By 1974, the number had increased

to 15. Those centres contained

over 40 branches of seven department stores that had once dominated the downtown CBD but
whose corporate profits were now tied to sales in suburban centres. Chicago was just a typical
example of the trend. As a 1985 text "The Malling of America" pointed outo what was true in
Chicago was true throughout much of the U.S in the 1960s and 1970s (Wrigley and Lowe,

2002:137-139).
Decentraltzation first happened in the form of imitating the traditional downtown retail
configuration

- the mainstreet or open-air

centre was usually

ooa

mall in the 1950s. A normal suburban shopping

long strip, all on one level with at best one department store"(Wrigley

and Lowe, 2002:177). The opening of the Southdale
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Mall in Minneapolis in 1956 symbolized

a new era

of retail shopping. The air-conditioned and temperature-controlled Southdale was

intended to avoid the vagaries of the Minnesota climate, but its innovation quickly became a
fashion of design and lifestyle. Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s, malling
became a trend across North America. These years are referred to as the "golden years" of the

"Malling of Americaoo. In the 1980s, the mall concep was even accepted by many planners
and developers in downtown retail revitalizationprojects in most North American cities,

for

example, Portage Place in downtown Winnipeg. The malling movement ended up in the late
1980s and early 1990s with the construction of two mega malls, the

Mall of America in

Minneapolis and the V/est Edmonton Mall in Edmonton. These mega malls integrated various
entertainment facilities into the festivalizedmall environments and created entirely new
consumption spaces.

In the UK and continental Europe, regulation had largely protected central

cþ

retailing from the most extreme forms of North American style retail decentralization.
However, the withdrawal of retail capital from low-income inner city areas had similarly,
though to a much lesser extent than in North America, become a pressing social issue by the
1990s. (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:146)

In the 1990s, the introduction of the concept of big-box development resulted in
further decentralization.

3.2.3Increase of Building Scale
The third trend in retail development in the last century was the increase of building
scale. This trend has been traced back to the late 1920s and early 1930s, when larger-format
and selÊservice food stores, known as supermarketso were introduced. Two major innovations

eliminated distribution costs of these superstores and made it possible to provide more
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competitive prices. First, the customers travelled to the goods instead of the goods going all
the way to them. The stores were miles away from where customers lived. The "Model

T"

had greatly increased car ownership. Customers would drive there themselves, parking in a

special lot across the road. Second, self-service created the unprecedented idea ofthe food
store as an atilactive and comfortable place for the customer to enjoy (Bowlby and Rachel

1997 tnWrigley and Lowe, 2002:73). During the late 1930s and 1940s, the major US chains
responded to the challenge and began converting to the supermarket format. For example, by

May 1938, A&P had opened over 500 supermarkets. These constituted only 5o/o of the firm's
stores but they accounted for 23Yo of sales and almost half of its profits. By the end

of 1941,

A&P closed over 9000 of its storeso replacing them with just 1600 supermarkets. In the late
1940s and 1950s, the US supermarkets began to increase in size and add more parking,

shopping carts, high-speed cash registers with automatic conveyor belts, air-conditioning,
electronic-eye doors, pre-wrapped selÊservice meats, and so on. In the early 1960s, almost
60% of the food store sales in the U.S were from supermarkets (Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:7576).

The next shift in building scale, from conventional supermarkets to superstores
occurred in the UK. These superstores are usually defined as single-level, selÊserviced stores

of at least 25,000 sq.ft sales area, selling a wide range of food and related items and supported
by extensive parking. During the 1980s, all the major UK food retailers became heavily

involved in superstore development. These U.K superstores were able to operate at both lower
costs as a percentage of sales and with higher profit margins than the smaller supermarkets

they replaced. In the U.S during the 1980s, driven by a similar economic rationale,
superstores increasingly replaced conventional supermarkets. The conventional supermarkets'
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share of sales decreased from 73o/oto just 28%by the 1990s, while superstores and

combination superstores -larger superstores which also included a pharmacy and a more
extensive health and beauty section

-

increased their market share from22o/oto 52Yo (Wrigley

and Lowe, 2002:78-79).

In continental Europe, notably France, Germany, Belgium and Spain, a similar shift to
larger-format food retailing was also taking place during the 1980s. But the shift was to an
even larger form

-

the hypermarket. These were very large superstores

- usually defined

as

being twice as large as the smallest superstore, that is to say, with more than 50-55,000 sq.ft

of sales area. In addition, they offered a large selection of non-food items, typically
accounting for around 35% of sales alongside food. This large-scale food/non-food format
proved very successful, and the French retailer Carrefour in particular, began to export its
success to countries outside Western Europe

-

initially toBrazil, Argentina and Taiwan, and

subsequently to other emerging markets in Southeast Asiao China, Latin America and
centaVeastern Europe. By the 1990s, the hypermarket format had become the primary vehicle

for the enûry of modern western-style retailing into these emerging markets (Wrigley and

Lowe,2002: 80).
During the 1990s in the US, driven by a different group of retailers
mass merchandisers,

-

the discount

Wal-Mart, Kmaf,t, etc, -- a larger format emerged. These new comers

were called super-centres, and ranged in size from 100,000 to over 200,000 sq. ft.with a site
area of about 15-20 acres. They were stores in which the split between food and non-food

products has been the reverse of that typically found in a continental-European hypermarket.
That is to say, around one quarter of the floor space is devoted to food, which generated about
40Yo

of the store's sale, with the remaining60% being non-food sales. In 1988, Wal-Mart first

3l

began to experiment with the format. From

l99l itbegan to accelerate

its development

of

such stores. Since then the super-centre has emerged as the fastest growing sector of the

corporation. By 1999, around 720 Wal-Mart super-centres had opened, usually through a
process of conversion of existing smaller discount stores (Wrigley and Lowe,

the US, the total number of super-centres grew fuom225 in 1991 to

2002:82).In

lllT in 1999 (Table 3-l).

r99r t992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Wal-Mart
Super Kmart
Meijer
Fred Meyer
Target
U.S tot¿l

10

34

72

t47

239

344

4tl

1

5

19

67

87

96

65

69

86

100

86

N/A

70

70

76
77

N/A

N/A

N/A

721

99

564
102

108

113

118

95

109

130

130

2

8

13

t4

t27
t33
t6

225 270 316 463 601 730 811 943

105

11,t7

Table 3-l: The Growth of Super-centres in the U.S
Source: Adaptedfrom Wrigley and Lowe, 2002:81

3.3 Reasons for Success

This section analyzedthe major external and internal reasons for the success of bigbox retailing in today's market: catering to consumer changes and increasing management
efficiency. The major references used were'oGrocery Revolution: The New Focus on the
Consumer" (Kahn and McAlister, 1998) and some recent Internet resources with regards to

retail management and marketing strategy. These resources have been based on the North
American social and economic context.
3.3.1 External Reasons: Catering to Consumer Change

Kahn and McAlister listed three major factors that effected a consumer's decision

of

where to shop: location, product variety or convenience, and price. They pointed out, when

price gaps became very large, price might begin to drive the "where to shop" decision. Kahn
and McAlister's research showed that in recent years price had become a strong motivating
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factor (Kal¡n and McAlister, 1997: 94-95). This finding reflected two major social and
economic changes in the recent decades in North America.

First, people, particularly women, who had traditionally been the major driving force
of the retail market, were increasingly becoming busy in daily life and therefore spent less
time shopping. According to Kahn and McAlister betweenl960-1990 the number of working
\¡/omen in the US more than doubled. In that same period, the number of working mothers
nearly tripled (Kahn and McAlister, L997:29).Table 3-2,*A Typical Working Mother's

Day", illustated how busy

a

working mother had been in daily life. As

a result, women have

been spending less time on shopping than their mothers and grandmothers did. They did not
even have time to watch advertisements on television. Compared to what Wrigley and Lowe

described in the era of ooshoppertainment", \ilhen people viewed shopping as an entertainment
and the well-designed and decorated department stores were seen as "everyday arenas" for

ordinary \ilomen, where they met friends, did window shopping, exchanged the lasted fashion
information, drank tea, and even developed their political consciousness (Wrigley and Lowe,
2002:204), shopping in a more efficient way has recently become a basic need for most

working mothers. This change provided an explanation of the rise of one-stop shopping and of
the reason why people preferred shopping in larger shopping spaces.
The second major social economic change in North America that directly affected

people's shopping behaviour was the fix/decrease of actual family income. Kahn and

McAlister's research showed that the average household income in the US, adjusted for
inflation to 1970 dollars, had been essentially flat since 1970 (Table 3-3). This had resulted in
the increase of sensitivity to the price. More recently, consumers were more interested in
value (higher quality and lower price) than the traditional signs of success such as oonew,"
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"improved," ando'latest fashion." In Canada,

a recent

International Council of Shopping

Cente article pointed out:
o'With disposable income much tighter in Canada than the United States,
Canadians may be supporting the power centre value retailing concept even
more enthusiastically than U.S shoppers...Canadians have become very priceconscious. People will hang a U-turn and cross four lanes of traffic to save a
rWal-Mart so big"
fee bucks. That's why you have Zellers and

(Thorne, 1999:

- 7:00
- 8:00
8:00 - 9:00
9:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 7:00
7:00 - 8:30
6:00
7:00

-

l0:00
l0:00 - l0:30
10:30 - I l:00
l1:00 - ?

8:30

l)

WakesÆersonal careldresses for work
Dresses/cooks and feeds family/gets kids ready for school

Kids to school, day carelcommutes to work
Works
Commutes/picks up kids/shops/after-school activities
Cooks, serves and cleans up dinner (or eats out)
Available for "life'(or additional sleep)
Straightens up homeþrepares tomorrow's lunch and wardrobe for kids
Personal care
Sleeps

Table 3-2: A Typical WorHng Mother's Day
Source: A presentation by Jím Bemhardt at the

Unìversþ of Texas at Austin on February 23, 1994. (Kahn and McAlister,

1997:29)

Average Household Income in 1970 US dollars

Relative to 1970

t970

929,431

1980

$28,091

-4.5o/o

r985

$28,688
829,943

-2.5o/o

1990

+t.8%

Table 3-3: Change of Average Household Income ín the U.S
Source: A presentation by Jím Bernhardt at the Universíty ofTexas at Austín on February 23, 1994 and the US Government
(Kahn and McAlister, 1997:30)

o'Consumeros
Big-box retailers' success in catering to the market \ilas explained by the

Perceptual Map" (Figure 3-1). In the map, consumers' two major considerations in deciding
o'where

to shop" were represented by

a

two-dimension coordinate a:<is. The horizontal axis

was the pricing strategy of the stores; the vertical axis was the choices in the stores. The

traditional retailers, such as conventional supermarkets, mom and pop stores, and convenience
stores were located in the lower-right; while big-box retailers were located in the upper left.
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Low price and one stop shopping (more categories in stores) were two major inventions of the
big-box retailers, which have been seen to meet recent consumer needs.

More Choice

Hypermarket

T

Combination store

I

sup..?rnt",

Superstore

T

Super warehouse store

Higher Margin

Lower Margin

T

t

Warehouse

Mom andPop

Whole sale membership club

¡

I

I
Limited assortment store

Convenience store

I

Food emporium

Less Choice

Fìgure 3-1: Consutner's Perceptual Map
Source: Adaptedfrom "Superstore Formats of the Funre", Progressíve Grocer, Food Marketing Instítute, I{ashìngton, D.C.
(Kahn and McAlíster, 1997: 30)

3.3.2 Internal Reasons: Increasing Management Efficiency

Although some commentators indicated that the retail industry had been far behind
other industries in catching up with the progress of technologies, many big-box retailers, such
as

V/al-Mart, had built the companies on efficient supply chain and inventory management.

All of that was driven by, and dependent on, the flow of information (Lundberg, 2002).Inside
the big-box stores, the latest information technologies were used to increase management

efficiency, and cut down operation costs and wastes.

Wal-Mart, for example, turned to technology in the early 1980s, first for collecting
and analyzing sales data and then for transmitting orders to suppliers with electronic data
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interchange (EDÐ.By the 1990s, Wal-Mart was collaborating electronically with thousands

of its suppliers using EDI initially and then developing its own applications, known

as

Retail

Linkâ Suppliers (RLS), which used modems to dial into the Wal-Mart database for up-to-date,
store-by-store information on sales and inventory for their products. This information, and the

various applications of RLS, allowed Wal-Mart suppliers to work with the company's buyers
to manage inventory in the stores-forecasting, planning, producing, and shþing products as
needed. The result was faster replenishment, a product mix turned to the needs of local

customers, and lower inventory costs for Wal-Mart (Cisco, 2002), Tesco, the largest retailer in
the UK, reduced its stock days from about 36 days lui,1972 to about 12 days

n 1992 by using

EDI and EPOS (electronic point of sale) systems (V/rigley and Lowe, 2A02:85). The use of
technology along with the concentration of retail capital created these very large big-box retail
chains with enormously increased buying and bargaining power. As a result, the shift

of

bargaining power from suppliers to retailers happened, which reshaped the nature of supply
relations.

Retailing is characterizedby very high labour costs in relation to profits (Wrigley and

Lowe, 2002:97). Technological shifts have had an increasingly significant impact on retail
employment relations. Centralization of buying, advertising, pricing and merchandising
decisions, facilitated by the development of EPOS data-driven management information
systems have had the effect of dividing the "core" workforce into two segments

-

a head

office/managerial group, who largely maintained the autonomy of their work practices in
functions such as finance, strategic planning, personnel, properly development and marketing,
and a store management group who increasingly focused only on managing the store's labour

force with much reduced autonomy concerning selection and ordering ofproduct lines, layout
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of stock, and other traditional areas of decision-making responsibility (Wrigley and Lowe,
2002:105). Consequently, the efficiency of the store workforce, which was characterized by

feminization and part-time work, had also increased.
The outcome of overall management improvement was the cost advantage of bigboxes and a higher invested capital return. For example, according to a Food Marketing

Institute 1992 rcport, the warehouse clubs had a 26Yo cost advantage over fiaditional grocery
stores. Among the26Yo cost advantage,l4%o was from operating efficiency and

l0% was

from the changed relationship between retailers and suppliers. The l4o/o operuting efficiency
made it possible for the warehouse clubs to lower the gross margino which came out with a

higher volume of sales. Clubs invested less in fixed assets. In addition, they actually had a
negative need for working capital because they sold their inventory before they had to pay for

it. As a result, the return on invested capital for warehouse clubs was 38.8

o/o

and only 21.2%

for traditional stores (Kahn and McAlister,l99T: 52-54).
Gross

1l%

Club
ÞÞt I

3.5%
3.5%
Retum on Invested Capital

25.3%

75%
21.8%

38.8o/o

2r.2%
-0.70/o

Invested

9.0%

1.7%
Fixed AssetVSales

t6.5%

9.7%
14.8o/o

Figure 3-2: Financíal Return of Tradítìonal Grocery and Warehouse Club
Source: Adaptedfrom "Alternatíve Store Formats: Competíng in the Níneties", Food Marl@tfu Inst¡tute, Report #9-511,
Washíngton D.C (Kahn and McAlìster,1997:30)
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3.4Impacts of Big-box
This section examined the major economic, social, and environmental impacts of bigbox. It was based on the research of various up-to-date information available on the Internet,

tnmagaznes, and newspapers. Major publications used in this section rilere "Managing

Maryland's Growth: Models and Guidelines -"Big-box" Retail Development'o (Maryland,
2001), o'How Superstore Sprawl Can Harm Communities and What Citizens Can Do about

It"

@eaumont,1994), "The Impact of Big-box Development on Toronto's Retail Structure"
(Jones and Doucet,1999), and "Policy Options for Local Government Regarding Big

Box"

(Altenhof 1998).

3.4.l Benefits
The invention of big-box brought bençfits to local communities. These benefits could

usually be seen at two levels: the individuaL,/household level and the communþ level. At the

individual and household level, the benefits included wider product selection at discount
prices, extended shopping hours, one-stop-type shopping, and other conveniences provided to
some cornmunity members.

At the communþ level, the most commonly cited benefits were

newjobs and commercial taxes (Altenholf, 1998: 14).

A Maryland Department of Planning report (2001) examined three recent studies with
regards to the economic and fiscal impacts of big-boxes. Stone's series studies of the effects

of Wal-Mart on small towns and rural communities in Iowa between 1983 and 1993, and his
assessment of the impacts of big-boxes on eight cities in Iowa (with population of 50,000 or

more). The report also examined Jones and Doucet's study titled "The Impact of Big-box

Development on Toronto's Retail Structure". The report identified two major positive impacts.
First, growth in overall ret¿il sales as well as in the general merchandise was enhanced.
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Second, sales increased in the eating and drinking category, particularly among restaurants

located near big-box stores (see Figwe 3-3). A recent International Council of Shopping
Centres report even saw big-box retail as an engine of growth of the Canadian economy

(Thorne, 1999).

Although big-box brought some benefits to consumers and communities, the negative
impacts were more obvious. These negative impacts were considered threats to community

sustainabilþ.
3.4.2 Economic and Fiscal Impacts

Various recent empirical studies indicated that big-box has had significant negative
economic and fiscal impacts over local communities. Beaumont's 1994 and1997 reports for
the US National Trust for Historic Preservation summarized five major negative impacts:

1)

Retail glut if local economy not growing fast enough;

2)

Sapping the economic vitalþ of downtowns and mainstreets by shifting the retail
centre of gravþ out to highway interchanges on the edge of town;

3) Displacing existing businesses,

especially independently owned small businesses
that contribute significantly to local civic life, by building stores vastly out of scale
with a to\¡rnos ability to absorb them;

4)

Setting the stage for higher property and state income taxes by creating
developments that are costly to serve and require new roads, water and sewer lines,
policy protection and other public services;

5)

Causing the waste or abandonment of previous public and private investments in
existing buildings, streetso parks and other communþ assets.
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8.23

Total Sales
11.474

0.663

General Merchandise
Eat

0.223

& Drink

Home Furnishings

-1.845

Specialty

-0.69

Misc. Other

-1.356

Food (Grocery)

-0.961

Building Materials

-0.659

Apparel

-4-202468101214
Figure 3-3: Sales Changeþr Average Wal-Mart Town ín lowa after 3 Years.
Source: The hnpact of Big Box Retail Chains on Small Busìness (Intemet resourcefrarn Cenfteþr Applied Econoníc
Research, Montana State Unìversíty)

3.4.3 Environmental impacts

Most research that ì¡ras examined agreed that big-box imposed serious impacts on the
natural environment. These impacts were associated with the auto-oriented, simply designed
and cheaply constructed nature of big-box development. These major impacts included:

1)

Most big-box developments have been green field developments, they usually
caused unnecessary destruction of farmland, forestso meadows and other natural
resources;

2)

Huge paved parking lots of Big-boxes increased storm \ilater run-oft non-point
source water pollution, and created heat islands;

3)

Oil run-off from the surface parking lot of a big-box development, or chemicals
that have not been handled properly in a big-box store can potentially contaminate
the water supply of a local communþ;
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4)

Big-boxes \üere designed for cars. A 110,000 sq.ft. shopping centre generated as
many as946 car trips per hour and9,7l0 trips per day. Although this may be
comparable to conventional retailers, big-boxes generated far more truck trips due
to higher sales volumes and merchandise turnover (Maryland,200l:34);

5) Lack of pedestrian facilities forced people to drive just across the street;
6)

The increased use and high concentration of automobiles created air pollution.

3.4.4 Social and Cultural Impacts
The social and cultural impacts of big-box, as suggested by various studies, were also

mainly related to its auto oriented nature. These impacts were seen in two aspects. First, most
big-box developments were unequal in providing access to different populations. Big-box
retailers usually did not provide access by public transit, therefore they were almost
inaccessible for people who could not afford cars or who could not drive (including elderly,

low-income, and young people, ironically many of those needing products and services at
lower prices). Second, most big-box stores affected the ooliveability" of an area, or the social
and cultural qualities deemed imporfant by a

communþ such

as open space, pedestrian-

friendly environment, and aesthetic value of the environment. These included:

1)

Pedeshian safety issues were often neglected. For example most big-box
developments often had no sidewalks for pedestrians or crosswalks or traffic
signals to help people cross the street safely;

2)

Big-box developers often looked for sites that were adjacent to two thoroughfares.
This usually resulted in the increase of congestion and accidents;

3)

Pressures to widen roads, cut down trees, and increase traffic volumes degraded
the liveabilþ of nearby neighbourhoods;

4)

Increased traffic and noise due to big-box development may potentially lower the
value of nearby homes purchased by people who reasonably assumed that the area
would remain peaceful and athactive;

5) Big-boxes created visual environments

with no aesthetic considerations and
destroyed a communþ's sense of place: sea of parking lots paved with asphalt
almost always located in front of the buildings; massive signs mounted on tall poles
created visual cluster; uniformly designed one-story, fortress-like, inward-looking
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buildings had no relationship to the local environment and made a communþ
loose its identity; no Íees, no landscaping, no amenities (e.g., benches, bus
shelters).

It is worth pointing out at this point that the impacts of big-box development have not
yet been systematically examined in Winnipeg. This practicum is conducted based on the
assumption that the social, economic, and environmental impacts in Winnipeg are similar to
those identifïed in this section (See Section 1.3). The research as shown in the following
chapters seems to support this assumption (See Chapters Four and Eight).

3.5 Coping with Big-box: Policy Options
Research and studies conducted in recent years suggested that communities needed

comprehensive policies to cope with big-box developments. The following section summaries
the policy options identified in three broadly cited documents: "Managing Maryland's Growth:

Models and Guidelines -"Big-box" Retail Development" (Maryland, 2001), 'oBetter Models

for Superstores: Alternatives to Big-Box Sprawl" @eaumont,1997), and "Policy Options for
Local Government Regarding Big Box" (Altenhot 1998).
3.5.1 Policy Options as Suggested by Various Research
The Maryland Department of Planning report (2001) examined six municipal
government and two state government policies regarding big-box developments across the US.
The report showed that these existing policies that had been studied were largely focused on

limiting the scale of the store, amending zoning codes to restrict big-box, and using
comprehensive plans to guide commercial development. The report also showed that some

local governments, such as Fort Collins, Colorado and Somerset County, New Jersey, had
paid particular attention to urban design. As a conclusion, the report recommended seven

regulatory tools and strategies that could be used to minimize big-box impacts:

l)

Municipal Comprehensive Plan
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2)

Municipal ZonngOrdinance

3)

Market Analysis

4)

Impact Assessments and Development Fees

5)

Inter-Jurisdictional Coordination and Agreement

6) Design
7)

Review and Design Guidelines

Performance-based Approaches and Standards

Beaumont (1997) identified nine existing tools that communities could use to protect

their downtown from sprawl and to ensure that big-box stores respected the landscape. These
tools included:

l)

Zoningbans against "sprawl locations"

2) Retail square-footage or size caps
3) Moratoria

on development

4) Design standards
5) Review of developments with regional sprawl
6)

Withdrawal of subsidies for sprawl

7) Local business retention

zones

8)

Impact fees

9)

Mitigation of adverse impacts

Altenhof (1998) studied nine communities in Ontario and British Columbia, and
suggested a policy matrix, which included thirteen policy options within fîve categories: I

l) Land Use Regulations

o
o

and Process:

Explicitly define big box or retail warehouse, differentiating it from other
warehouse uses in zoning by-laws and official plans;
Create and implement monitor system;

I

This policy matrix provided a framework for design of the questionnaire survey in the case study (See
Appendix A).
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a

Create a ne\il designation bonowing policies from existing designations. Not to
be used on a site-by-site basis, and only where warranted;

a

Where allowed by law, institute moratoria on development until appropriate
changes have been made.

2) Commercial Development:
a

Est¿blish a system of a commercial hierarchy. Require market impact
assessments for all new developments. Designate areas and/or disticts historic.
Limit new coÍlmercial deveþment to downtown area;

a

Limit amount of floor area dedicated to a particular

set

of items, for example

hardware and food;
a

and clarif policies for users, that is, learn about the various types of
retailers and their location requirements, then state this in well-defined, userfriendly policies that designate locations reflecting these needs.

Simpliff

3) Infrastructure:
o

Cluster big box or auto-oriented commercial uses. Establish a big box
designation. Limit new commercial development to existing commercial
desþations. Require new development to pay for its own infrastructure;

a

Direct these retail uses to existing or future planned commercial nodes. Do not
deviate from stated policy, regular adherence is the best enforcement. Require
new development to pay for its own infrastructure, as well as impact on
existing infrastructure or required upgrades;

a

Require traffic impact assessments. Locate big bo/auto-oriented retail along
major thoroughfares in conjunction with a service road or internally linked
driveways. Direct new development away from local roads and
neighbourhoods. Require that extra infrastructure is paid for by big box retailer,
or that tax revenues for future development justify new infrastructure. Require
coordinated access points and pedestrian linkages.

4) Site Design:

of

a

Establish design guidelines for big box retailers. Require participation
citizen group and/or design committee in development agreement;

a

Limit allowable floor area in single commercial developments to a maximum.

5) Regionalism:

Include in municipal commercial policies regional impact assessments and
participation;
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.

Ensure regional commercial plan be consistent with municipal plans.

3.5.2 Design Guidelines as a Policy Option

Various studies examined in the previous section showed that communities needed
comprehensive policies to cope with big-box development. These policies should, on one
hand, comprise economic, social, and environmental aspects, and on the other, cover different
scales, including regional, community, and site planning levels.
These studies also suggested that communities should employ different available and

possible planning tools systematically to intervene in big-box development. These tools
included regional planning, municipal comprehensive planning, site planning, zoning,

environmental assessment, and various municipal finance tools.
As a common suggestion, all these studies concluded that urban design, as an
important instrument ofpublic intervention, should be taken into consideration. Design
guidelines, as an effective public policy in shaping the physical environment, should be
included and be treated as an integral part of the comprehensive development control and
management policies for local municipalities. The significant financial advantage of big-box

over traditional retailing as shown in section 3.3.2 suggested that raising the standard

of

design control is financially feasible.
3.6 Summary

This chapter provided the defïnition of big-boxo described the background of the
emergence of big-box development, analyzed the external and internal reasons for the rise

of

this large format retailing, identified the major impacts, and summarized the policies and tools
that could be used to cope with big-box retailers.
The research implied that big-box development was an outcome of the continuous

evolution of the retail industry over the 20th century, which has been charactenzed by three
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global trends: the centralization of capital, the decentralization of distribution, and the
increase of building scale. The research also revealed two major reasons for the success

of

big-box retailers: catering to customer changes (which was rooted in the broader social and
economic change), and increasing management efficiency (by using information technology).
The research indicated that although big-box development brought some benefits to

local communities, its negative social, economic, and environmental impacts \ilere more
obvious. Some of the impacts, especially the environmental, aesthetic, and cultural impacts
were associated with its poor design and auto-oriented nature.

A major fìnding of the research in this chapter was that local communities needed
comprehensive policies to cope with big-box retailing. These policies should be concemed

with social, economic, and environmental impacts that have been imposed by the introduction
of big-box development. It is also suggested that communities could hardly solve big-box
problems successfully within the local political boundary. Inter-jurisdictional coordination
and collaboration were very important in dealing with big-box retailers.

A common conclusion made by all the research and studies was that design guidelines,
as a tool of

public intervention of the market place, should be seen as one integral component

of the comprehensive policy framework.
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Chapter 4: Winnipeg Context of Big-box Development

The previous chapter established the theoretical foundation of this practicum.

It

provided a general understanding of big-boxo and highlighted what communities could do to
cope with big-box development. This chapter focuses on the Winnipeg context.

It is intended

to provide an overview of Winnipeg's big'box development and relevant planning policies.
The chapter is divided into five sections. Section one is a general review of retail development
trends in Winnipeg. Section two is a brief description of the geographic distribution of big-

box stores. Section three is a discussion of big-box site planning and

desþ

Section four is an examination of the available relevant land use and urban

in the City.

desþ policies

an identification ofproblems in the design view process. The last section is a summary

and

of

major findings from this chapter.

4.1l)evelopment Trend of \ilinnipeg's Retail Industry
This section outlined the trend of retail development in Winnipeg.It included a
historic review of retail growth in Winnipeg in recent years, a brief description of the current
situation, and a forecast of the growth in retail space. The major resource used in this section
was the 2000 City of Winnipeg and Manitoba Urban Affairs report: " Retail Development

Policy Recommendations for Plan Winnipeg" prepared by Coriolis Consulting Corp (Coriolis
Report).
4.1.1 Historic Review
The Coriolis Report compared Winnipeg's general retail development with eleven
Westem Canadian cities. The research showed in all the cities that had been examined,

including Winnipeg, there had been a very large increase in the amount of big-box
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development in suburban locations in the 1990s. In most suburban locations of these cities,

big-box development had replaced the haditional suburban shopping centre or mall as the
preferred form of development for retailers. (Coriolis,2000:7).

According to the Coriolis Report, Winnipeg's overall retail and service market was

relatively strong. The

Cþ

had experienced a steady rate of retail growth in recent years, the

overall vacancy rate was relatively low, and the amount of total floor space was similar to
other western Canadian centres on a per capita basis (Coriolis, 2000: 49). Statistics showed
that the real increase (taking into account the inflation rate) of the retail sales per capita in

Manitoba during 1991-1998 was over 2%. Atthe same period of time, the increase of retail
and service space per capita in Winnipeg grew from 35.4 sq.ft to 39.1 sq.ft with an average

annual rate of increase of 1.3% (Coriolis , 2000: 17). Overall,2,334,000 sq.ft additional retail
and service floor space was constructed. As a result, the
space grew from 22,103,000 sq.ft

Cþ's

total retail and service floor

in 1991 to 24,437,000 sq.ft in 1998.

Retail and Service
Floor Space (sq.ft)

Trade Area Population

Winnipeg
Greater Vancouver

24,437,206

706,004
2,083,544

Saskatoon

8,104,004
37,100,000
4,191,270

Edmonton
Nanaimo

Space Per Capita

(sq.ft)

85,450,450

2t9,056
873,000
130,804

34.6

42.0
37.0
42.5
32.0

Table 4-1: Comparison of Retail Space Per Capita ìn Selected Western Canadìan Cìtíes.
Source: Coríolìs, 2000: 14-15

The Coriolis Report also indicated that most of the retail and service space constructed

in Winnipeg in recent years had been built in one of two forms. First, large format retail
centres were occupied by regional oriented business, such as Home Depot, Costco, Revy

Home and Garden, Chapters, Real Canadian Superstore, Wal-Mafi, and Staples. Second,

community and neighbourhood scale shopping centres were anchored by major food stores,
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such as IGA Garden Market or Safeway. Most of these newly constructed spaces were located

along the perimeter of the Clty in highly accessible locations near the major residential areas

(Coriolis, 2000: l8). By 2000, Winnipeg had almost all of the major retailers that typically
existed in \Mestern Canadian commercial centres. The main exceptions were Ikean Petceteral,
and London Drug. This suggested that Winnipeg might be an attractive location for a few

additional large retail chains that already existed in western Canada, but not in Winnipeg. The
Coriolis Report suggested that Winnipeg would continue to see the growth of additional large
format retail businesses in the near future.
4.1.2 Forecast of Growth
Based on the historic development trends and retail and service space per capita, the

Coriolis Report forecasted two ranges of Winnipeg's retail and service floor space growth
between 1999 and 2010. The low end range suggested a total growth of about 3.1 million
se.ft.o or about 260,000 sq.ft. per year. The high end range suggested a total growth of about

4.4 million sQ.ft., or about 370,000 sq.ft. per year (Coriolis, 2000: 54). It was also estimated
that about 90% ofthe floor space growth would happen in suburban locations and were most

likely to be in the big-box format. This growttr would likely take place in the context of
increasing vacancies and further obsolescence of some existing retail locations that were not
as

well located as new projects (Coriolis, 2000: 2). This growth forecast represented growth in

total floor space, not total development. Total retail and service development could be higher
as existing projects planned for redevelopment would create new construction, but not

necessarily a net increase in floor space (Coriolis, 2000: 61).

1

According to the researcher's field work, Petcetera had already entered Winnipeg by 2002
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4.2 Distribution of Winnipeg's Big-box Stores

This section presented a brief description of the geographic distribution pattern of bigbox development in Winnipeg. It was based on citywide site survey research I conducted
betweenNovember 2002 andMarch 2003. The survey was based on over a hundred
photographs and concluded with a Winnipeg's Big-box Dishibution Map @igure 4-14). Due

to resource limitations and time constraints, the distribution map may not include all the bigbox stores in Winnipeg, even though I have made an effort to visit as many sites as possible.
4.2.1 Neighbourhood Big-box

Like other North American cities, most big-box stores in Winnipeg were located at
highly accessible suburban locations along the Cþ's periphery. However, there were some
exceptions. The Canadian Tire store located at Notre Dame and Isabel \ilas an example of a

downtown location big-box store in Winnipegl(Figure 4-l). Grocery retailers such as IGA and
Safeway, had outlets in the inner

cþ

area and mature neighbourhoods (i.e., Safeway store in

Osborne Village). These grocery stores were usually defined as haditional supermarkets

(community oriented), traced back to the 1930s (See Section3.2.3). While competing with
their big-box counterparts (such as Real Canadian Superstore), these traditional supermarkets
have fansformed in building size and design, and have consequently become more like bigboxes2.

of

trroo

A recent noticeable retail development in Winnipeg's downtown was the introduction

category killers on Portage Avenue, namely A&B Sound and Staples. Both stores were

typically located at suburban locations. They have now been operating right at the heart of the
City. A&B Sound occupied a hotel building at Portage and Donald. Staples had become a ne\¡'/

I

This store demonstrates an earlier version of Canadian Tire, which is considerably smaller than those newly

constructed suburban stores.

2 The change in size can be observed by comparing cunent big-box Safeway stores to the original store built in
1932 and still existing in Transcona.
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anchor of Portage Place (Figure a-3). Big-box stores

in Winnipeg's inner city areas were usually located on
commercial mainsfreets.

A.2.2Hlighway Strip
Highway strip refers to a strip of retail and

Fígure 4-1: The Canadían Tire store at Notle
Dame qnd Isøbel

service facilities located along a highway. These

Photo: llang,2002

facilities are of different scales, and generally include
gas stations, restaurantso car dealers, and banks, etc.

Big-box stores are usually the anchor stores of a
highway ship.In rWinnipeg, this type of big-box
distribution has occurred along the

Cþ's

Fígure 4-2: A Safeway store at Ellìce and Wall
Photo: Wang, 2002

major

'oradial" thoroughfares, such as Portage Avenue (west),

McPhillips Steet (north), Main Street, Henderson
Highway, Regent Avenue, St. Anne's Road, Pembina
Highway, and so on. In these areas, big-box stores and
other highway commercial facilities have stood side by

Fígwe 4-3: A Støples outlet at Portage Place
Photo: Wang,2002

side and have extended for miles. Big-box stores, as

well

as huge advertisement

sþs

and treeless parking

spaces have comprised the major visual elements

of

these areas.

Figure 4-4: Avíew on Pembína Hwy
Photo: Wang,2003
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Fígure 4-5: Garden Cíty Shoppíng Centre Síte Map.
Source : www. gardencityshoppingctr. com/shops/shops.htm,

4.2.3 Reconfiguration of The

2 0 03

Mall

The shopping mall, as first conceived in the 1950s (See Sectioî3.2.2), was a mix

of

different scales of retail, service, and entertainment facilities. The storefronts of these
facilities usually faced an enclosed and air-conditioned pedestrian area. A mall was usually
surrounded by extensive parking lots. A recent concept, however, has been to turn the
storefronts inside out, towards parking. This type of development has usually been seen in the
areas around the existing shopping malls. This reconfiguration of the mall has sometimes

been called "de-malling" (Maryland,2001: 12). In Winnipeg, this reconfiguration has been
seen

in a number of regional shopping centres. For example, in St. Vital Shopping Centre, a

Safeway store was located facing the mall. A Chapters outlet oriented its major entrance

directly facing the parking lot (Figure 4-6). This innovation has greatly changed the
appearance of the mall. In Garden City Shopping Centre, three typical big-box retailers

(Canadian Tire, Winners, and PetCetera) became anchor stores or major tenants of the mall.
These new tenants were oriented to face the parking lots. In this case, big-box stores usually
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have two major accesses: one highly visible access

facing directly to the parking lots, and one pedestrian
access to the enclosed

mall (Figure 4-5).

4.2.4Power Centre
Power cente refers to a group of freestanding

Fígre

4-6: An exanple of recon/ìguration

the mall: Chapters outlet at St. Vítal
Photo: Wang, 2002

big-box stores located together, usually anchored by

of

Mall

one or two major trans-national or national retailers, to

service a wide area (See Section 3.1). To dateo there
are two typical power centres in Winnipeg: one located
at Kenaston -

McGillivray and the other at Regent

-

Lagimodiere. The Kenaston - McGilliway centre was
a

recently developed commercial area. It contained a

Figure 4-7: A power centre at RegentLagímodíere

Photo: lløng, 2002

number of big-box stores and other freestanding

commercial facilities. It was anchored by Wal-Mart,
Safeway, and Canadian Tire. The power centre at
Regent -Lagimodiere was close to the existing
Figure 4-8: Surface parhing at Polo Park

Kildonan Place Shopping Cenfie. It consisted of three

Shoppíng Centre
Photo: ll'ang, 2002

big-box anchor stores (Wal-Mart, Real Canadian
Super Store, and Home Depot). The tot¿l gross floor
area was approximately 365,000 sq.ft. The

establishment of this power centre made the Regent

-

Lagimodiere area a highly concentrated area of retail
and services, including traditional shopping mall,
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Fígure 4-9: A Pallìser outlet ín Polo ParkArea
Photo: Wang, 2003

po\iler cenfe, and highway strip (Figure 4-7).
4.2.5 Polo Park Area
The big-box disfiibution in the Polo Park area
was a mixed configuration. According to the Coriolis
Report, the total floor space of big-box stores around
the Polo Parking Shopping Centre (1.5 million sq.ft)
exceeded the total floor space of the mall itself (1.1

million sq.ft, including the Silvercity Theate)
(Coriolis Report,2000: 23). The combination of bigboxes and haditional mall made Polo Park the single
biggest shopping area in the City (Figure 4-8). The
increase of big-box retail space resulted in the
emergence of some special big-box shopping zones in

the Polo Park area. A good example was the
concenhation of home improvement retailers in the
area north to

Ellice Avenue, which was anchored by

several fans-national retailers, such as Home Depot
and Revy (Figure 10, 11, 12, and

l3). Smaller retailers

who were providing special products and services

of

the same category surrounded these anchor stores.

Many of them were local retailers but modeled after
big-boxes.
Fígre 4-10,

11, 12, and 13: Four home
¡mprovement retailers ín Polo ParkAreq

Photo: Wøng,2003
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Figure 4-14: Wínnipeg Big-Box Distríbution Map
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4.3 Site Planning and Design of Winnipeg's Bigbox Stores

This section analyzed the site planning and

desþ of Winnipeg's big-box.It

was conducted based

on my site survey and observation. The research
Figure 4-15: Sudace parking ín Polo Park
Photo: Wang, 2002

showed that Winnipeg's big-boxes were not

significantly different from those in other North
America cities. Similar to elsewhere, free standing,
indushial style, large mass building were the major
physical characteristics of these retail structures.
Figure 4-16: Undergroundparkíng ofthe Real

4.3.1 Site Planning

Canadìan Superstore at Portage and School

Photo: l{ang,2002

Most big-box stores in Winnipeg \ilere
freestanding structures. Site planning of these big-box
stores was automobile oriented. They usually had very
deep setbacks from the major streeto to provide

maximum possible visible and accessible surface
parking lots. No multi-level parking structures were

Fígure 4-17: Avìew on Pembinø Hwy showing
a typ¡cal big-box setbøck

Photo: lTang, 200j

observed. The only exception was the Real Canadian
Superstore

at

Portage Avenue and School Road,

which provided underground parking simply because
there was not enough ground space for surfacing

parking (Figure 4-16). Most surface parking lots were
paved with asphalt or concrete and were seldom
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Fígure 4-18: A víew at Kenaston
4rea
Photo: l(ang, 2002

- McGillíway

covered by trees or other plants. Loading zones were

usually located at the side of the structures so as to
minimize the influence on customers' traffic flow.

Accessibility for non-car users \ilas often neglected.
For example, Wal-Mart stores were usually located
Fígure

over 100 meters away from the bus stops (Figure 4-19).

4-

1

9:

A bus stop

Store at Kenaston

ín

front of a Wal-Mart

- McGílliway

Photo: Wang,2002

Bus passengers therefore had to walk across the huge

parking lots to reach the entrance to the stores. My
recent fieldwork also indicated that no bus shelter was

provided in the City's most newly developed power
centres (Figure 4-20). Most big-box sites had very

limited landscaping treatment. Two newly developed

Fìgare 4-20: Abus stopbesídes the Real
Canadian Superstore at Regent -LagímodÍere
Photo: Wang,2002

power centres (located at Regent -Lagimodiere and
Kenaston

-

McGillivray) provided some landscaping

at the enhance, usually fences modeled as

low gates,

shrubs, and stones. During the winter, these landscape
elements were usually buried in thick snow. While

Fìgure 4-2 1 : A víew at Polo Park area
Photo: Wang,2002

landscape was diffrcult to see and experience by either

pedestrians or car drivers, commercial signs were

hrghly visible. These signs were usually put on high
poles or painted / mounted directþ on wallsn and

illuminated by powerful lights. In fact, huge
illuminated signs became the major visual component
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Figare 4-22 : Poorly designed and placed sìgns
create visual clutter
Photo: llang 2002

on the major thoroughfares of the

Cþ

(Figure 4-21,22)

Although most big-box stores in Winnipeg
were freestanding, there were two exceptions.
The first exception \¡ras a big-box store
attached to an existing mall. Examples of this type
Figure 4-23: A Wal-Mart stote at St. Vital

included a Wal-Mart store at St.Vital Shopping Centre
and a Canadian Tire store at Garden

Cþ

Shoppìng Centre

Photo: Wang,2003

Shopping

Centre. As described in the previous section, these
stores had become the anchor stores of their host malls.

The Wal-Mart store at St. Vital was the biggest tenant

of the mall. The store was an integral part of the whole

mall structure and demonstrated no difference in

Fígure 4-24: Avíew at Mcphíllips and Leìla-A
Stapes store attached to a l{al-Mart store
Photo: llang,2003

appearance from traditional department stores such as

the Bay and Sears (Figure 4-23). The Canadian Tire
store in Garden City, however, looked like an

additional part of the mall. Excep for the pedestrian
connection (a small door open to the mall), the giant
store seemed to have no architectural relationship with
the mall at all. In this fïrst exception, big-box retailers
leased and occupied vacant mall space and became

mall tenants without major changes to mall facilities.
Another exception was a semi-detached bigbox store. This referred to a situation where two or
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Fígure 4-25and 26: IVo attached new stores at
McPhillíps and Leila
Photo: IYang, 2003

more big-box stores sit side by side, with no space between them. A typical example was in
the Garden City area, at the northeast comer of McPhillips and Leila. In this case, Wal-Mart,
Staples, and Safeway operated in an old mall structure (Figure 4-24). Two newly constructed

big-box stores -Chapters and Future Shop, shared a coÍrmon wall (Figure 4-25 and26).
Similar to the freestanding big-boxes, these semi-detached stores usually had extensive
surface parking in the front, without consideration of landscaping and public transportation.

Huge illuminated

sþs

stood out and dominated the major view of the urban space.

4.3.2 Building Design

Most of Winnipeg's big-box stores, particularly the national and trans-national retail
giants such as Wal-Mart, Home Depot, and Costco, were of uniform appearance.In fact, most

big-box stores in Winnipeg were designed by architects from other cities. Wal-Mart had six
outlets in Winnipeg. Four of them looked exactly the same. The other two used existing mall
structures. Home Depot had three outlets in the City. It has difficult to differentiate between
them. Chapters seemed to have a decent looking facade. However, Its design is the same in
every location as if the façade was stamped on the building. Some big-box retailers, such as
Real Canadian Super Store, were creating different faces for their new stores. Two recently
constructed Real Canadian Super Store outlets, one on Bison Drive and the other on Regent
o'green
boxes". However, the change of the
Avenue, looked quite different from the original

store appearance was more likely the retailer's market strategy or internal needs rather than a

reflection of the local context. The Real Canadian Super Store was multiplying its new design
in all western Canadian cities. The best example in Winnipegthat demonstrated how a bigbox store (in this case, category killer) could fit into the local context was the A&B
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Sound downtown outlet. The retailer renovated a twostory hotel building, and turned it into a trendy
shopping space. Another interesting example was at

Kildonan Cross Shopping Centre, where a strong
architecture element (layers of curves at the building
corners) was used on all the buildings and structures

(including signage poles). Regardless of the

qualþ

and aesthetic value of the design, this element helped

to reinforce the visual integrþ and identity of the
shopping centre. National chains in this shopping
centre, such as Safeway and Petcetera, were all

Figure 4-27and 28: A Safeway store and a
Petcetera store at Kildonan Cross Shoppíng
Centre use the same archítecture desígn
feature.
Photo: Wang, 2003

(perhaps unwillingly) wearing the same 'ocap" (Figure

4-27 and28).
Most big-box stores in V/innipeg, especially
warehouse clubs, discount department stores, and
home improvement retailers, such as Costco (Figure 429), V/al-Marto and Home Depot, looked liked

Fígure 4-29: A Costco store ín Polo Park area
Photo: lYang, 2003

industrial structures. They usually had a huge mass,
straight roofline, low transparent rate (small window
or no window), and simple and cheap looking exterior

finishing. The only element of these stores that
reminded people they were commercial buildings was
the entrance, which was usually decorated with a big
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Figure 4-30: A Wal-Mart store at Polo Park
area

Photo: Wang, 2002

sþ.

illuminated

For most big-box retailers, this cheap

looking image was exactþ what they want to convey
to their customers.
Some big-box retailers, including grocery

giants, such as Real Canadian Super Store, and
Category killers, such as Future Shop, Chapters, A&B
Sound, and Visions, have begun to show their interest

in shop design. For example, the fïrst generation ofthe

T

E

ffiru

fl

n

Real Canadian Super Store (green box) looked exactly

like an indusfiial building. The new store design,
however, had not only created more spacious interior
space (the Regent store even introduced

Figure 4-31 and 32: Anolder generatìon
Future Shop (above) store; A new generatíon
Furture Shop store þelow)
Photo: l{ang, 2003

roof lights

into the building design), but had also added some
interesting details to the exterior, especially the
entrance. Future Shop had recently added some

interesting ornamental features to its new stores in
Polo Park and Garden

Cþ. These elements attempted

to make the stores look more like fashionable places
than warehouses (Figure 4-31 and 32). Palliser's newly
opened Polo Park outlet provided another example.

Although the building was still a typical industrial
structure

-

a huge

met¿l panels

box without style, covered by cheap

- the design of the main façade

6l

Fígure 4-33 and 34: A new Pallíser store ín
Polo Park area
Photo: Wang, 2003

incorporated a neo-deconstructivist style window. By
also adding some large illuminated pictures, the

designer tried to convey a trendy image (Figure 4-33
and 34). These examples implied that when faced
a changing and

with

competitive market, some retailers

Figure 4-35: An old IGA store on Maín Street
Photo: lTang, 2002

would consider design. Appropriate guidance may be
able to assist in improving design quality to make the

buildings more compatible with the overall communþ
vision and context.
Smaller scale grocers, such as Safeway, were
more frequently changing their appearances, and were

now more interested in making their designs reflect the
local context. Fieldwork showed that old Safeway
stores in inner city and mature neighbourhood

locations had a variety of store designs. The

McPhillips Safeway store (off Richardson) had

a

totally different appearance from the one at Corydon
and Tuxedo. The Osbome Village outlet was also

different from the store at Ellice and TVall. A major
explanation to this phenomenon could be that these
stores belonged to different generations of

desþ. But

it could imply that if design could frequently change,
contextual design may also be achievable. Safeway
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Fígure 4-36,37, and 38: Three newly buílt IGA
stores at various locatíons in lI/ínnípeg
Photo: ll'ang, 2002

had begun to catch up with the new fashion in big-box design.

A new Safeway store on

Pembina Hwy, looked exactly the same as the one at Kenaston

-

McGillivray po\¡/er centreo or

the one on Portage Avenue (weÐ, or in St. Vital, even though the new design obviously
looked much more friendly to the environment than the design of those giant counterparts.
4.4 Winnipeg's Planning Policies with Regard to Big-box Development

Big-box development had not yet been systematically studied in Winnipeg, and there
\ilas no planning policy tailored specifically for big-box development in the City. However,
some government documents and legislation did address big-boxes issues and provided

guidance to big-box development. This section briefly reviewed relevant available planning

policies, including Plan Wínnipeg 2020 Vísiono the Coriolis Report, Winnipeg's ZonngBylaw, and some big-box development application documents from the Department of Planning,
Property, and Development of the City of Winnipeg. Previous informal dialogues with
various populations also provided insight into'Winnipeg's policy and decision-making context.
4.4.1 Plan Winnipegns Retail Policy

Plan Winnípeg 2020 Vísion established a retail hierarchy in the city. According to the
plan, Winnipeg's retail development was generally divided into four levels: downtown,
regional centre, communþ centre, and neighbourhood main street. The

Cþ's policy was to

support a stong downtowno to support the maintenance and development of the communþ

commercial centres and neighbourhood main streets, and to identiff areas of regional
commercial and mixed-use concentration to accommodate large scale retail and service space,
entertainment space, and suburban office employment of a regional nature (Winnipeg,2002:
33).
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Obviously, the

Cþ's

goal was to guide or limit big-box development within the

planned regional commercial centre areas. The new Plan Winnipeg designated six commercial
areas as such regional cenües: Polo Park, Garden

Cþ,

Regent-Lagimodiere (Kildonan),

St.Vital, Kenaston-McGillway, and Unicity (Plan Winnipeg2D2D Vision Policy Plate A).
This was different from the previous version of Plan Wínnípeg,which designated Grant Park
instead of the recently emerged Kenaston-McGillvray as the regional shopping centre

(Coriolis, 2000: 77).The other major difference between the new Plan Winnipeg 2020 Visíon
and the previous version of

Plan Winnipeg was that the new version defined regional cenfe

as

mixed-use concentrations, whereas the old version defined it as shopping cenûe (Coriolis,

2000: 77).Inbrief, the new regional centre designation was geographically larger than the

orþinal regional shopping cenfte designation. For example, the old Polo Park Shopping
Centre designation referred to the Polo Park mall, whereas the new Polo Park Regional Centre

desþation referred to the area east to Empress, west to Century-Border,
and

no¡h to Sargent. This major change implied that the City's policy

south to Portage,

has taken into

consideration the impact of big-box development.

In general, Plan Winnipeg's long term policies, such
form, integrating land use, urban

desþ,

as

promoting compact urban

and transportation planning, protecting traffic flows

from significant increase, promoting commercial densification (Winnipeg,2002:32-33),
promoting environmentally responsible decision-making (Winnipeg,2002:48) and promoting
regional consistency in planning and development (Winnipeg,2002:33) were all relevant to
big-box development. What needed to be done next was to prepare more detailed action plans
and guidelines.
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4.4,2 The Coriolis Report
The Coriolis Report was another major document that addressed big-box issues. It was
a technical report prepared

for the City of Winnipeg and Manitoba Urban Affairs, which made

recommendations for retail development policy for Plan Winnipeg. Comparative research
showed that Plan Wnnipeg 2020 Visionhad accepted some recommendations suggested by
the Coriolis Report, such as the concept of 'oregional centre" instead of "regional shopping

cente", to formulate its policy with regards to retail development. The Coriolis Report
provided more specific recommendations on big-box development:

A few concenfrations of big-boxl retailers, in areas that have high vehicular
accessibilþ, will complement existing regional and community scale shopping
areas, and will minimize impact on existing neighbourhoods. Stand-alone, bigbox, warehouse style retailers, should not be located within regional centres, as
this will limit the ability to densi$ regional centres in the longer term. Big-box
development should be reinforced in the two areas that are the existing focus of
big-box business in the City: the area north of Polo Park and Regent Avenue in
East Kildonan ...a third concentration should be encouraged in a location to
serve the southern portion of the City. One candidate is the area near
McGilliway and Kenaston, but there may be other suitable locations (such as
Pembina Highway). It makes sense for the City to identiff a prefened big-box
location in the southern portion of the Crty in advance, rather than continuing
to evaluate applications in scattered locations.

(Coriolis,2000: 78)

It should be pointed out that there was no major conflict between Plan Wínnipeg and
the Coriolis Report at this point. Plan Winnipeghad a different interpretation of the term

"regional centre", which referred to a larger area including the big-box designation as
suggested by the Coriolis Report.

Plan l(innipeg

also reflected the

realþ that big-boxes

already been available in three regional centres: Garden City, St. Vital, and

had

Unicþ. The six

designated regional centres covered two major big-box distribution types (reconfiguration

I

The Coriolis Report defined big-box as large warehouse style retailers, such as Costco or Home Depot, not
large supermarket or departrnent stores, such as Wal-Mart or Super Store (Coriolis, 2000: 78)
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of

the mall and the po\¡rer centre) as described in Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, However, neither Plan
Winnipeg nor the Coriolis Report provided recommendations and guidelines for big-box
stores dishibuted throughout the City (highway sfrip along the City's major thoroughfares,
and inner city commercial development).

4.4.3 Zoning By-law

Winnipeg's ZonngBy-law had not yet been amended to reflect big-box development.

By-law

6400194 designated seven commercial land uses. These different commercial

designations referred to commercial facilities at different scales: from neighbourhood local

level commercial to regional shopping centre. The by-law regulated use þermitted

useo

prohibited use, and conditional use), parking, and bulk control for each commercial
designation, but imposed no resfiction on scale. Most zoning regulations, such as set back
requirements and parking, in fact encouraged big-box format development. For example,

zoning required minimum front yard, but no restriction for maximum set back. It set up
minimum parking requirements, but had no limitation for maximum surface parking. These
regulations catered to the big-box developers' need to provide maximum surface parking in

front of the stores. Zonng limited maximum building height. However, 30-45 ft was more
than enough for big-box retailers to create large mass structures.

Not only could big-box be built on commercial land, but also on industrial land.
rWarehouse clubs, such as Costco, were usually located

in indushial districts. Some specialty

retailers, such as Canadian Tire, Home Depot, were also located in industrial zones. In the

Polo Park area, for example, most big-box stores were in fact located on the land that was

desþated

as industrial use. Similar to the commercial land use designation, the zoning by-
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law usually set up minimum requirements for set back, parking, and maximum requirements
for building height, which resulted in no restrictions for to big-box development at all.
4.4.4 Rezoning
The Zoning By-law allowed big-box developers to rezone any land use to commercial
use by

following certain processes. In Winnipeg, the by-law regulated the process of rezoning

proposals. However, it did not provide detailed regulations and guidelines to support the
process. The

Cþ

did not have any detailed action policies, such as transportation impact

assessment, environment impact assessment, or aesthetic impact assessment to facilitate the

decision-making process. It left the decision-making to politicians.
For example, the sites of two power centes in Winnipegl¡/ere originally designated as
industrial use. Developers acquired the industrial land and applied to rezone the land to
commercial use. In the Regent-Lagimodiere case, the developer bought the industrial land

desþated

as

Ml

Industrial District from the

Cþ

and applied to rezone

itto C4 Commercial

District. In the Kenaston-McGillvray case the developer applied to rezone the land from M2
Industrial District to C2 Commercial District. In both cases, developers won strong political
support, and finally got the rezoning application approved. The other more controversial
example was the Real Canadian Super Store Portage Avenue outlet. The developer bought the
land designated as PR Park and Recreational District and applied to rezone itto C2

Commercial Dishict. A review of the historic newspapers showed that this development
proposal immediately became a controversial political issue

n

1994. Local residents

expressed their strong opposition to the plan. However, the rezoning application was

approved with the support from political leaders. The developer was asked to provide
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finally

adequate landscaping to create a buffer zone between the big-box and the surrounding

neighbourhood.
Since there have been no detailed action policies and guidelines to follow, planning

officials usually ¡nade discretionary decisions. In the above Real Canadian Super Store case,

a

fansportation assessment was required by the planning administration. In other cases, no such
requirement was made. In one application that has been studied, instead of being required to

provide more green space, the developer \ilas persuaded to eliminate the proposed island type
landscape treatment on the parking lots because it was considered diffrcult to maintain.

The above examples imply that within the existing decision-making structure, even

if

the City's long term planning policies established big-box designations (i.e., to guide big-box
development in the desþated regional centres), without detailed policies and guidelines to
guide decision-making actions, in theory, developers have still been able to do what they want
and change the

Cþ's

land use plan.

4.5 Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the retail and big-box development in Winnipeg,
and described the major physical characteristics of Winnipeg's big-box stores, including

geographic distribution and site planning and building

desþ. It also examined Winnipeg's

existing policies, regulations, and decision-making processes related to big-box development.
The research showed Winnipeg's relatively slow growth in recent decades did not
seem to prevent big-box retailers from entering. Since

mid 1990, the City has witnessed a

boom in big-box development, which has greatly altered the Cþ's retail structure and urban
landscape. Big-box has been a new retail trend in Winnipeg, and is likely to continue

developing over the next ten years or so. Winnipeg's big-box stores have usually been located
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at highly automobile accessible suburban locations, although some typical category killers
have recently seen entering inner city neighbourhoods and downtown. The physical settings

of Winnipeg's big-box stores were not significantly different from those of other North
American cities. They were usually large freestanding industrial looking structures that did
not relate to the local physical context, nafural environment, and pedestrians.

Big-box development has not yet been systematically studied in \Vinnipeg, although

Plan Winnipeghas already addressed the issue. The research on previous decision-making
processes related to big-box development showed that even

if rigid land use planning policies

were established, developers were still able to change them with support from local politicians.
These findings suggest that Winnipeg faces a situation similar to other North American cities.

Winnipeg may be able to gain experience from other pioneer communities in coping with box
retailing. Winnipeg needs comprehensive planning and design policies as suggested in
Chapter Three. Urban design guidelines should be part of that policy framework.
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Chapter 5: Urban Design Guidelines

The research in Chapters Three and Four suggested that Winnipeg needed
comprehensive policies to cope with big-box development, and urban design guidelines
should be part of that policy framework. This chapter has stepped back from the big-box issue
and the Winnipeg contexto and has taken a look at urban design guidelines in a broader sense.

The intention has been to understand the scope of urban design and the role of design
guidelines. Particular attention has been paid to the most recent practice of constructing and

implementing design guidelines in North America. This chapter consists of four sections.
Section one provides a discussion of the scope of urban design. Section two introduces urban
design guidelines and their use in the design review process within the contemporary North

American context. Section three provides a brief review of two existing design guidelines in
Winnipeg. Section summaries the major findings in this chapter.
5.1 Scope of Urban Design

This section discussed the scope of urban design. It approached the subject from three
aspects, including the domain of urban design, the types of urban design works, and urban

design elements. Major resources used in this section lilere:

o'Urban

Design as Public Policyoo

(Barnett, 1974), " An Introduction to Urban Design" (Barnett, 1982), "The Urban Design
Process" (Shirvani, 1981), 'oUrban Design: The American Experience" (Lang, 1994), and
relevant journal articles and websites.
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5.1.1 The Dom¡in of Urban Design

*Urban design is a relatively new term for an activþ of long standingo'(Lang, 1994:

ix). It has existed as long as man has existed (Shirvani, 1985: 2). However, there is no
commonly agreed definition of "urban design". The following are some examples.
Urban design is the art of making places for people. It includes the way places
work and matters such as communþ safety, as well as how they look.It
concerns the connections between people and places, movement and urban
form, nature and the built fabric, and the processes for ensuring successful
villages, towns and cities.

(C488,2000: 8).
(Urban design) is concerned with the design of the four-dimensional physical
layout of human settlements and their parts.
(Lang, 1994:p ix)
Urban design is the general name for giving physical design direction to urban
growth, conservation, and change. It is understood to include landscape as well
as buildings, both preservation and new constructiono and rural areas as well as
cities.

(Barnett, 1982:12)
Urban design is that part of the planning process that deals with the physical
and spatial design
of the environment.

qualþ of the environment. That is to say, it is the physical

(Shirvani, 1981:6)
The above expressions reflect Shirvani's comment that there are numerous ways

of

defining "urban design" (Shirvani, 1981: l). However, most people do agree that urban design
is the

desþ

of the four dimensional physical environment.

A major discussion of the domain of urban design has been based on its relationship
with planning. In genetal, there have been two different ways of defïning this relationship.
The first defined urban design as a bridge between city planning and architectural design.
People holding this position usually suggested urban design was the design of building

7t

complexes at subcþ scales, including urban district, street blocks, and a group of buildings.
The second identified urban design as a parallel process to, or part of the overall framework

of

planning (Shirvani, 1981: 6). People holding this position believed urban design could be and
should be conducted at various scales, from regional, city, district, neighbourhood, down to
site scale. The Urban Task Force (UK) report "Towards an Urban Renaissance'o even
suggested preparing a national urban design framework, defining the core principles of urban

design, and setting out non-prescrþtive guidelines showing how good design can support
local plans and regeneration strategies (Urban Task Force,1999). \Mithin this group, some
people believed urban design should be integrated into different scales ofplanning policies.
Others, such as Shirvani, simply defïned the relationship between planning and urban design.
Planning dealt with whether to build or not to build, while design dealt with how to build

(Shirvani, 1981: 3).
Since the 1970s, an increasing number of scholars and communities have accepted the
second view of the relationship between urban planning and design. This practicum was

deveþed

based on the second view of urban design.

5.1.2 Types of Urban Design

In practice, there are different kinds of urban design projects, including infrastructure

desþ,

new town design, large project design, urban renewal, suburban development, campus

desþ, international fairs and expositions

design, amusement parks and theme parks design,

and so on. These developments have been financed either by private or public sectors. The
scale of urban design projects has ranged from regional, municipal, neighbourhood through to

the site level. For a city, urban design principles for development at different scales should be
consistent. Lang identifies four types of situations in which urban designers fïnd or place
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themselves. In these situations, designers demonstrate various degrees ofparticipation in

public policy formulation.

(a) The Urbqn Desígner øs Total Desígner
In this situation,

a

desþer or design

team would carry out the whole design work

-

from designing alternatives to the supervision of implementation. This means an architect or
architectural team would have approximately total control over the design of a whole
settlement from site plan down to building design. This situation rarely occurs in the
contemporary social and economic context. Radburn, New Jersey and the green belt towns

the 1930s were examples in which

desþ

of

teams carried out the whole design (Lang, 1994:

78). A recent example was Jackson Meadow, a new urbanism residential settlement in
Minnesota (Figure 5-1). In this case, a Finnish desþer was in charge of designing the whole

project from master planning to every single unit.
(b) AII-of-ø-Píece Urbøn Desìgn

In the second situationo an overall illustrative design would be done by one firm, and
guidelines would be written for developers and architects to follow in the design of buildings.
The basic point is that the urban design team acts as the reviewer of each subproposal and

implicitly, the elements of the whole project are built within a short period of time, if not
simultaneously. There are more examples of this type of urban design work. Rowe's Wharf in
Boston, designed by SOM lvas an example of a large building complex. Mission Bay in San
Francisco and Seaside in Florida (Figure 5-2) were both guided by a master plan that
determined the infrastructure, but their buildings were designed by a number of architects in
accordance

with strict design guidelines (Lang, 1994:79). Incases such
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as

La Defence in

Paris (Figure 5-3), the government played a very

important role in the process. They hired consultants to
prepare the master planso invested in and built the

infrastructure (both plans required huge amounts
investment due to the

desþ

of

concepts), and have

urban desìgn work - Jackson Meadow,
Mìnnesota
Photo: l{ang, 2002

continued control the design of the buildings.

(e) The Urban Designer as The Designer

Figure 5-1: An exanple of theJìrst situation

of

Infrastructure
In the third situation, an urban designer would
design the public infrastructure such as road, parks and
plazas, and public facilities such as

cþ

halls,

museums, and schools. This constitutes as much as

Figure 5-2: An example ofthe second sítuation
urban design work - Seasìde, Florìda
Source : www,cnu.org/resources, 2003

half of the built environment of human settlements.

Much ofthe character of the built environment stems
from the layout of these elements in relationship to
each other and to the spaces they form among

themselves. The effect would occur in ¡¡ro ways, first

in terms of the pattern itselt and second in terms of the

Fígure 5-3: Anexample ofthe seconds¡tuat¡on
urban design work - La Defence, París
Source : www.worldtrqvellers.net/pictures/
france, 2003

opportunities the elements of the infrastructure create
among themselves for land uses, building and open
space configurations. In this sense, all settlements have
an urban

desþ

component. The urban designer is the

person, or group ofpeople, specifying in advance of its
being built, the coordinated layout of the public realm
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Figure 5-4: An example of the third sítuatíon
urban design work- MM2 l, Yokohama
: www.web. Ínþweb.ne jp/mm2 1, 2 00 3

Source

-the capital investment strategy and the design (Lang, 1994:79). Examples of this type

of

design include Central Artery Air Right Development in Boston, the redesign of the
Embarcadero Highway in San Francisco, and MM21 in Yokohama (Figure 5-4).

(d) The Urban Designer as The Desígner of Guìdelines
In the last situation, designers would be responsible for the designing of design
guidelines. The urban design scheme would usually be implemented in a number ofphases
over time. Jonathan Barnett in his famous text "Urban Design as Public Policy" (Barnett,
1974) suggested "designing cities without designing buildings". This notion has been broadly
accepted in the public sector. In recent year, people have increasingly accepted design

guidelines as public policy. Governments are using design guidelines as a tool to guide long-

term development (usually within a designated, arca or a certain type of development).
Sometimes, these design guidelines are written by govemment staff, and sometimes they are
prepared by architecture or consulting firms. The
the area.

ln

Cþ

of San Francisco has been

ooUrban
1971, the Planning Department published the

Desþ

a pioneer

in

Plan" as part of the

City's comprehensive plan. This document was the fnst of its kind in the world. The City of
Vancouver, since 1973, has developed a series of design guidelines for its downtown areas.

In recent years, many North American cities have prepared design guidelines based on the
concept of sustainable development.
5.1.3 Urban Design Elements
The elements of urban design have been those aspects of the built environment that
have bçen open to

manþlation, or shaping, by designers (Lang, 1994:183).

These elements

have been within the realm of urban design, which, as Shirvani defines, is the space between

the buildings. It extends from the exterior of individual buildings outward, with consideration
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ofpositive and negative effects of individual buildings on each other's interiors (Shirvani,
1981:6). There have been several approaches to classiffing urban design elements.
(ø) Cognìtíon Image Approøch
The Cognition Image Approach \¡/as a classical theoretical framework developed by

Kevin Lynch. In his famous text "Urban Image", Lynch identified five elements that formed
people's mental images of cities. These elements indicated paths, edges, districts, nodes, and
landmarks. Paths were channels of movement. Edges were boundaries that break or run

parallel to the urban texture, which could be composed of a texture of individual buildings
and open spaces. An edge was a place oftransition from one area to another. Districts were
areas of the city that were

visually homogeneous in texture and could also be homogeneous in

land use. Nodes were places of intensive activity, usually at the intersections of paths. Nodes
that were the foci of the dishicts have been called cores. Landmarks were points of reference
based on their visual distinctiveness from their surroundings. Landmarks and nodes often go

together. These elements provided a framework for designers to analyze and understand the

visual structure. When clearly organized these elements have been important in visually
organizing cities. However, these elements'owere not intended to be, nor can they be, the
basic elements of form for dealing with all urban design issues" (Lang, 1994:184-185).
(h) Behavíour Settíng Approach

Behaviour setting \¡ras a theoretical framework developed by a number of scholars
including Ray Studer, Christopher Alexander, etc. They proposed that designers consider the
environment of their concerns to be a behaviour-contingent physical system (Lang, 1994:
185). Behaviour setting was defined as a unit of analysis that described the role of the public
realm of cities in meeting human needs. It consisted of a standing pattern of behaviour
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(activity) and a milieu (a physical pattern). Standing patterns were purposeful. The milieu
consisted of the pattern of the physical layout of the environment. Most patterns of the milieus

allowed for many activities, but some were much more easily and comfortably accommodated
than others. According to Lang, there were two basic types of behaviour settings: places and

links. Places were locations where a standing pattern of behaviour occurred

n

alocahzed area

(at a point), whereas in a link, the standing pattern of behaviour consisted of movement
between places (Lang, 1994:185-187). Both standing pattern and milieu consisted of several

elements. The basic elements of the physical pattern were surfaces that had a texture. The
concern of urban design was with the way the surfaces of the milieu would be used to allow

for specifïc standing patterns of behaviour and aesthetic effects, including spatial character,
enclosing character, furnishing, and levels of illumination (Lang, 1994:192). The task

of

urban designers was to aid other decision makers in improving the physical component of the

environment in response to changing and desired behavioural patterns.
(c) Practical øpproøch

Although both cognition image and behaviour setting approaches provided useful
theoretical directions to observe, analyze, interpret, and design physical settings, in practice,
urban designers needed to deal with elements of the physical environment that could, by some
means, be designed or controlled. The practical approach of defining urban

desþ

elements

were pragmatic and in many cases, incomplete. However, it was clear and straightforward.

More importantly, the elements that were defined by using the practical approach were
closely related to the existing planning and

desþ tools, such

as

zoning by-laws, therefore,

they were easier to integrate into the existing management system. Shrivani (1981) listed

eight elements that should be t¿ken into consideration in urban
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desþ, including

land use,

building form and massing, circulation and parking, open space, pedestrian \üays, activity
support, signage, and preservation. These elements were familíar to most planners and
designers, and have been broadly accepted as vehicles to exercise desígn control. The case
study in Chapter Síx shows that the desígn of bíg-box design guidelines was taken the same
approach.
5.2 Urban Design Guidelines and Design Review
The previous section has discussed the domain, the types of work and the elements

of

urban design. This section is focused on one type of urban design work: developing design
guidelines (See Section 5.1.2

-

d) and the use of design guidelines in

desþ review. Major

publications used in this section were: "Urban Design as Public Policy" (Barnett, 1974), "The
Urban

Desþ

Process" (Shirvani, 1981), and'oUrban Design: The American Experience'o

(Lang: 1994). An important component in this section was a comparative study of sixteen
most recent

desþ

guidelines from across North America, which was intended to provide an

overview of the latest development in this fìeld. Sandeep Kumar's (2002) paper "Canadian
Urban Design Practice: A Review of Urban Design Regulations" also provided some valuable

information.
5.2.1 Needs of Public Intervention
Barnett pointed out:
"Todayos city is not an accident. Its form is usually unintentional, but it is not
accidental. It is the product of decisions made for single, separate pulposes,
whose interrelationships and side effects have not been fully considered. The
design of cities has been determined by engineers, surveyors, lawyers, and
investors each making individual rational decisions for rational reasons, but
leaving the design of the city to be taken care of later, if at all'

(Barnett, 1974:5)
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Lang expressed a similar idea:

"All kinds ofpeople are involved in making decisions about the way cities
should be built and in actually constructing them"... [However], "the power to
make decisions about cþ form, indeed the whole qualþ of life of people, is
unevenly distributed. Those people in control of resources have the major
impact in shaping the future. In capitalist counfies, the marketplace rules and
the wealtþ have a disproportionate po\¡rer in deciding, largely in terms of their
own selÊinterests, where and how development takes place"

(Lang,1994:2)
One of the most influential market powers that have had direct impact on the physical

environment has been real estate developer. As Barnett commented:
o'have
one overwhelmingly obvious objective: they want to
[These people]
make money; and, as they are in a high-risk business, they want to make a
great deal of money. Some people who are concerned about the future of the

environment feel that it is wrong that the guiding principle of development
should be the profit motive; and even the real estate investor has generally not
been successful in creating satisfactory cities, or in conserving the natural
landscape"
(Barnett, 1974: 14)
As such, urban design has been seen as a means to intervene in the markeþlace for

two basic reasons: first, to ensure that developments on private properties do not, at the very
least, reduce the quality of the environment as a whole; and second, to encourage specific

forms of development

-

the distribution of activities and the nature of built form on behalf

the public interest. The first

activþ

has been protectionist

-

of

to protect the existing

environment, both biogenic and sociogenic, from damages resulting from changes. The
second has been to advocate certain types of environments on behalf of specific interest

groups. These parties varied from governments themselves, to large corporations building
either for themselves or for others, to individual property owners, and most generally, to the
users of the environment who changed it by their very use
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of it (Lang, t994 128).

In democratic society, the political structure has been designed to place limits on the
use of economic power in making decisions about the future social, economic, and physical

order ofplaces (Lang, 1994:2). Therefore, the goal ofurban design has been to change
(through what is essentially political action) the way the traditional market and legal system
have shaped the physical world. The purpose has been to establish the basic parameters of the

layout of cities and their precincts (Lang, 1994:128). This coordination could take place in

two ways: fïrst, by setting the design policies and guidelines for such developments, allowing
other people to make their own design decisions within them, or second by having one set

of

hands in control of the whole design and development process (Lang, 1994:-2).

5.2.2 Design Guidelines

Lang(1994) stated that design guidelines were the links between public policy
statements and the physical design of an area. They were the explicit operational defïnitions
and specification of the principles by which a physical form was to be generated. They set the
parameters within which a design has been considered acceptable regardless of other

questions (Lang, 1994:82). Such guidelines may have different purposes. They may be used
as mechanisms

for defining and desþing the public realm, specifing and/or reshicting

certain uses and building forms, stimulating particular types of development, preserving

existing urban environments, and speciffing the nature and location ofpublic art (Lang, 1994:
83-88).
(a) Prescríptíve Guidelínes and Perþrmance Guídelínes
There have been two types of urban design guidelines: prescriptive guidelines and
performance guidelines. Prescriptive guidelines established the limit or framework within

which buildings must be built (Lang,1994:82). The most commonly seen prescriptive
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guidelines in North American cities have been zoning regulations. Zoning set out measurable

criteria (see detailed discussion on page 83) for design control, including use, floor area ratio
(FAR), coverage, set back, and height. It also established special regulations, such as historic
preservation zones, special zoning districts (SZD), transfer of development rights (TDR),

incentive or bonus zoning, and planned unit development (PUD) to serve the purpose of urban
design to some degree. Performance guidelines provided the designer with the criteria

whereby the impact of any proposal would be assessed (Lang, 1994:82). The advantage

of

performance guidelines \¡/as that they did not demand a standard form as a solution, and

provided more

flexibilþ for design creativþ.

The disadvantage was largely administrative-

it was easier to simply see whether a building met a formal prescrþtion than to understand
whether it would perform in a particular way (Lang, 1994:82-83). Administrating
performance guidelines required far more staffthan prescrþive guidelines.

In North America in recent years, there has been a general move toward performance
guidelines by urban designers. The following have been some recent examples of urban
design guidelines from sixteen North American cities that were examined during the study.
These examples reflected local municipalities' viewpoint of guidelines and illustrated the

trend of developing guidelines:
Guidelines are generally descrþive statements that explain or illusüate a
principle or preferred course of action, whereas standards prescribe minimum
acceptable limits. Guidelines, typically adopted through resolution, describe a
preferred policy direction of the City. Standards, adopted through ordinance,
state required action or implementation. Language utilized for standards is
unequivocal and often quantifiable.

(Davis, 2002:

l0)

Design guidelínes are qualitative statements that could provide/lexibilítyfor
designers and developers in achieving the city's design goals. Unlike objective
design standards, there are typically many acceptable ways to meet each

8l

design guideline.

It is not the City's intentìon

prescribe any specí/ìc design
solution through the design guídelines. However, theflexibilíty must not be
construed as rendering the guidelínes merely advisory or otherwíse díminìshes
their legal effect as mandatory approval critería.
to

(Portland,200l: 16)
Guidelines are advisory, but strongly recommended and "should" be followed;
o'shall"
standards are mandatory and
or "musto'be followed. Any requests for a
variance to a standard will be handled through the ZonngBoard of Appeals
variance process.

(Naperville, 2001: 3)
The design guidelines are intended to be flexible, practical, performance based,
and an effective means of creating compatibilþ in the environment in building
form, architectural treatment and overall function. The desþ guidelines are
not requirements, but rather, suggestions for innovative design solutions.
(Spokane, 1999:1)
Design guidelines offer a flexible tool - an alternative to prescriptive zoning
requirements

(Seattle,2000: 5)
Although most examples examined during the research demonstrated that design
guidelines were usually considered as advisory means ofpublic intervention, there were
exceptions. The City of Portland (Oregon), for example, saw its Central City Fundamental
Design Guidelines as o'mandatory approval criteria that must be met as part of design review
and historic

desþ revie\üo'(Portland, 2001).

It is worth poínting out that

the term "design guidelines" have a range

of

interpretations. In a broad sense it refers to all design regulations, including prescríptive
guidelines such as zoning regulatíons (codes) and design standards, and perþrmance
guidelines. In a narrow sense and in the majority of circumstances, it refers only to
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performance guidelines. In this practícum, unless special notice has been provided, I used the
broadest interpretation of design guidelines.
(b) Design Control Crítería
There have been two groups of design criteria in design guidelines: measurable and

nonmeasurable. Shirvani compared several design guidelines and suggested six
nonmeasurable criteriathatcould be used in design review: access, compatibilþ, views,

identity, sense, and liveabilþ. These criteria covered themes such as contextual fit,
convenience, visual

qualþ,

character distinctiveness,

activþ

support, and street amenity, etc

(Shirvani, 1985: 126). Measurable criteria were those that could be measured quantitatively,
including environmental-natural criteria (urban climate, solar energy, urban geology, urban
hydrology, and so on) and physical form criteria (height, buck, FA& setback, coverage, and
so on). In most North American cities, measurable criteria were usually seen in prescriptive

guidelines (such as zoning standards). Nonmeasurable criteria were usually covered by
performance design'guidelines.

Most design guidelines that have been examined in this project were elements oriented.
They usually provided guidance for such elements as listed in Section 5.1.3. For example, the

Cþ

of Seattle "Design Review Guidelines for Downtown Developmento'(2000) included

criteria that fell into five categories, including site planning and massing, architectural
expression, streetscape, public amenities, and vehicular access and parking. The City

of

Spokane's'oDowntown Design Guidelines" (1999) covered ten categories of elements,
including site design and layout, transportation and circulation, building design, landscaping
(hardscape and vegetation), signs, design details, maintenance (maintenance and materials),
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alterations and new additions, sidewalk encroachments, and pedestrian skywalk design
guidelines. Element oriented guidelines were usually very specifïc and detailed.
Some

desþ

guidelines were location oriented. Instead of providing guidance for

physical elements, these guidelines expressed general principles that were applied to specific
areas. For example, the

City of Portland "Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines" (2001)

had trvo categories of guidelines:
design review in all

desþ

ooFundamental

Guidelines" (mandatory approval criteria for

zones of the Central City) and "Additional Guidelines" (specific to

subdistricts, historic disticts, and unique parts of the city). Each design guideline included a

title,

a background statement, a set

of guideline language, and examples of projects that had

successfully met the guideline or exhibited qualities that the guideline addressed. Location
oriented guidelines were usually more general.
Some guidelines lvere a mix of both element specific and location specific guidelines.

For example, the "Downtown Design Guidelines" of the

Cþ

of Edgerton (2000) consisted

of

o'Design
Guidelines by Redevelopment Areas", "Design Guidelines by
three parts: including

Development Types" (Cenhal Business Dishict Infill, Corner Ret¿il Lot, Typical Commercial
Lot, Residential: Multi-family, Urban Residential), and "Design Guidelines by Design
Element". These guidelines could be considered as multi-layer guidelines, in which there
were overlays between different layers.
The comparative study of sixteen recent guidelines across the continent showed that
even though the themes of the guidelines were different and the approaches taken in

organizing guidelines were varied, the format of the guidelines for each control element was
quite similar. It usually consisted of a general description of the issue or background analysis,
guideline statement, accompanied (or followed) with graphic illustrations or examples from
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different places. Design guidelines were usually easy-to-read-and-understand documents with
an interesting layout design.
(c) Public Input ín The Preparøtion of Desígn Guídelines
Some designers

firmly believed that the whole process of urban design should be

caried out intuitively in a "black box" manner. Others believed that the process should be
open to scrutiny and carried out in a "glass box" manner. The latter approach has increasingly
been demanded by practicing urban designers (Lang, 1994;385). Shirvani used the term

'þluralistic process" to express the idea of getting public input in the urban design process.
The notion was based on the recognition that the users' values and perception of the city may
be very different from those of the designer (Shirvani, 1981: 117). However, even though

more and more urban planners and designers have recognized the value of public participation

in the design process, and have been willing to shift from design for to

desþ with, public

input in the preparation of the design guidelines has still been quite limited.
The examination of sixteen design guidelines showed that most of them were
developed without an extensive participation process. They were usually prepared by either
government agencies (in the case of big cities) or architecture firms (in the case of small

communities) through consultation with elite groups. There were some exceptions. The

"Traditional Davis Downtown and Residential Design Guidelines" of the City of Davis,
California, was developed through a communþ-based process. The city's Historic Resources
Management Commission sponsored six public workshops and worked with
consultants to capture the communþ's vision (Davis, 2002:

cþ

staff and

l). In San Carlos, California,

during the preparation of the "Downtown Urban Design Guidelines", six public workshops
were held, with approximately 75 to 150 people attending each. A project website was
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deveþed to collect comments.

(San Carlos, 2000: 3). Some design guidelines were

developed for the implementation of related plans, such as Calgary's
Design Guidelines", and Spokane's

ooDowntown

Association

o'Downtown Design Guidelines". In these cases,

participation processes were usually employed during the preparation of these related plans.
But in general, public participation in the development of design guidelines has been limited.
This finding is consistent with Kumer's recent survey of urban design regulations in Canada.
The survey showed that input of some critical stakeholders like the public and developers in

formulating urban design regulations was not actively sought (Kumer, 2002).
5.2.3 Design Review

A major purpose of developing design guidelines

has been

for design review. Shirvani

(1981) addressed three reasons to establish a design review process. First, there was always a
need for further explanation of guidelines and regulations regardless of their details. Secondo

design guidelines could not provide a response to every special or unusual proposal. Design

review provided the opportunrty for such proposals to receive proper scrutiny. Third, there
was always a need for flexibilrty and negotiation. As discussed in the previous section,
because of the general trend toward performance guidelines, guidelines have become

increasingly flexible and therefore needed more interpretation and negotiation. A recent trend
in design review was that some communities saw design review not only as an administrative
process, but also as a process of public participation and education. For example, the
Seattle defïned design review as

o'a

Cþ of

forum for citizens and developers to work toward

achieving a better urban environment through attention to fundamental design principles"

(Seattle,2000: 5).
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(a)

Dffirent Approøches to Desígn

Revíew

The approaches to design review ranged from discretionary to self-administering in
terms of the level of management control held by civic authorities. Self-administering design

review made use of a detailed set of guidelines and allowed a developer to follow these

without intervention. Discretionary review, on the other hand, did not make use of defmed
guidelines, and usually required a project review by an established design board. The self-

administering approach was considered the most effrcient while the discretionary approach
\¡/as very time-consuming and expensive to operate (Hambley, 1990: 1S-19). Most cities

operated in the middle. They usually prepared design guidelines, and,atthe same time
established a former design review body that \¡ras responsible for explaining the guidelines,

negotiating with developers and architects, and dealing with issues that were not addressed in
the guidelines. In Seattle, for example, design review was a component of a Master Use

Permit application, along with other components, such as environmental review, variances,
etc., administered by the Department of Design, Construction and Land Use.

(b) The Desígn Revìew Body
Many cities have established formal design review bodies to exercise their rights

of

public intervention. The review bodies usually consisted of members from the administration
as

well as appointed citizens. For example, the City of Seattle created

a

Downtown Design

Review Board, which was responsible for reviewing all new developments. The Downtown
Design Review Board included two downtown residents, and one representative each from the

downtown business, development, and design communities. All five members were appointed
and confirmed by the Mayor and

Cþ

Council. In the City of Portland, two commissions were

responsible for reviewing downtown development: the Portland Design Commission and the
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Portland Historic Landmarks Commission. Both commissions consisted of planners from the

Office of Planning and Development Review and citizens nominated by the Mayor and
confirmed by the Council. In some communities, the review bodies were purely teams

of

experts. For example, the design review body of Las Vegas consisted of representatives of the
Department of Planning and Development, the Department of PublicWorks, the Department

of Fire Services, and any other department or agency as determined by the Director of the
Department of Planning and Development. Some smaller communities saw design review as

part of the normal development application review process. In these cities, guidelines and
standards were used by staff of the planning department for the review of new constructions
and renovation proposals. The City ofNaperville, Illinois, was an example of this type.

In

Canada, according to Kumar's 2001 survey of 62 municipalities across the country, 85%

of

the respondents indicated that the planning staff in the public administration was primarily

involved in making design review decisions. Cfüzen involvement was minimal (Kumar, 2002).
5.3 Urban Design Guidelines and Design Review in Winnipeg
The previous section provided an overview of the latest development of urban design
guidelines and design review in North America. This section reviews Winnipeg's previous
practices. Research showed that Winnipeg's focus of urban design has been downtown,
especially the historic axeas. The

Cþ

has prepared tr¡ro design guidelines and exercised

design review in two areas: the Historic Winnipeg

(H\Ð Area (or Exchange District),

and the

Boulevard Provencher District. This section provides a brief introduction of the two design
guidelines, and how they have been used in the

desþ review process.
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5.3.1 Historic Winnipeg Area

As early as 1978, Winnipeg

Cþ

Council passed By-law 2048177, creating a Historic

Winnipeg Area and a HW Design Board (HWDB). The board consisted ofpoliticians from
the Committee on Environment and was the body to approve or deny development. The

HWBD appointed an Advisory Committee (HWAC) and took advice from that Advisory
Committee for the development approval issues within the HW area. HWAC consisted

of

eight members appointed by Council on recornmendation of the Committee on Environment:
three representatives of the property owners or tenants in the HW area, a real estate appraiser,
a

historian, an architect, a landscape architect, and

a

Downtown

Desþ

a

planner. In 1988, By-law 4800/88 created

Board (DDB) consisting of the politicians of the Committee on Planning

and Community Services (former Committee on Environment). The DDB had the power to

approve or deny an application. In the HW Area, the DDB took over the power of the HÏVDB.

In January 1983, the Department of Environmental Planning prepared a o'Historic Winnipeg
Area Design Guidelines" document. The document was revised in June 1986. There \ilas no
extensive public involvement in the process of preparing the document.
The revised HW design guidelines included four categories: setback, proportiono

pattern/rhythm, and architectural details. Within the architectural detail category, guidance
was provided for twelve elementso including doors, windows, cornices/rooflines,

utility

equipment, signage, signage examples, storefront treatment, awnings and canopies, exterior

wall murals, parking lots, and disabled access. The guidelines for repairo maintenance, and
cleaning were also included.
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5.3.2 Boulevard Provencher District

Inl994rZonngBy-law 6400/94 created the Boulevard Provencher Dishict @P). The
intention was'oto accommodate a range of commercial uses and to control architectural and
other building details in a manner that is consistent with and enhances the existing character

of the street". It also created a Boulevard Provencher Advisory Committee (BPAC) as the
body to approve development applications within the BP area. Similar to the HW area, a

Boulevard Provencher Advisory Committee (BPAC) was also established to review and
assess the applications and make recommendations

to BPAC. BPAC consisted of eight

members: one representative from the City of Winnipeg Zoning Departmento one architect,
one urban planner, one landscape architect, one historian, two business persons, and one local

resident. Design guidelines for Boulevard Provencher District were prepared by an architect

in consultation with the Steering Committee for Architectural Guidelines in June 1998, and
revised in March 2000.
The guidelines provided guidance following a list of nineteen elements, including

outdoor spaces, sheetscaping (lanes, parking, lighting, access, patios and terraces, and
pedeshian movement), permitted and conditional building uses, new construction standards,

additions and renovation, architectural details, elements of the façade, building materials and
maintenance (brick/masonry, wood/wood siding, stucco, metal), storefront heatment, roof

forms and cornices, exterior sþage (type, existing signage, location and size, legibility,
content, installation, colouro window signage, fascia signs, projecting signs, freestanding signs,
corner stones and erection plaques), signage examples, awnings & canopies, facade and sign

lighting, wall murals, door and doorway treatment, windowso and utility equipment.
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5.3.3 Outcomes

Winnipeg has been a slow growth city for
decades.

Not many major developments have been

witnessed in the HW and BP districts since the
I

L.

est¿blishment of the design guidelines and design

review. In recent years, the majorþ of the design
review applications within the two areas have been
minor development applications, such as signage. A
good example that showed the encouraging
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outcomes of the design guidelines and design

review was an 8OO-vehicle, infill parkade on Albert

Figure 5-5 and 6: Two diagrams in HW desígn
guídelínes show síte and street conJìguratíon, and
the façade rhythm requirements.
Source: l|tinnipeg, I 99 3 : 6

Street. The parkade was part of the TD Center

project located at the comer of Portage and Main.
The structure included ground floor commercial
space and underground pedestrian connections to

the

Cþ's

weatherprotected walkway system. The

implementation of the design guidelines and design
review process made it a successfrrl project, which
enhanced the public realm and area characteristics,
and brought some interesting new elements into the
area. The project received an award from Heritage
Fígure 5-7 and 8: A pørHng sttucture on Albert

Winnipeg in 1991 (Figure 5-7 and 5-8).

Street in HW dìstríct shows how desìgn guìdelìnes
helped to enhance public realm and to improve the
qualíty of design
Photo: Wang, 2002
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5.4 Summary

This chapter has been a study of urban design guidelines. It was the tool that has been
recoûrmended in this practicum for mitigating the impacts of big-box development (See
Chapter 4 and 8). It began with a discussion of the scope of urban design, which established
the theoretical framework of developing design guidelines, and was followed by an

examination of design guidelines and design review within the contemporary North American
context. It ended with a brief review of Winnipeg's previous experience in developing design
guidelines and design review.
There have been different views of urban design. A major discussion regarded its
relationship with planning. Since the 1970s, an increasing number of people have accepted the

notion that urban design has been

a

parallel process to traditional land use planning. This was

the position that was taken in this practicum. Urban

desþers

have been carrying out different

types of urban design works. One of these was to develop design guidelines. There have been

different approaches to categorize design elements, which provided urban designers different
perspectives for anaþing the physical environment. In practice, especially when developing
design guidelines, land use, building form and massing, circulation and parking, open space,
pedestrian ways, activity support, signage, and preservation are categories of items that have

usually been used in developing a design strategy.
There was and still is an increasing need for public intervention in design. Design
guidelines have been broadly recognized as a useful tool to exercise public control. There
were fwo types of design guidelines identified, performance guidelines and prescriptive

guidelines.In recent decades, movement towards performance guidelines has been a general
trend in North America. A comparative examination of the design guidelines from sixteen
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cities showed that the physical elements that were regulated in different guidelines were
similar, and that public participation in the preparation of those design guidelines was limited.
Design guidelines have usually been used in the design review process. However,

desþ review

should not only be seen as an adminishative process but also as a forum for

community collaboration. Communities have taken different approaches when exercising
design review. These approaches range from discretionary to self-administering. Most

communities fell into the middle. Many communities have established special design review
bodies. Some simply gave power to the existing planning authorities.

Winnipeg has already implemented design guidelines and established

desþ review

mechanisms. Like in most North American cities, the purposes of the two guidelines were
focused on heritage conservation and downtown revitalization. Winnipeg has been a slow

growth city for decades. The developments in the two areas that have established design
guidelines and design review have been very limited. However, these limited cases have
already shown that design guidelines do encourage good

desþs. Winnipeg's existing design

guidelines and design review processes have not been signifïcantly different from those
other communities. This might lead to the conclusion that experiences from other

communities could be valuable to improving big-box design in Winnipeg.
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Chapter 6: Case Study

The previous chapter discussed the theoretical foundation of design guidelines, and

provided an overyiew of the latest trends in developing and implementing design guidelines.
This chapter focuses on big-box design guidelines. It reports the major findings of a case
study of two big-box
ooDevelopment

desþ guidelines: "Big-box Retail Design Guidelines" of Toronto and

Standards for Large Format Retail Establishment" of Fort Collins. The

intention of this case study was to learn from the experiences ofpioneer coÍrmunities. The
research generally followed guidelines suggested by

Yin (1994). The chapter is organized into

five sections: the first section includes two individual case narratives, which presents the
major facts of the two guidelines. The third and fourth sections are two cross-case analyses,

which compare the policy contexts and the outcomes of the two design guidelines. The last
section is a summary of the major
6.1

Narratives of Major

conclusions.

'ç

Facts
,,,:

This section includes two separate case narratives. Each narrative presents the major
facts of the two big-box design guidelines, including the background information, the

applicability of the guidelines, the visions and principles that the guidelines build upon, the
design elements, and the design review processes that arc used. Major resources used in this
section included the two big-box design guidelines, information from Toronto and Fort

Collins' official website, and

a questionnaire survey. Comparative results have been

in chart form in Appendix D.
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provided

6.1.1

Toronto: Big-box Retail Design Guidelines
In2002, Toronto was the home to approximately 2.5 million people (Statistic Canada,

2002). The Greater Toronto Area (GTA),

*ith

a

population of 4.5 million, was one of the

most vibrant regions in North America (Toronto Official Website). As early as 1993, the
o'Urban
Design Guidelines for Retail
Toronto City Council approved a report named

Warehouses". This document is reported to be the first of its kind in North America (Toronto,
1997:

l). The report recommended a site-specific approach to permit retail warehouses in

several portions of the city.

desþ

It contained general background information

as

well

as proposed

guidelines for development in several recoÍlmended areas. In November 1996, a

o'Mayor's

Work Group" was established to revise the guidelines with four meetings held

during December 1996 andMay 1997. The revised guidelines were endorsed by City Council
in August 1997.The new guidelines were based on the 'oThree Lenses for Physical Planning"
conceptual frameworkl. The new guidelines were expanded to deal with big-boxes in

previously unanticipated locations, where the Cþ's new zoning changes made large retail
developmentpossible. Additional illustrations and examples were provided. New sections
such as context, building layouts and signage were also added (Toronto, 1997: l-2). Currently,
the

Cþ

of Toronto is revising the design guidelines and extending their applicabilþ to

suburban areas of the GTA.
(ø) Applícøbilíty
o'retail
Toronto's ZonngBy-law (No. 1994-0540) provided one definition of

warehouse":
t

'oThree Lenses for Physical Planning" was Toronto's new conceptual framework for the review of development
and plan making. It was adopted by Toronto's Land Use Committee in 1995. The three "lenses'o were: Stable
Areas, Reinvestment Areas, and Green/Brown Field Areas. Each category involved a dif[erent set of criteria and
guiding principles. Big-box Reøil Design Guidelines were developed within this framework, This framework
was applied to the newly adopted Toronto Official Plan2002.
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"Retail warehouseoo means a building or portion of a building, operated as a
single store with a non-residential gross floor area exceeding 8,000 square
meters, for the sale ofproducts displayed and stored in a warehouse format and
where goods, \ilares, merchandise, substances, articles, or things are stored,
offered or kept for sale at retail and includes storage on or about the store
premises of such goods, \ilares, merchandise, substances, articles or things
sufficient only to service the store but does not include a department store or
retail outlet otherwise classified or defined in this by-law.

(Toronto, 1997:2)
The big-box design guidelines were intended to provide guidance for the design and
design review of a broader range of new format retail, including membership clubs,
warehouse clubs, superstores, discount department stores, outlet stores, discount department
stores and category killers. For this pu{pose, these guidelines could be applied to any retail
use that is greater than 1,800 sq.m or is located on a major street. The guidelines defined the

building typology by the number of stories (single versus multiple), relationship to parking
(direct versus indirect), and size (small: 1,500 -5,000 sq.m; medium: 5,000

-

8,000 sq.m;

large: greater than 8,000 sq.m) (Toronto, 1997 4)

(b) Visions ønd Princþles
Design guidelines set out general principles for all the big-boxes to follow. These

principles were targeted to achieve the City's vision of big-box development, which, as
described by a respondent to the questionnaire survey, was

oothat

big box retail stores become

part of the urban fabric of the City. While the large format and large sites contradict the fine

grain of most of the older city, it is still expected that these developments contribute
positively to the public realm, as is expected of all new development". This vision was not
only rooted in some broadly accepted urban design principles, but also reflected Toronto's
unique situation. About 75o/o of the City's geographic area was mature area. Only about25o/o
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of its geographic area was able to accommodate
significant change and growth. (Toronto, 2002: l-2).
The design principles comprised guidance
crlfit

t

t

from four aspects, and complied with trvo of the

t

four general planning principles of Toronto's

Ët

l¡rd

Official Plan, which regarded the Cþ's physical

N

aûãþ

Crrn

environment - beauty and connectivity (Toronto,

fth

2002:2):

l)

Urban Fit:
New development should contribute
to the achievement of an attractive,
inviting, comfortable and safe public
realm, which meets a high standard
of urban design.
o

i
I

J

nr&t.r

-l

t

I

I

New buildings should either
contribute to the creation of a
positive new context for an atea, ot
should respect and reinforce the
existing positive context of an area.
(Toronto, 1997:6)

2)

il

I

HN

I

F'-

r'-

a

r¡ã

t

Site Plan Organization:
o

8trw!

,ür

ltËl

Sttr

a

New buildings should be located
along front property lines in such a
way that they defìne and form edges
of sfeets, parkso public squares and
mid-block pedestrian routes.
The main building entrance should
be at the primary public street edge
to reinforce the traditional quality of
Toronto's public realm, to define and
factor into public spaces, to animate
and support the edges, and to
increase safety opportunities. (Figure
97
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r6r
tüfl.3ltz

rqrlt
Figure 6-1, 2, and 3: Diagrams explaín sìte plan
confìgurations reflecting the context fìt princìple ín
"Reinvestnent Areas"
Source: Toronto, 1997:8

6-1,2,3,4,5,

and 6)

a

Service areas should be screened from the public realm. Parking lots
should be provided such that they enhance pedestrian comfort and the
landscaped amenity of the area.

a

Where buildings do not form the edge, a park-like landscape treatment
of the site is encouraged.

(Toronto, 1997:6)

3) Building Design
a

New buildings should create a harmonious relationship to their built
form environment through consideration for appropriate scale and
height, local building context, high qualþ materials and details,
rooflines, and architectural character and expression

o

New buildings should be designed to conhibute to the qualþ of the
public realm by incorporating windows at eye level and building
articulation such as base, sill, comices, bay rhythms, weather protection,
and pedestrian level lighting

o

Internal layouts should be designed in order to accommodate main
entrances at the primary steet. In particular, multiple entrances and
ancillary uses are encouraged

a

Signage should be integrated into site and building design

(Toronto, 1997 6)

4)

Pedestrian Amenity and Landscape
a

New developments should provide comprehensive, high quality
coordinated streetscape and open space improvements to promote
greening, pedestrian access, orientation and confidence ofpersonal
safety.
Safety of the pedestrian environment should be enhanced by such
means as an animated and consistent streetscape, and specifically,
through entrances to buildings and direct access to TTC (public transit)

a

Streetscape design should respond to City standard with respect to
sidewalks, decorative paving, trees, planters, garbage receptacles,
benches, bicycle parking and lighting
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Outdoor amenity areas, open space
and bike parking should be planned

part of the development in order to
promote their use by visitors,
employees and area residents.
as

H.;lt.ar
j g-tf,[+¡
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o

:i3

Pedestrian amenity should be
enhanced through weather protection
wherever possible.
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(Toronto, 1997:6)
(c) Design

Elenents
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Based on the above principles, specific

design guidelines were provided using text,
drsol¡,

diagrams, and photographs of good design
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examples. These guidelines were organnedto
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cover design elements based eight aspects:

1)
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Urban Fit (The Three Lenses): The

focus of urban fit was the orientation of the
Mua

building and the entrance. Based on the "Thtee
lirtrs

Lenses for Physical Planning" concept, a design

o¡rtjnq

r__-*-------F.tr'g

l¡ìû.¡0riM

requirement hierarchy was established with the
most restrictive for stable areas, the next restrictive

r-

F

r¡tn

Lrrñ.ll

for reinvestment areas, and the least restrictive for

brownfield or Greenfield areas.

2)

Site Plan Organization: The focus

Fìgure 6-4, 5, and 6: Diagrams explaìn sìte plan
configurations reflecting the context/ìt principle ìn
"Brown Field Area"
Source: Toronto, 1997: 9

of

guidelines for site planning was building location.
Except for general principles, specific guidelines
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were provided for two of the three areas:
reinvestment areas and brown field areas (Figure 6-

1,2,31

41 51 61 7, and

3) Edges:

SÊúr¡

I

lil

I

g)
3r

The goal of these guidelines was

to create a generally continuous public edge and
streetscape on all sfeet frontages. Detailed

3

guidelines were provided for the following sub
I

areas:

building organizationo screening the back,

dG/rin

t

I
I

L

and parking lot organization.

4)

Building

Desþ:

emphasized respect of the site context, reducing

massing, increasing pedestrian level transparency,

r'-

cûfscbd
r ¡oit$nl

These guidelines

3n

ûl

slrd

Figure 6-7 and 8: Summary ofurban design
guidelínes at pr¡mary streets in "Reínvestment
Area" (above) and "Brown Filed Area"þelow)
Source: Toronto, 1997: 10

incoqporating traditional building expression, and
encouraging reuse of existing buildings in certain
areas, and encouraging mixed use, etc.

It was

divided into three parts: designing new buildings,
nLa

reuse of existing buildings, and signage.

t*td

5) Pedestrian Amenþ: This section
focused on increasing accessibility, comfort, and
0a

safety of the pedestrian environment, including the

tbtÊ

following elements: pedesÍian circulation, parking
lot edges, weather protection system, lighting, and
Figure 6-9: A diagram demonstrates parking lot
screening concept
Source: Toronto, 1997:

seating.
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2I

6)

Safety: Two kinds of safety issues were addressed, including safety from traffic

and safety from crime.

7)

Accessibility: This section addressed universal design issues.

8)

Landscape Guidelines: Very detailed guidelines were provided for streetscape

layout, planting, screening, and so on (Figure6-9).

Desþ

guidelines used both prescrþive and performance approaches. Some design

guidelines expressed the principles or general intentions. For example, a guideline for

building design in brownfield or greenfield areas stated "innovative and site specific buildings
are encouraged to ensure consistency with the surrounding context and to support a lively and
safe public

realm"(Toronto,1997: 16). Another guideline for the design of the edges

requested'odevelopers of new projects within the same block area should explore
opportunities to share parking, service and garbage storage areas, as well as access to these
areas" (Toronto, 1997:13). Some design guidelines r¡rere prescriptive and very detailed. For

example:

Where a principle building contains ancillary uses or retail outletso a separate
exterior customer entrance from the main public street should be provided.
Primary elevation 30o/o glazngat eye level (in diagram)

(Toronto, 1997:

l0)

Primary and secondary street frontages should have a landscaped zone from
curb to building face or parking lot of approximately 5 to 8 meters.
(Toronto, 1997:25)

It is worth pointing out that Toronto's ZonngBy-law and Oflicial Plan provided some
very specific design guidance. For example, The Toronto Official Plan required that at-grade
parking lots'obe located atrcar of buildings at grade, except where it is possible and feasible

l0l

to locate the parking below grade". These specific policies provided concrete foundations to
set up prescriptive design guidelines.

(d) Desìgn Revíew
The design guidelines were prepared for use by Council,

cþ

planning and urban

design staff in reviewing big-box proposals (as well as by plannerso developers, and architects
in the preparation of development proposals). The review was part of the city's regular
development review process.

All development review applications

desþ staff (as well as to all other commenting

vrere circulated to urban

departments and agencies such as Works).

Urban Design staff commented on the proposal, using the guidelines as standards, and would
either support the application or ask for revisions. No special review process and review body
was established.

All applicants subject to big-box
Plan Approval, Rezoning, or

design review, whether they were applying for Site

Official Plan Amendment, were required to submit an additional

urban design study detailing their site analysis. The analysis should cover and an area

approximately 1000m x 1000m, and include the required seven elements:

o
.
o
o
.

TTC (public transit) routes and stops in the area
Identification of access routes to the site: service, vehicular and pedestrian
Location, type and approximate number of parking facilities in the area
Location of truck and service routes, and existing loading areas in the area
around the site

Identification and charactertzation ofprimary and secondary streets

o

Identification and description of edges of the site, including but not limited
to schools, churches, daycare facilities, parks, and residential

a

Identification and characteization of any special site considerations such
view corridors, waterfront or waterfront access, topography change or
other natural features.
as
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6.1.2 Fort Collins: Development Standards for Large Format Retail Establishment

Fort Collins is situated 65 miles north of Denver. In 2000, it was a fast-growing ctty

with

a

population of approximately 118,000(US Census Bureau, 2000). The city was well

known for its performance-oriented Land Deveþment Guidance System. Fort Collins'

frst

effort to tackle big-box development was the establishment of detailed regulations addressing

sþage

and landscaping, the typical first-line of defence communities employ in dealing

superstores development (Duerksen and Blanchard, 1998). Facing a continuing influx

large-scale retail stores, Fort Collins

Cþ

with

of

Council instituted a six-month moratorium on

commercial buildings over 80,000 sq.ft. to allow the stafftime to study the communþ
impacts and to formulate clear and enforceable policies to mitigate those impacts. The staff
organized an informal advisory committee comprised of neighbourhood representatives, real
estate professionals, and interested citizens to assist the planning and zoning board

in

evaluating new approaches. An architectural firm was brought in to provide advice on
experience in other communities and to assist in drafting new standards. In 1995, the City

Council adopted the "Development Standard for Large Retail Establishment" as part of its
Land Use Code (Duerksen and Blanchard, 1998).
(a) Applicøbílíty

Fort Collinso Land Use Code provided a definition

for

'ol-arge Retail Establishment'o:

Large retail establishment shall mean aretail establishment, or any
combination of retail establishments in a single building or in separate but
abutting buildings, or a movie theatre or an indoor recreational use, occupying
more than twenty-five thousand (25,000) gross square feet of floor area.

(Fort Collins, Land Use Code Article 5, Section 5.1.2)
According to the Land Use Code, the development standards were applicable to "any
and all development of land within the municipal boundaries of the
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cþ,

unless expressly and

specifically exempted or provided otherwise", and " no development shall be undertaken
without prior and proper approval or authorization pursuant to the terms of this Land Use
Code'o (Fort Collins Land Use Code

Article l, Sectionl.2.4). Based on the general

applicability of the Land Use Code and the definition of "Large Retail Establishment", all
retail, service, and entertainment facilities exceeding 25,000 sq.ft had to meet the
requirements of the Large Retail Establishment Development Standard.

(b) Vísíons and Prínciples
The intention of the 'oLarge Retail Establishment Development Standard" was'oto
ensure that large retail building development is compatible

with its surrounding area and

contributes to the unique communþ character of Fort Collins" (Fort Collins Land Use Code

Article 3, Section 3.5.4). The City's vision and focus of the standard,

as one planning

official

responded to the questionnaire surveyo was four fold:

.

.
.

To mitigate the massive effects of these big buildings and parking lots with
locally responsive design features that makes them more visually
interesting and makes the setting more comfortable for pedeshians
(including those who have driven and parked);
To temper the massive effects by subdividing building mass into smaller
proportions or agreeable proportions; and

Buildings should take their place along a city sidewalk, contributing to
district, versus freestanding.

.

a

Clustering big-box stores.

(c) Design Elemenß

The standards primarily used text as the major means of expression. Several graphics
were also used to illustrate the desired design scheme. The standards included the following

six aspects:
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l)

Aesthetic Character: Design control

facades and exterior walls, small retail stores,

b.q
G
rd 5tu
hry.ÉÊ*4.*r8

detail feafures, rooß, and materials and

d

ú6dÈ

b¡qô

€tL¡ i\dif-a€l
offsstB

colours (Figure 6-10,1t,and l2).

proJecting ribs

ßvas[s

2)

æ

+--

elements included in this aspect included

Entryways: Detailed guidance was

structural bay layout

provided to the design of elements in defining
customer entrances, additional stores located

in the large retail establishment, and building

avcragG

parapet height
shall not êxceêd
1íVt of supporting
wall hÊight

facades, which were visible from adjoining

properties and/or public streets.

3)

p.rapet heights
shall not êxcasd
1/3 of supporting
wall h€ight

Site Design and Relationship to

Surrounding Communþ: The major design

control elements included entrances, parking

lot location, back sides, and connectivity.
Fígure

4)

Pedestrian circulation:

Detailed

6-

1

0, 1 l, I 2

: Diagrams demonstrate desir ed façade
and structural bav' andparapet

!í:må*ou'cturat

Source: Fort Collìns, 1995

requirements included providing sidewalks
along the lot, internal pedeshian \ilalkways, sidewalks along the building and the layout,
weather protection of internal pedestrian walkways, and distinguishing internal pedestrian

walkways from driving surfaces.

5)

Central Features and Community Space: The guidelines required developers to

provide at least two of the following public amenity elements: patio/seatingatea,pedestrian
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plazawith benches, transportation centre, window shopping walkway, outdoor playground
area, kiosk area, water feature, clock tower, etc.

6)

Delivery/Loading Operations: Time limitation was set for delivery and loading

operations.

In general, these standards were prescriptive and used quantitative measurements
where possible. For example:
Facades greater than one hundred (100) feet in length, measured horizontally,
shall incorporate wall plane projections or recesses having a depth of at least
three (3) percent of the length of the facade and extending at least twenty (20)
percent of the length of the facade. No unintemrpted length of any facade shall
exceed one hundred (100) horizontal feet.

Ground floor facades that face public streets shall have arcades, display
windows, entry areas, awnings or other such features along no less than sixty
(60) percent of their horizontal length.

No more than fifty (50) percent of the off-street parking area for the lot, tract
or area of land devoted to the large retail establishment shall be located
between the front facade of the large retail establishment and the abutting
rrFront Parking Area").
streets (the
Each retail establishment subject to these standards shall contribute to the
establishment or enhancement of community and public spaces by providing at
least two (2) of the following: patio/seatingarca,pedestrian plazawith
benches, transportation centre, window shopping walkvray, outdoor
playground area, kiosk atea,watet feature, clock tower or other such
deliberately shaped area and/or a focal feature or amenity that, in the judgment
of the appropriate decision maker, adequately enhances such communtty and
public spaces. Any such areas shall have direct access to the public sidewalk
network and such features shall not be constructed of materials that are inferior
to the principal materials of the building and landscape.

(Fort Collins, 1995)
(d) Desígn Revìew

Different from the traditional'þermiued use", o'conditional use", and "Íezaning"
development review processes that have usually been applied in most North American cities,

Fort Collins established a new system including overall development plan review, project
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development plan review, final plan review, and building permit review.

Desþ

standard

were applied to the building permit review. The overall review process consisted of twelve
steps. Applications could go through all twelve steps or a portion of the process according to

the nature of the projects. The review of the big-box applications followed the regular

planning and design review procedure.

Two levels of review were established. Type I Review meant review by the director of
the planning department, also known as adminístrative reviø,v. Type 2 Review meant review

by the Planning andZonngBoard. There was no special planning and design review
procedure for big-box development.
The codes established 24 different land use districts. For each district, there were

permitted uses subject to basic development review (uses were located on lots that were part
of an approved site-specific development plan), permitted uses subject to Type

I review,

permitted uses Type II review, and prohibited uses. "Large Retail Establishment" was a
permiued use in four districts: "Downtown District" (D), "Community Commercial District"
(C-C), "Commercial District", and "Community Commercial -North College District" (C-C-

N). In all four districts,

ooLarge

Retail Establishment" was subject to Type 2 review.

The significance of Fort Collins' zoning code was the integration of rnban design
requirements. Zoning established "Land Use Standards" and "Development Standards" for
each land use district. "Land Use Standards" provided regulations for lot size, building
coverage, FAR, setback, building height, and so on, which were usually seen in most zonrng

by-laws. "Development Standards" included urban design elements such as streetscape, site
planning, building design (massing, placement, character and image, store front, roofline,
colour and material), landscape, and so on. Development Standards were not standardized.

t07

Design elements that were regulated and regulations for the design elements were different

from district to disfict.
Except for the Development Standards that corresponded to different districts, the
ooGeneral
Development Standards" (Article 3), including: "Site Planning and
Code also set up

Design Standardso', "Engineering Standardso', "Environmental, Natural Area, Recreational and
Cultural Resource Protection Standards", " Building Standardsoo,'oTransportation and

Circulation", aîd "Compact Urban Growth Standards''. The Code clarified that in the event of
a

conflict between a standard or requirement contained in o'General Development Standards"

(Article 3) and development standards in Article 4 "District", the standard in Article 4 should
prevail (Fort Collins Land Use Code Article 3, Section3.l.2). "Large Retail Establishment
Development Standards" were part of the "Building Standardso'.
6.2 Policy Context

This section is a comparison of the policy context of the two

desþ

guidelines. It was

structured on Laura Altenhof s big-box policy matrix (See Section 3.5.1). It sought to explore
the policy conditions that design guidelines need to work within. Major resources used in this

section were the questionnaire survey, the Toronto Offrcial Plan, and the information
available on the two

cþ's

official websites.

6.2.1 Regional Policies

Both Toronto and Fort Collins recognized the importance of regional co-operation and

policy consistency between them and their neighbour municipalities. They included regional
co-operation as part oftheir communþ's long-term vision:

Toronto cannot plan in isolation or expect to stand alone in dealing with the
effects of urban gfowth....The way in which growth and change are managed
in Toronto must mesh with that of our neighbours because \rye are integrally
linked in many ways.
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(Toronto, 2002:9)
Fort Collins is not'oin this" alone. It has important roles to play in helping the
region achieve its successfirl future. By directing growth into a compact
community form, Fort Collins will support other other communities as viable,
distinct places, with their own identities. It will minimize the regional cost of
infrastructure development and maintenance and will help retain the region's
character.

(Fort Collins,2003)
However, neither Toronto nor Fort Collins' policies established a formal co-operative
mechanism with their neighbour municipalities to deal with big-box and commercial
development issues. No regional cross border commercial development plan was made, no

regional impact assessment was required by municipal commercial polices. Like one Toronto
planning official said: "It is a competitive market, in that they (Toronto and Outer areas

of

Toronto) both vie for development.o'The planner also pointed out that some kinds of informal
co-operations do exist: o'In cases where there is a location in close

proximþ to the border of a

municipalþ, there is collaboration between departments."
6.2.2Land Use and Commercial Development Policies
Both Toronto and Ft. Collins provided explicit definitions of "big-box" in their zoning

by-law or codes: Toronto used the term "Retail Warehouse". Fort Collins used " Large Retail
Establishmentoo. Fort

Collins' definition covered different types of big-boxes. Its development

standards \ilere prepared particularly for the big-boxes as defined by the zoning code.

However, Toronto's definition was nanower. The projects that were subject to review under
design guidelines were not limited to "Retail Warehouse" but included a wider range of retail

facilities, which were so-called'New Format Retails." (See Section 6.1.1-a). In both cities,
policies and regulations did not set limitations for maximum floor area in single commercial
developments or for the amount of floor area dedicated to a particular set of items.
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Neither Toronto nor Fort Collins created a ne\M land use designation for big-box
development. However, both cities limited big-box stores to certain land uses in their policies:

In Toronto, the City's newly approved Official Plan limited large

scaleo stand alone stores,

and'þower centres" to Mixed Use Areas and Employment Areas (Toronto, 2002:66).
However, as a planning official pointed out, in practice such development activities àre not

limited to desþated areas. "We will evaluate areas where they were feasible outside
I

commercial areas". In Fort Collins, the Land Use Code limited big-box development to four
land use districts: "Downtown District" (D), "Community Commercial Disfrict" (C-C),

"Commercial District" (C-D), and "Communþ Commercial -North College District" (C-C-

Ð.

In all four districts, the development was subject to Type 2 review. Fort Collins seemed to

take a more rigid position in dealing with commercial development. As a planner indicated,

all new commercial developments were limited to existing commercial designations or future
planned commercial nodes.

Both cities established a system of commercial hierarchy. They were quite similar, and
usually consisted of neighbourhood convenient commercial and haditional main street,
community level small plaza, regional level large shopping mall and big-box power centre,
and downtown. Both cities intended to direct big-box development away from local streets
and neighbourhoods.

6.2.3 Assessment, Monitoring, and Process
Planners from both cities indicated that their policies instituted moratoria on
development until appropriate changes had been made, not specifically for big-box
development, but as a general requirement. In Toronto, policies about moratoria on
development were based on particular sites only.
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Bottr cities required that new development paid for its own infrastructure, and its
impact on existing infrastructure or required upgrades. Both cities required traffic impact
assessments for big-box development. However, no market impact assessments were required.

Neither Toronto nor Fort Collins established apolicy implementing monitoring systems.
Public consultation was required in certain development approval processes in both
cities, but not particularly for big-boxes. The Ontario Planning Act required public
consultation for any amendments to the Plan or ZonngBy-law. Fort Collins' Zoning Code
required public hearing as a step of the approval process. However, neither

cþ

employed a

pre-application public participation process.
6.3 Outcomes and X'eedback

This section presented the outcomes and feedbacks of the two design guidelines that
\ilere examined in the case study. The focus was on the effectiveness of the design guidelines

in reconfiguring the physical settings of the big-boxes in the two cities. The conclusions were
drawn from the following means: the site survey of several newly constructed big-box stores
in Toronto, the examination of photographs of some recently developed big-box stores in Fort
Collins (these photographs \¡/ere provided by the web master of the

Cþ

of Fort Collins

offrcial website); and the questionnaire survey.
6.3.1 Outcomes

Fort Collins adopted its big-box standards early in 1995. Toronto implemented the
revised

desþ

guidelines in 1998. According to the questionnaire survey, the Internet

research, and field observation, the outcome of the implementation of the design guidelines
and development standards in both communities were positive in general.
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The site visit to several newly developed Loblaws stores in Toronto indicated the

desþ

guidelines were quite effective in reshaping big-box planning and design. One store

located at Queen's Quay (E) had placed its parking structure at the back of the main building
@igure 7- 3). The store was oriented, as required by the guidelines, to define the street line

(Figure 7- 2).

ArL entrance

was located at the corner of the primary street that the building was

facing to provide convenient access for pedestrians (Figure 7-36).Instead of having a long,
blank wall, which usually occurs in most big-box stores, the façade of this building was

highly transparent, and incorporated some interesting architectural details. Sidewalks were
well designed and paved, lined with trees, and equþed with flowerbeds and seating (Figure
7-26). The other store on Young Street used wood panel as building fïnishing material, which

fits into the physical context of the surrounding neighbourhood. Underground parking was
constructed, and natural light was introduced to the underground level (Figure 7-6). A third
example was located in a suburban location. Similar principles could be identified in the site

planning and design of the building. Here local plants were carefully selected for the parking

lot landscaping

(Fþre 7-16,25, and 33).

In Fort Collins, the results of the design standards were very encouraging from the

city's perspective. According to

cþ

staft the qualþ of project proposals they were seeing

was much higher than before the regulations were enacted. They felt the city's demand for
responsive

desþ provided a climate in which competing

objectives of community design and

large retailing could be addressed by planning professionals as proposals were put together.
Developers and big-box retailers were paying attention and were making a good faith effort to
meet the desires of the community @uerksen and Blanchard, 1998). An examination of the

related materials from the City's official web site showed that the design standards did have

tt2

positive effects. In the case of a Wal-Mart Super Centre, the huge mass \ilas divided into
several portions, the uniformed look was changed, some interesting landscape features were

introduced. A green buffer zone \ilas created between the local residential area and the big-

box site, and weather protected pedestrian facilities were provided (Figure 7-7, 13,22, and
2e).

6.3.2 Feedback
The research showed that both in Toronto and Fort Collins, some guidelines and
standards were more
seemed very

difficult to implement than others. In Toronto, glazrngat street level

difficult to implement. The perception was that windows invited vandals or

criminals, and inhibited the free placement of shelving inside. Also, shade trees, included in
the parking lots, were not successfully implemented. As the Toronto urban designer

commented,"the biggest challenge is to achieve a site plan which can work for pedestrians
and people who use public hansit.

All big box retailers target car-oriented customers..." In

Fort Collins, major constraints in implementing the development standards \ilere: 1) A desire
to have large vehicle use areas all around the buildingt2) A desire to consolidate customer

parking all in one huge parking lot in front of the store, between the store and the street; 3) A
desire to have a single entrance facing the single main parking lot; and 4)

A lack of interest in

sidewalk connections.
The general reactions from developers, as a Fort Collins offrcial describes, were
oounderstanding

that this is the way the world is going", so'Just tell us what you want, we

will

try to make it work, and we'll tell you if there's anything we just can't do." However, there
were complaints and constraints. One of the most common complaints, as a Toronto urban
designer stated, was that'othey want to look cheap and industrial because they think customers
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will perceive them

as frugal (looking good costs money, therefore design is a luxury that can

be cut).''However, a Fort Collins

official indicated

a

new Wal-Mart Super Centre in Fort

Collins was generating more sales revenue than the developer expected. 'oThey now believe
good design is part of the reason".
There were two major bariers, as identified by the respondents, in implementing the

desþ

guidelines and development standards. The first was the 'cookie cutter' approach to

building designs that chain stores used. All fooþrints were identical regardless of where they
were intended to be located. This presented an immediate impass, as the city was looking for

contextual fit. The second barrier related to the free market concept. In principles, economic
development, and properly rights were in opposition to regulation. Retailers were often big
employers, and sought political support based on job creation. Politicians were reluctant to
support requests for'design improvements' if they appear to be jeopardizing jobs.
6.4. Summary

This chapter reported major findings of a case study of big-box design guidelines in

two cities, Toronto and Fort Collins. It presented major facts of the two guidelines, compared
the two policy contextso andanalyzed the outcomes of implementation of the two

desþ

guidelines.
Experience from Toronto and Fort Collins showed that design regulations have had a
remarkable effect in reconfiguring big-boxes and creating better physical environments, even
though there were constraints and complaints, and some regulations seemed more diffrcult to
implement.

Fort Collins' development standards were prescriptive guidelines. Toronto's
guidelines were a mix of prescrþive and performance guidelines and therefore to some

tt4

degree \¡rere more flexible. Neither of the

desþ

guidelines were site or location specific.

They were organized based on major design confrol elements. They applied to all
developments defined as big-box developments within their municipal boundaries.
Despite the differences in technical details, there were many similarities in the tr¡ro

regulations in terms of general principles, control elements, and design criteria. These
coûrmon principles responded to the context, reinforced the

qualþ of the public realm,

mitigated the impacts of building mass and parking lots, created more pedestrian friendly
environments, and improved landscape. The elements under review were site context,

building orientation and location, architectural details (façade), pedestrian and public realm
amenities, parking and loading af,eas, landscaping, and signage.

Both Toronto and Fort Collins established design review systems. In both cities, bigbox

desþ review

operated within the existing review system. No specific process r¡ras

employed. Toronto and Fort Collins took two different approaches to design control.

Toronto's design review was

a

parallel process to land use conhol, where the design guideline

was separate from the zoning by-law. Fort Collins' design review was part of its reformed

zoning system, where the design standard was an integral part of the zoning code.
Both cities set up land use and commercial development policies related to big-box
development within a larger context. However, no systematic policies were established

specifically for big-box development. Some policies were very general with no detailed action
plan to guide daily practice. This might lead to the conclusion that to exercise design control
is not necessary to wait for the change and reform of all the land use policies. Design control

can, somehow, operate separately from and simultaneously to the land use planning system.
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What was important, as demonstrated by both cases, was a strong political will to
pursue high quality urban design. This finding \¡ras consistent with Kumar's survey of 62
Canadian cities (Kuman 2002). The shong political support of developing and implementing

big-box design guidelines in the two cities might be due to the fact that both communities had
a

relatively strong economic base and occupied enviable cenfral positions in the regional

economy so that "elected offìcials were not drooling over the prospect of adding more
superstores atany cost"(DuerksenandBlanchard, 1998). Thismightleadtothedebateof
whether or not it would be possible and feasible to raise the standards for big-box
development and pursue high

qualþ urban design in a slow growth context. As a further

exploration, this question was constructed into the interview guide for the focus group
consultation with several Winnipeg practitioners (See Appendix C). The responses from the
focus group consultation regarding this question are available at Section 8.1.3.
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Chapter 7:

Urban Design Checklist for Winnipeg's Big-box Development

This chapter proposes an urban

desþ checklist for Winnipeg's big-box

development.

The checklist was a major contribution to the practicum. It was developed based on the
studies in the previous four chapters and further research of sustainable design principles. The

intention of the checklist was to provide a theoretical framework to facilitate the
establishment of Winnipeg's big-box design guidelines. The chapter consists of three sections.
Section one is an introduction to the checklist. Section two is a discussion of urban design
goals and guiding principles. Section three is the checklist proposal.
7.1 About the Checklist
The research in Chapters Three and Four concluded that V/innipeg should develop
comprehensive policies to cope with big-box development, and that urban

desþ

guidelines

should be part of that policy framework. The study of the scope of urban design and design
guidelines in Chapter Five and the case study of the two big-box design guidelines in Chapter

Six suggested that there were different types of urban design guidelines and there were
different ways ofpreparing and implementing them.
The scan of recent design guidelines from sixteen North American cities (See Section

5.2 and 5.3) showed that design guidelines could be general, such as the Portland ooCentral

City Fundamental Design Guidelines" and the Pittsburgh "Urban Design Guidelines". They
could also be more detailed, such as Spokane's'oDowntown Design Guidelines" and
Vancouver's series of design guidelines. Some design guidelines were site specific and
tailored for certain geographic areas, usually historic conservation areas and the downtown.

tt7

Winnipeg's two existing

desþ

guidelines were within this group. Some were oriented to

certain types of physical elements or uses, such as signage. The two big-box design guidelines

from Toronto and Fort Collins were within this category. There \¡rere prescriptive design
guideline and performance design guidelines. Both had some advantages and disadvantages.
The Fort Collins "Design Standards for Large Format Retail Establishment" was prescrþive.
These guidelines were integrated into the

city's land use code. Toronto's big-box design

guidelines were not as prescripive as Fort Collins'. Some \Mere general guiding principles.

An increasing number of communities have realized the importance ofpublic
participation in the preparation and even implementation of design guidelines. The City

of

Davis, California, was a pioneer in this field. However, the research showed that most design
guidelines, including the two big-box design guidelines examined (See Chapter Six) and the

two existing design guidelines in Winnipeg (See Section 5.4), were prepared through
discussions within expert groups.
Design guidelines were prepaxed mainly for design review (although some

communities did use design guidelines for the pu{pose of public education and collaboration).
Different types of design guidelines \ilere prepared for different design review processes.
Some cities had a tradition of pursuing high quality design. They hired more planning and

urban

desþ

staff to exercise design review. These communities tended to use performance

guidelines. They kept updating their design guidelines very frequently so as to meet the

communities' ever changing needs. While in some small cities, such as Fort Collinso where
there was less staff, guidelines were usually more prescriptive.

What kind of big-box design guidelines should Winnipeg develop for its big-box
retailing? What kind of design review process would be more suitable for Winnipeg? How
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could Winnipeg get more people involved in the decision-making process? These were
important questions for the preparation of Winnipeg's big-box

desþ

guidelines.

Unfortunately Winnipeg had not yet established a clear urban design and design review
strategy and all these questions were still under debate and discussion. These questions were
beyond the researcher's resources and out ofthe scope ofthis research.
The major conhibution of this research was, therefore, an urban design checklist
proposal, which provided a framework for the examination of big-box development. There
were two different types of checklists. The first type was prepared for the implementation

of

design guidelines. The City of Spokane's "Downtown Design Guidelines" provided an
example of this type.A fifteen-page checklist was provided as an appendix to the documents.

It was designed to be used by the planning staff and Design Review Committee during the
review process. The second type of checklist provided a theoretical framework for the
preparation of design guidelines. A good example was the "HOK Guidebook to Sust¿inable

Design". A major component of this book was a set of checklists, which could be used as a
guide to examine designs or to establish location specific guidelines. This practicum intended
to raise the discussion of big-box development, and to facilitate establishing design guidelines

in \Vinnipeg. The big-box urban

desþ checklist being proposed

in this project was the

second type.

The checklist included urban design items that needed to be considered at the site

planning level and urban design principles that were associated with these items. They were
established based on the research in previous chapters of this practicum and the literature

review of some recent sustainable design resources. Winnipeggers' vision of their future as
shown tn Plan llinnipeg Vision 2020 constituted a major foundation for the checklist.
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Winnipeg had not yet adopted a specific definition of big-box retailing. The City
should provide a clear definition in its by-laws, long-term strategic plans, or design guidelines.

In this checklist, big-box retailing referred to large format retailing as defined in Chapter
Three (See Section 3.1). Some

desþ

criteria in this checklist v/ere associated with locations,

including neighbourhood big-box, highway sfiip, reconfiguration of mall, and power cenfie.
The definitions of these terminologies were provided in Chapter Three and Four (See Section
3.1 and 4.2). If Winnipeg decided to prepare a set of design guidelines for big-box
development, this checklist would be able to serve as a useful reference. It is also expected
that this checklist could be used as a vehicle to facilitate dialogue between planners, designers,
developers, politicians, and the general public.

7.2 General Guiding Principles
This section identified sixteen guiding principles. These principles were established to
achieve four urban design goals related to four major big-box

desþ

issues. The goals and

principles were established based on the understanding of the general big-box urban design
issues as discussed in Chapter Three, the Winnipeg context of big-box development as
analyzed in Chapter Four, and the experiences from pioneer communities as examined in

Chapter Six. Winnipegger's vision of their community and the City's long-term planning

policies related to the issue, as shown

n Plan Winnipeg Vision 2020, also constituted

the

major foundation for the establishment of the goals and the guiding principles. General
principles related to sustainable urban design from various recent resources, such as the

"HOK Guidebook to Sustainable Design" (Mendler and Odel, 2000), "The Next American
Mehopolis: Ecology, Community, and the American Dream" (Calthorpe,1993), "Leadership
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in Energy and Environmental Design" website, and "Congress ofNew Urbanism" website,
etc, provided the theoretical guidance for the formulation of the goals and principles.

The four design issues discussed \¡rere: sense of communþ, environmental impacts,
transportation and circulation, and urban image. These major design issues reflected the social,
environmental, cultural and aesthetic dimensions of urban design. They were consistent with
several Winnipeg practitioners' comments on big-box development during the focus group

consultation (See Section 8.1.1). The guiding principles presented in this section were also
consistent with Winnipeg practitionerso suggestions for the improvement of big-box design
(See Section 8.1.3).

7.2.1 Sense of Community

(a) Goal: Reinforce and enhance public space to help create a sense of communþ.
(b) Díscussion' Public space is the physical expression of public life (Calthorpe,1993 23).

Different types of public space, such as streets, plazas, civic squares and parks, are essential to
create a sense of place and strengthen community

identþ. Market place is traditionally an

important component of a community's public spaces. A healthy and vibrant market place is a
place not only for shopping, but also for meeting, communication, leisure, and entert¿inment.

Market place is also the place where a community's most important buildings are usually
located. Public space is largely shaped by the buildings around its edges. When buildings are
designed with attention only to the building envelope and the interior, then the space outside

the building

-

the public realm is usually lost (Sandalack and Nicolai, 2002). Big-box is an

extreme example of loss of space. The

desþ

of most big-box stores in Winnipeg and many

other North American cities tend to homogenize human activities and the physical

environment creating placelessness space. First, big-box stores are desþed for shopping

tzl

effïciency. Few, if any, extra space or amenities are provided for non-coÍrmercial activities,
such as a resting place for seniors or playing areas for kids. Unlike fraditional commercial

facilities, big-box stores lack any tourist and sight seeing value at all. Even window-shopping
is eliminated because most big-box stores have few if any windows. Second, big-box stores
are usually isolated from each other. This type of setting creates a pattern of shopping, which

limits the possibilþ of interaction between people with different shopping purposes. And
third, big-box retailers are usually chain stores, where the uniform shop design usually has

little or no relation to the local context and therefore threatens the communþ identity.
(c) Guìdíng Principlesfor Sense of Community

.

Encourage mixed function: Mixed function here means mixing commercial with
other land use functions, such as office, residential, entertainment, and so on. It
also means mixing different types of retail and services on the designated
commercial land.
Promote densification: Densification here means increasing the densþ of each
big-box site and reducing the distance befween different big-box stores, and the
distance between big-box stores and other commercial facilities.
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a

Provide public amenity: Public amenþ is essential to encourage outdoor activities.
Different kinds ofpublic amenity are important visual elements ofpublic space.
The design and placement of these elements are very important to the qualþ of
public space.

a

Urban fit: Urban fit means responding appropriately to local context. Context here
means Winnipeg's physical built environment context, including existing urban
and streetscape configurations, landscape features, and architecture details ofthe
neighbourhood where a ne\il big-box store will be located. Physical context reflects
the four dimensional environmental and social conditions of a neighbourhood.

.2.2 ßnvironment Sustainability

(a) Gool: Mitigate environmental impacts of big-box development by promoting more
ecologically sustainable design.
(b) Dßcussíon; While environmental sustainability has increasingly become a major concern

of many communities in making planning decisions, the desþ of most big-box stores has
122

been disrupting the natural environment. The environmental impacts of big-box as identified

in Chapter Three can be seen in various aspects. From the urban design point of view, the
environmental impact of big-box design is largely associated with its huge construction

fooþrint, including the huge building coverage and treeless paved parking. What makes
things worse is that big-box developers usually apply their standardized site planning and

desþ

to various locations regardless ofthe specific physical and environmental conditions

of

different sites, including topography, soil type, vegetation and wildlife habitats, water
resources and flowing patterns. \Minnipeggers have put sustainability as the first

the

Cþ's

long-term development sfiategy. Plan Winnipeg urges the

Cþ

priorþ of

to promote

environmentally-responsible decision-making within the broad community and within its own
operations (IVinnipeg, 2002: 48)

(c) Guídíng Princíples for Environmentøl Sustøìnabílíry
a

Reduce construction footprint: Reducing the construction fooþrint means to
reduce building coverage, hard pavement surface, and fooþrint of other man made
elements on a big-box site. The flip side of this principle usually means to increase
green surface on a site.

a

Lifnit disruption to existing vegetation and wildlife habitats: This principle means
that vegetation and wildlife habitat conditions of a big-box site should be carefully
examined, and an ecologically sensitive desþ shategy should be developed to
protect as many of the existing vegetations and wildlife habitats on a site as
possible, as well as to limit the disruption of natural movement.

a

Protect and restore water resources: This principle requires the identification of the
possible impacts on the natural water resources and water flow patterns of a site,
and to develop a design strategy to mitigate these impacts. It also requires the use
of natural strategies to desþ storm water heatment systems.

a

Encourage urban re-forestation: This principle means to reconstruct the natural
environment in developed urban areas. It is applied to infill and brownfield
development in existing urban areas.

a

Respond to local climate: This principle requires designing site layout and building
details according to Winnipeg's climate condition, reducing the use of energy, and
providing weather protection facilities.
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.2,3 T ransportation and

Circulation

(a) Goal: Increase accessibilþ, safety, and comfort for public transit users, pedestians,
cyclists, and other non-car users.
(b) Discussíor.' Most big-box stores seen in Winnipeg and other cities are designed for the
convenience of car users. The needs of pedestrians, bus riders, cyclists, and people who use
other transportation means are often neglected (See Section 4.3.1). This auto-oriented
transportation pattern is the major reason for social, economic, and environment problems as

identified in Chapter Three. Therefore, promoting appropriate designs, which will reduce car
use and encourage use of other transportation modes, such as public transit, cycling, and walk,

is critical to the success of mitigating these negative impacts. This design goal is compatible

with Plan Winnipeg's long-term transportation planning strategy. It is an action to support the

City's commitment to sust¿inabilþ, compact urban form, and the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.

(c) Guìdíng Prìnciples

for

Transportøtíon ønd Circuløtion

a

Provide convenient access to \Vinnipeg Transit: This principle means that big-box
development should either provide convenient access to existing Winnipeg Transit
bus stops, or integrate new bus stops and bus shelters into site planning or building
design. It requires that the walking distance from store entrance to the existing or
proposed bus stops mini should be minimized.

a

Create a safe and comfortable pedestrian environr4ent: This principle requires that
a big-box development provide a pedestrian environment, which is protected from

automobile traffic, rWinnipeg's extreme natural climate, and other natural or man
made hazards.
a

Provide facilities for bicycle riders: this principle means the planning and design
of big-box should assure accessibility and safety for bike riders, and provide
adequate bike storage facilities.

a

Provide facilities for taxi and carpooling: this principle requires the integration of
taxi and carpool facilities into site planning and building design.
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7.2.4Urbrn Image
(a) Goal: Create a positive urban image for Winnipeg
(b) Discussíon.. The visual and aesthetic impacts of big-box development on a community's

environment are seen in three ways. First, huge massing and very limited architectural details
on the building envelope create scaleless environments. Second, landscape design is not used

to buffer or screen the out of scale buildings and parking lots from streets and surrounding
neighbourhoods. Third, massive

sþs

mounted on tall poles create visual clutter. Like

elsewhere, Winnipeg's big-box stores are usually located at the City's major gateways, such
as Portage Avenueo Pembina

Hwy, McPhillips Street, Main Street, etc. These unscreened or

buffered uniformly designed scaleless boxes create negative images of the City for visitors
and the residents.

(c) Guídíng Príncìplesfor Urban Imøge
a

Respect human scale: this principle encourages innovative design solutions to
break down the huge mass of big-box stores, it also means the building placement
and design of the façade should confibute to form a human scale public realm.

a

Improve the visual quality from the sheets: this principle encourages innovative
desþs to provide more pleasant visual experiences at the street level for
pedeshians, cyclists, and automobile passengers.

a

Promote high quality architecture and landscape design to create positive and
unique images on the Citv's major gateways: this principle requires special desþ
strategies for big-box stores located on Winnipeg's major gateways such as
Portage Avenue, Pembina Hwy, Main Street, McPhillips Streets.

7.3 Urban Design Checklist for Winnipegns Big-box Development
The sixteen guiding princþies in the previous section established a foundation for the
development of the checklist. The checklist in this section provides detailed design criteria for

thirty urban

desþ

elements of big-box development that need to be taken into consideration.

These elements were grouped into six categories, including site analysis, site plan
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organization, transportation and circulation, building

desþ,

landscape design, signage design,

and miscellaneous. They are selected and organized based on sustainable urban design

theories and practices, the case study of big-box design regulations of Toronto and Fort

Collins, the research on some recent urban design guidelines in various North American cities,
and Winnipeg's previous practice of urban design review.

The checklist presented herein is a revised version. It was amended based on the
comments and suggestions offered by the Winnipeg's practitioners who participated in the
focus group consultation. Detailed information about the comments and suggestions is
available in Section 8.1.2. A summary of major comments and major changes made to the

original checklist is provided in Appendix E.
7.3.1 Site Analysis
(a) Regionøl ímpocß on nøtural envíronment

1) Identi$ watersheds,

drainage rreas, stream corridors, wetlands, aquifer recharge
zones, and floodplains.

2)

Identiff wildlife habitat and nesting areas in the surrounding area and consider
methods to mitigate any negative impacts from the project.

(b) Regíonal ímpocls on trønsportøtíon

3) Identiþ existing
4)

pedestrian, bicycle, and Winnipeg Transit service.

Evaluate the impact of the project on the existing transportation infrastructure and
explore potential expansion of existing services or the addition of new services.

(c) Mícroclímate, geology, hydrologt, ond eeology of the síte

5)

Study the microclimate of the site and identiff zones best suited for development
based on temperature, humidþ, windo solar orientation, and solar access.

6)

Study the geology and hydrology of the site to identiff soil characteristics,
drainage capacþ, and groundwater flow direction, as well as possible water
contamination issues.
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7) Identiff design and construction limitations

based on the physical and chemical
soil characteristics of the site, including the bearing, compaction, infiltration rates,
and areas that are prone to erosion.

8) Generate

a survey of the plant species, and

wildlife habitats, and identiff native

species on the site.

(d) Possíble contamínatìon

9)

Test the site for radon levels if the region has been identified as one with potential
for radon contamination.

10) Perform soil tests to

identiff contaminants from past agricultural or industial

uses,

unauthorized dumping and so on. Check site for arsenic, pesticides, lead, other
heavy metals, petroleum, dry cleaning fluids, and other hazardous substances.
(e) Culturøl ønd hístorícøl context

11)Identiff existing historical features that should
12)

be preserved.

Identiff

sites, buildings, and/or building elements that are registered as special
cultural, historical, or archaeological sites.

13) Explore architectural style prevalent in the neighbourhood as

well

building type
that are coÍrmon in the Winnipeg region. Consider adoption or adaptation of the
historical style prevalent in the neighbourhood, to reinforce the cultural heritage of
the City of Winnipeg.
as

7.3.2 Site Plan Organization
(a) Natur al e nvir o n ment fe øt ur e s

1)

Coordinate building and site design with required infrastructure. Cluster
underground utilities, such as telephone, cable, elecüic, water, wastewater, and fire
lanes in same or nearby conduits to minimize site disturbance and to preserve open
space;

2)

Work with the existing topography. Design building, parking, and roadways to
complement existing site contours by limiting cut and fill.

3) Minimize

disruption to existing hydrological features, such as creeks, streams,
ponds, lakes, and/or wetland.

4)

Consider creating or restoring wetlands on site.
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(b) Buìldìng orientøtíon

5)

Orient building to provide access to
beneficial daylight and minimize difficultto-control low-angle sun.

6
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6)

7)

Orient building to reflect Winnipeg's wind
pattems. Pay particular attention to
minimize the wind effect during the winter.

Building orientation should help enhance
the public realm by creating a generally
continuous public edge and streetscape
(Figure 7-1,2, and 3).
a

a

a

For neighbourhood big-box
development, orient building to address
the primary street with a main entrance
close to the front properly line.
Buildings should occupy the majority of
the frontage of the lot along a public
street. According to the neighbourhood
context, corner-lot buildings should
either build-out at corners or help create
corner plazas by increasing setback
appropriately from the streets.
For highway strip and reconfiguration
of mall, make main entrance visible and
accessible by pedestrians from the
primary street, without having to walk
through parking area.
For power centre, orient buildings of
different big-box retailers and smaller
retailers to form an'o interior main
street", where Winnipeg transit services
and pedestrian sidewalks are provided.
Locate major entrances of the buildings
to the o'main street" (Figure 7-4, and 5).
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Fìgure 7-1: Síte plan conJìgurationfor
neíghbourhood bíg-box
Source: Adaptedfrom Calthorpe, 1993: I

I0

Figure 7-2: Oríent building to address the
public realm -a Loblaws store în downtown
Toronto

Photo: Ilang, 2002

Figure 7-3: Locate parking at the back ofthe
site - a Loblaws store ¡n downtown Toronto

Photo: Wang, 2002
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Figure 7-4: Aview ofthe sîeetscape ofapower centre
Source: Fort Collins, j,995
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Figure 7-5:A diagram shows a site plan con/ìgtratíon proposalfor power centre
Source: Adaptedfron Fort Collíns, /995
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(c) Porkìng lot organìzøtíon

8) Reduce
9)

overall parking space.

Minimize surface parking by providing
structured parking and shared parking, or
integrating parking with commercial
buildings, such as underground parking,
rooftop parking, etc (Figure 7-6).

10)Parking lots should not dominate the
frontage of pedestrian or transit oriented
streets, intemrpt pedeshian movement, or
negatively impact surrounding
neighbourhoods and view from the major

Fígure 7-6: Underground parkíngwith líght
well - a Loblaws store on Young St., Toronto
Photo: lYang, 2002

'i

street.

I

a

For neighbourhood big-box
development, locate parking lots at the
rear of buildings or in the interior of a
block (Figure 7-l and 8)).

a

For highway ship and reconfiguration
of mall, locate parking lots at the rear or
side of buildings.

o

For power centre, locate parking lots
surrounding the building cluster,
without intemrpting o'interior main
street" pedestrian and public transit
circulation (Figure 7-5).

I l) Break up large parking areas. This could be
achieved by providing a grid of trees on
islands in the parking lot or segmenting the
parking lot with landscaped areas,
sidewalks, cart corrals, or customer-loading
areas. Landscaped islands should be wide
enough to allow for healthy tee growth
(Figure 7-7).
12) Provide direct identifiable pedestrian routes

through parking areas and across the site to
other destinations where necessary (Figure
7-9,l},and 11).
13)

Driving aisles and vehicular access routes
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Figure 7-7: Brealcdown extensive parking lots
wíth green islands - a l(al-Mart Super Centre
proposal in Fort Collíns
Source: City of Fort Collins, 2003

G

ffiffi
Fígure 7-8: A diagram shows loading and
servicing areas beíng screenedfron publíc
view
Source: Adaptedfron Toronto, 1997: I 3

within large sites should be designed as extensions of the public realm, with
connections to adjacent roads and routes, pedeshian sidewalks connecting to
public sidewalks, curbs, pavers, street furniture and planting.

view of the parking lots from the streets by
landscaping, fences, change of ground levels based on the existing topology
conditions, etc (see landscape design).

14) Screen parking lots or block the

l5) Where possible,

use pervious paving materials and

minimize impervious surfaces.

(d) Loødìng, semice and garbage zones
16) Where possible, locate loading, sen¡ice and garbage zones in areas that are not

visible from the public steets.
17) Consolidate and screen loading, services, and garbage zones from view.

18)Design and screen loading, services, and garbage zones with fence or landscaping
to mitigate impacts on adjacent properly owners (see landscape design).
(e)

Míxedfunctions
19)Encourage mixed-use development. Big-box retail could be combined with smaller
retail uses, restaurant and cafe uses, entertainment uses, offüce uses, etc.

7.3.3 Transportation and Circulation
(ø) Accessíbílíty

of pedestríøn

l)

Orient primary ground floor entrances to public streets (in the power cenfre setting,
the pedestrian and public transit oriented "main streeto' connecting different bigbox stores), NOT to interior blocks or parking lots.

2)

All sides of a building that face an abutting public street should include at least one
customer entrance and should be designed to include windows or other features,
which enhance streetscapes.

3) 'Where necessary,

secondary entrances are allowed to be oriented to the interior
a block or parking lots.

4) Incorporate safe, identifiable,

and comfortable pedestrian pathways into site

planning and parking lot design (see parking lot organization).

5) Where possible,

incorporate weather protection architecture elements, such as
arcades, into site planning and building design (Figure 13,l4o 15 and 16).
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(b) AccessíbíIíty

to Wínnipeg Transìt

6)

Orient ground floor entrances to minimize
the walking distance between the store and
existing Winnipeg Transit stops.

7)

In areas where there is no close and
convenient Winnipeg Transit service (most
likely in suburban locations), work with
the Cþ's planning and transportation
authorities to explore the possibility of
introducing transit service into the site or
abutting the site.

Fígure 7-9: A dìagram illustrates an identí/ìable
pedestrían circulation system wíthín a parkìng

lot

8) In power cente

settings, incorporate
hansit stops into the overall site planning
strategy. Locate the transit stops on the
o'main
streets" within the site, which most
stores are oriented to (Figure 7-5).

9)

Source: Adapted

from Toronto,

I 997 : I

5

Where possible, incorporate transit stops
into the building design.

l0) Where possible, provide weather
protection pedestrian routes from shop to
transit stops.
(c) Accessíbílíty tu bìcycles
11) Examine the existing bikeway system

in

the surrounding area and incorporate
bicycle routes into site planning.

12)Provide bicycle parking for employees and
customers with security and weather
protection (Figure 7 -12)
o

a

Figure 7-10 and I I : Two desìgns of a shaded,
ídentìfiable pedestrìan rcute in parhing lots
Desìgn: Wang,2003

Parking areas and facilities should be
designed to provide both long-term
parking (most likely for employees)
and short-term parking (most likely for
customers).

Parking should be provided with
weather protection. Incorporating bike
parking into building design is highly
encouraged.
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Fígure 7-12: Bìke lockers
Source : www. bikemap. com/transit/photos ifiles,
2003

a

Bike racks or lockers should be securely
anchored to the surface or a strucfure.

a

Parking area should be adequately lit.

CI\

13) Locate bicycle parking at

il

highly visible

locations and close to the entrances.
14) Directional signs are needed when bicycle

parking is not visible from building
entrances or transit stops.
(d) Traffic søfety
15) Access points should be consolidated,

organned and clearly marked so as to
minimize pedestrian, bicycle and auto
traffic conflicts.
16) Provide adequate facilities that

will help to

slow down auto speed in the parking lot.
17) Develop design strategy to make pedestrian

circulation system and bicycle routes within
the parking lot visible and identifiable to
both car drivers and pedestrians.
18) Incorporate

Fígure 7-13 and 14: Pedestríanroutewith
weather protectíon - examples from Fort
Collins
Source: Fort Collins, 2003

traffic signs and lights into site

planning and design.
(e) Uníversal desígn
19)

Apply universal design principles,
standards, and guidelines to site planning
and design.

20) Considerations should be made to both
customer-designated areas and employeedesignated areas.

7.3.4 Building design
(a) Møssing

1)

Use various natural and architectural design
solutions, such as change ofset back, roof
line, texture, material and colour,
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Figure 7-15 and l6: Pedestrianroutewith
weather protection - examplesfrom Toronto
Photo: llang 2002

articulating with architectural elements, to
break down building massing to fit into
human scale (FigureT-17,18, and 19).

2)

Building massing should be consistent with
surroundin g area context. Elements of
building massing should relate to the size
and shape of buildings on adjacent
properties.
Figure 7-17: Use decorative architecture
elements to break down massing
Source: Fort
2003

(b) Respondíng to context

3) Encourage innovative and site specific
building design to ensure consistency with
the surrounding context and to support a
lively and safe public realm (Figure 7-20).

4) A standardized corporate image could be
achieved through use ofcolour, signage and
building elements instead of simply
multiplying standardized building design on
individual sites.

Figure 7-18: Increase oftransparencyrate and
change of rootline to brealcdown massíng - a
Toys "R" Us store in downtown Chicago
Source: Beaunont, 1997: 26

(c) Føçøde and øcteríor wall

5)

Increase transparency rate ofthe façade by
placing windows or display windows at eye
level. Develop design solutions to promote
interior and exterior contact. No blank wall
is allowed on the building elevations along
public streets (Figure 7-21).

'

6) Incorporate

weather protection architecture
elements, such as arcades, awnings and
canopies into façade design. Explore
innovative weather protection design that
fits into Winnipeg's local climate. These
weather protection elements should be
lighted to increase safety (Figure 7-22).

7)

8)

A proportion ofground floor facades that
face public streets shall have arcades,
display windows, entry areas, awnings or
other such feafures.
Rooflines should add interest, reduce the

a-;

break down massing - a Loblaws store ín
Toronto

Photo: Ilang, 2003

Fígure 7-20: Response to the local contØct - a
Kmart at Rio Vísta lllest in San Diego,

Caliþrnia
Source: Beaumont, 1997 : 28
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Figure 7-19: Change ofcolour and texture to
.

massive scale of large buildings and
complement the character of adjacent
buildings (Figure 7 -22).

9) Incorporate

roof top mechanical equipment
into building design.

10) Where possible, incorporate transit stop and

bicycle parking into building

desþ.

Fígure 7-21: Use traditional architecture
expressíons to create identìty and sense

(d) Møteríøl and colour

of

place - an examplefrom Fort Collins
Source: Fort Collins, 2003

building materials
quality
materials. Materials
should be high
that are native or historically widely used in
Winnipeg are highly recornmended (Figure
7-23, and24).

11) Predominant exterior

12) Select and

specifr environmentally

)

preferable materials.

ææ
EI

Consider use of salvaged materials such
as used bricks or timbers that might be
available in the citywide area.

Figure

7-22 : Incorporate landmark elements
andweather protectÍon elements into bíg-box
desígn - a llal-Mart Super Centre in Fort

Collíns
Source: Fort Collíns, 2003

a

Consider use of materials made from
recycled content.

a

Consider use of biodegradable materials.

l3) Based on site context and overall building
design concept, materials that are typically
seen on industrial buildings, such as

smooth-faced concrete block, tilt-up
concrete panels or prefabricated steel panels,
might be used, but should be limited to a

Fígure 7-23: Use of high quality materìals
Source: Fort Collins, 2003

small portion of the building

14)Building colour scheme should be
consistent with neighbourhood context.

Fìgure 7-24: Use of high quality materìals - a
Toys "R" Us store in Santa Monìca, Californía
Source: Beaumont, 1997: 22
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7.3.5 Landscape Design
(a) Pedestríøn unenìty (hardscøpe)

1) All

entrances and exits should have a

continuous pedestrian walkway, which is
connected to the public sidewalk.

2)

Avoid pedestrian/vehicle conflicts through
the use of landscaping, curbs, bollards or
other elements that are integrated into the
overall streetscape design.

Fìgure 7-25: Seatíng and weather protectíon

ofa Loblows store at a suburban
locatìon ín Toronto
Photo: llang, 2002
desígn

3) Provide

weather protection systems for
pedestrians. This could be achieved either
by infoducing weather protection
/decorative landscape elements, such as
colonnades, or by integrating weather
protection elements into building design,
such as canopy, awning, entrance overhang,
arcade, etc (see Section 7.3.4) (Figure 7-25
and26).

4)

Provide pedestrian scale lighting to indicate
all pedestrian routes on the site. Integrate
lighting desþ into the overall landscape
planning and building design (Figure 7-27).

5)

Enhance public spaces by providing public
amenities such as patio/seatin g area,
pedestrian plazawith benches, bus shelter,

window shopping wallavay, outdoor
playground area, kiosk area, water feafure,
sculpture, clock tower, and so on.

6)

Fígure 7-26: Pedestrían amenities of a Loblaws
store ¡n downtown Toronto
Photo: Wang,2002

.,..,,

Source:

Public amenþ elements should be of high
qualþ, consistent with the overall site
planning and building desþ, and fit into
the neighbourhood context.

..;,:ìt:.

Figure 7-27: Pedestrianwalkway líghting in
front of ø big-box store ìn Fort Collíns

Fort

2003

(b) Planríng and Vegetatíon (softscøpe)

7)
8)

Create larger landscape islands so as to
cluster rather than scatter site plantings.
Select plants based on species diversity
principle. Species diversþ better maintains
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Figure 7-28: Use low dense planting to screen
parking loß from the public wøy - an example
at the Great West Lífe síte, Wínnípeg.
Photo: Wang, 2003

an ecological balance and diminishes future
biological problems.

9)

Consider opportunities to provide habitat
for wildlife.

10)Mærimize efficiency of inigation systems
and consider water reuse strategies
Fìgure 7-29: Use vegetated berm to mìtígate
visual impact of big-box on sunoundìng
neíghbourhood - an examplefrom Fort Collíns

(c) Søeenìng
11) Landscaping and/or fencing are required
for all exposed parking, storageo service,
and garbage areas and driveways, which are

Source:

2003

adjacent to public streets and other

properties (Fieure 7-28 and29).

l2)Larye surface parking

areas should be

screened and broken up visually through
the provision of landscaping within the
parking area (Figure 7-7).
Fìgure 7-30: Parkinglot at a lower grade - an

building does not form the street
edges, landscaping should be maximized to
define the public realm and create a parklike freatment of the site.

13) Where a

exømplefrom the Universíty of Manítoba Fort
GaryCampus, Winnìpeg
Photo: Wang,2003

14) Screen parking lots from the public

sidewalk with low dense planting, low wall,
treeso berms, retaining walls to lower the
grade of the parking lot, or a combination
of the above (Figure 7-30,3'l,,and32).

15)Parking lot screen should be desþed to be
consistent with neighbourhood context. In
general, low, dense planting and trees
planted in flowerbed, are more suitable for
inner cþ locations (Figure 7-28); berms
and retaining walls are usually more
suitable for suburban locations and power
centre settings (Figure 29).

7-3 1 : Use grassed berm to reduce
buílding massíng - an examplefrom the
University of Manítoba Fort Gary Campus,
lTínnipeg
Photo: Wang,2003

Fígure

16) Where necessary and appropriate, create a

landscape buffer zone between the building
and the surrounding environment. A green
edge is one of the most effïcient ways to
mitigate the impact of the building mass
over streetscape and surrounding
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Figure 7-32: Use dense vegetatíons to mitigate
vísual impact on sunoundìng neíghbourhood the Real Canadian Superstore on Portage and
School, Winnìpeg

Photo: llang,2003

neighbourhood. Generally, shrubs and trees planted in flowerbed, are more suitable
for inner cþ locations; berms are usually more suitable for suburban locations and
power centre settings (Figure 7-28,29 and32).
(d) StormwaÍer manøgemenl

l7) Implement a stormwater management plan that includes groundwater recharge and
stream channel protection strategies to limit net increase of stormwater runoff from
existing to developed conditions.

with natural drainage systems, using swales and native vegetation cover
soils, to the greatest extend possible to naturally absorb and filter runoff and
promote infiltration.

18) Work

19) Use vegetated buffer to treat stormwater

of

runoff from parking lots, streets, and

rooftops.
20) Use open vegetated swales for infiltration where space permits.

21) Consider biofiltration of runoff from impervious areas to improve water quality.
The system should be desþed such that runoff is filtered and infilhated on-site
and only overflow is drained away.

22)If nafixal infiltration

systems are insuffrcient to handle runoffdue to limited open

space or impermeable soils, accommodate this deficiency by planning on-site

stormwater retention and detention strategies to minimize reliance on stormwater
system;
23) On tight sites, where little pervious surface areas remain, consider the use
pervious concrete or pervious asphalt systems.

of

24) Consider use of vegetated rooftops.
(e) Møteríøl selectíon
25) Materials selected for the construction of
hardscape and public amenity elements
should be consistent with the overall
material scheme.

26)Place a priorþ on the use of native species
(Figure 7-33).
27) Select plants based on species diversþ,
wildlife habitat, and companion planting.
28) Select native shrubs, ground covers, and
gfasses with water requirements that are
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Figure 7-33: Select local species as landscape
materials - an example of a Loblaws store in
Toronto

Photo: llang, 2002

equal to natural precipitation patterns in the

Winnipeg region.
29) Select species that can survive in the
stressful microclimate (streetscape and
parking).
7.3.6 Signage Design

(a) Generøl

Fìpre

7-34: A Staples sígn

in Vancouver

Photo: llang, 2002

1)

Design signs as integral parts of site
planning, architecture and landscape design
ofproposed projects, rather than
afterthoughts (Figure 7 -34, 3 5, 3 6, and 37).

2)

The size, design, material, placement of
signs should be consistent with the overall
building design and neighbourhood context.

3) Ensure that sþs

aid in orientation and
adequately identif uses and activities to
the public, not only for auto users, but also
for pedestrians, bus riders, cyclists, and so
on.

4) Avoid visual clutter and obstructing
important architectural features.

5) Firmly anchor and maintain signs to
prevent accidents and enhance pedestrian
safety.
(b) Dírectíonal sìgns

6) Have a clear and identifiable

public address

on sites and buildings. The address should
correspond with the main entrance of the
buildings and the sites (in poriler centre
settings).

7) Provide

clear directional information about
the sites and buildings, such as entrances,
exits, customer pick-up areas, bicycle
parking areas, handicapped parking areas,
loading zoneso etc.

8)

Integrate directional

sþs

into building and
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Figure 7-35, 36, and 37: Integrøte sìgnage into
buìldíng design - Toronto Loblaws stores
Photo: Wang,2002

landscape design.

(c) Busìness ldentílication Sígns

9) Business identification

signs should be an integral part of site, landscape, and

building design.

l0) Integrate

a specific signage area or structure into building design. This area or
structure might be used to break down and add some interesting elements into the
huge blank walls.

I 1) Business identification signs should not obstruct directional signs.
(d) Free-standíng advertísement tower (pole)

l2)Ingeneral, a free-standing advertisement tower is not consistent with an inner
neighbourhood context. In suburban locations, the visual impacts of these

cþ

structures should be carefully examined.
13) Free-standing advertisement towers should be treated as an integral part of the site

planning and building design, instead of an additional separate struchne. This
could be achieved by designing the supporting structure with architecture elements,
materials, colours that are used in the building design.
7.3.7 Miscellanea
(ø)

Líghtíng

1)

Develop site lighting that minimizes light pollution in the sky. Illumination for
parking areas should focus light on the ground, where required for safety, and not
shine into neighbouring residential windows or provide excessive amounts of
illumination on the sþline.

2)

Optimize the energy efficiency of site lighting. Use efficient light resources.

3)

Lampstand and lamp-chimney designed or selected should be consistent with the
overall building and landscape desþ.

(b) Reuse of existíng buíldíngs

4)

Reuse of existing buildings and structures are highly encouraged.

5) Guiding principles and guidelines

as appear in this checklist should be taken into
planning
and design of renovation projects.
consideration for the

6) Depending

on location and the historic value of the buildings, renovation projects
follow
should
the guidance of Winnipeg's heritage preservation principles and
guidelines and other related policies and regulations.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Recommendation

This chapter is the conclusion of the practicum. It is broken into three sections.
Section one is a report of the feedback from the focus group consultation with regards to the

big-box checklist as developed in Chapter Seven. Section two is the summary major
conclusions drawn from this project. Section three provides recommendations for further
research and discussion for the establishment of lVinnipeg's big-box design guidelines.

8.1 X'eedback from the Focus Group Consultation

This section summarizes the feedback from the focus group consultation. A detailed
description of the methodology and the process of the consultation are located at Section 2.1.4.
The major findings of the consultation included three themes: key informants' general sense

of Winnipeg's big-box development and design; key informantso comments on the draft bigbox urban design checklist; and key informants' suggestions for the preparation and

implementation of big-box design guidelines in Winnipeg.
8.1.1 General Sense of the Big-box Development and Design in Winnipeg

Big-box development in Winnipeg reflected the trend of the retail evolution in North
America (See Section3.2). A respondent indicated it was like similar development in any
other North American locations ... developed in accord with the developers need for space in
suburban locations. The emergence of big-box in \Minnipeg is rooted in the city's social,
economic, and cultural background. 'oPeople seem to like shopping there," another respondent
stated.

Conclusions drawn from the focus group consultation regarding the social, economic,
and environmental impacts of big-box development in Winnipeg were consistent with the

t4t

major furdings drawn from the research in other North American cities (See Section 3.4).
Most respondents indicated that big-box development in Winnipeg had contributed to the
decline of the downtown, inner city neighbourhood main streets, and smaller existing malls.
Furthero

"It

has shifted a lot of retail dollars from local merchants to multi-nationals" as a

respondent stated. The environmental impacts of big-box developments were largely
associated with the design of the stores. Big-box design in Winnipego as most participants
attested, was ugly and had no relationship to the local context. 'olt has created sterile, boring

developments that offer no architectural enjoyment, no greenery and no pedesfian comfort",
and "has been effective in obscuring an uniquely Winnipeg character and replacing it with a

bland, North American urban look as one respondent commented. On the other hand, another
respondent advocated the design for much of the recent big-box development is a great

improvement from earlier big-boxes of the 60's and 70's.
Participants were asked to identiff three major issues related to big-box design. The
responses were varied. However, they were generally consistent with the major findings of the
research as described in Chapter Three and Four. The major design issues identified were (in

order ofthe number of respondents who addressed the issue): parking, signage, aesthetics,
pedestrian comfort, and scale.
8.1.2 Comments on the Draft Urban Design Checklist

All

the participants responded positively to the draft big-box urban

desþ

checklist. In

general, they were satisfied with the organization of the document and the major urban design
elements and design criteria included in the checklist. The concerns centred primarily on the

possibilþ of implementation. "If it were implemented fully, the difference we would

see

in

future development would be night and day" one respondent commented. An example of the
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participants' concern about the feasibilþ of implementation was the site analysis. One
respondent \ilas concerned with the time and financial cost of the assessments as required

in

the site analysis section. He commented that the items and criteria in the checklist were good
in theory, but the degree of the assessment (in the implementation) had to be reasonable and
be determined by the planning approval

authority

in consultation with professionals.

Detailed discussions regarding the design criteria in the checklist were raised during
the consultation. Participants were asked to choose from the checklist the design criteria they
thought were important, necessary, and feasible, as well as those they thought were not. They
were also asked to explain their reasoning. There was a certain degree of consistency between
the comments of different participants. For example, some respondents recontmended that the

checklist should include general principles. Two respondents suggested avoiding subjective
expressions such

as'lisual clutter". They also

argued the necessþ of limitations on the

number of signs per site. However, participants also exhibited differences of opinions
regarding some certain design criteria. For example, two respondents thought it was necessary

for the City to establish requirements on maximum parking ratios, while another stated:
you want to get people to come to a commercial development, the

realþ

"if

is that we live in an

automobile-oriented societyo'. He further suggested the key point was to provide attractive
transportation alternatives but still make it possible for people to drive there. One respondent
doubted the feasibilþ of promoting mixed functions, while another exclaimed, "don't
encourage it, require it, and include housing". One respondent thought screening parking lots

with landscaping was important; and another argued this should be open for discussion.
Finally two respondents agreed that rooftop mechanical equipment should be integrated into
building design, while another argued some mechanical equipment was beautiful.
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The information collected during the focus group consultation process was taken into
consideration for the amendment of the urban design checklist in Chapter Seven. A summary

of the major discussion raised and the major changes made to the checklist has been provided
in Appendix E.
8.1.3 Suggestions for the Development of \ilinnipeg's Big-box Design Guidelines
(ø) Suggestionsfor the Chønge of Bíg-box Design

Participants were asked in the questionnaire survey to suggest three major changes

of

big-box design and to identifr principles that big-box design should follow. The responses
were varied. The following is a swnmary of the major suggestions:

1)

Context Fit: Two respondents mentioned the importance of location, and
suggested that building designs should recognize the location and context using
architectural features.

2)

Site configuration: Two respondents chose site configuration as a major change
to be made. One respondent suggested that that stores should front the street and
parking should be located in the back. He advocated for mixed use, stating, "they
should be designed so as to allow for the inclusion of residential or other
commercial development on the same site or on another storey of the same
building". Another respondent argued during the interview that, "set backs,
courtyard entrances, planting areas, and public space between really can contribute
to the street life". He indicated it was important to make the sidewalk interface
pedestrian friendly.

3)

Scale: One respondents thought it was necessary to set up limitations on the
maximum square footage of big-box stores: '060,000 square feet is the limit in a
growing number of American cities and I gather that the limit in lreland is 30,000"
The other respondents suggested it was more important for the big-box stores to
keep in scale with new neighbourhoods.

4)

Pedestrian Comfort: One respondent thought it was important to maximize
pedeshian comfort by orienting building to reflect prevailing winter winds, sun
orientation, providing landscape on parking so as to separate pedesfiians from
vehicles as much as possible, and reduce walking distances.
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5)

Landscaping: On respondent suggested setting up requirements for minimum
edge landscaping so as to "create a greener, more sheltered appearance from the
road, and minimum amount (Yo of arca) of interior landscaping."

6)

Signage: One respondent would like to see more discrete, lower level signs. He
pointed out that "the size of the boxes already scream retail, the corporate branding
already defines the occupant - they can afford less and better qualþ signage".

7)

General land use and retail policy: One respondent suggested that big-box
should be encouraged to locate in downtown to consume existing vacant space.

In addition, one respondent suggested that Plan Winnipeg Policies, including compact
urban form, environmentally friendly, accessible, alternative means of transportation,

desþ

qualþ

and materials should be the principles for big-box design in Winnipeg.

(b) Prescríptive Guídelínes Vs Perþrmønce Guídelines

Evident from the interviews in the focus group consultation were the participants'

differing views and preferences on prescriptive versus performance guidelines.
One respondent argued that in order to create better environments'þlanners need to be

(instrumental in) opening up the (design) process instead of closing it by giving solutions". He
suggested that guidelines should set up the goals and objectives, and let the designers do the

desþ. Another

respondent pointed out,

"Any kind of desþ practice depends

so much on

context" and o'the willingness of the developers and the ability of the City to work with the
developers". He fi.rther indicated that the

flexibilþ

that performance guidelines might

provide would be able to raise the level of satisfaction of the decision-making process from
the stakeholders. He stated, "performance-oriented guidelines produce a better or a more

practical result, a result where there is more potential of everybody feel(ing) good about it".

Without such a cooperative decision-making environment, even though prescriptive
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guidelines are established, the developer would still be able to get rid of the minimum
requirements".

Finally,

a

third respondent seemed to be in favour of more prescripive guidelines. He

suggested the design guidelines should be innovative, creative, and prescriptive, and the

desþ review process

should be transparent, effïcient, and friendly. A final respondent

provided a different and very interesting perspective. He suggested that the decision

of

choosing performance guidelines or prescriptive guidelines should be based on the resources
that the City has and the cost-benefit analysis of each type of guideline. The implementation

of performance guidelines usually requires more qualified planning and design staffl and is
generally more time consuming. Hence, a major concem about performance guidelines in

Winnipeg was whether or not the

Cþ's

existing staffwould be able to handle it. He

suggested, according to his experience, not to use words such as "where possible" and

"encourage" because these always become a justification for ignoring the guidelines.
(c) Publíc

Input ønd Stake Holders

All the respondents recognized the value

and importance

ofpublic participation. They

thought more extensive public participation should be incorporated into the City's decisionmaking process. However, regarding the nature of the type of work in the preparation of bigbox design guidelines, and the potential cost and benefit of the public participation, most
respondents suggested a focus group consultation process would be more beneficial than an
extensive public participation.
oonot
something
The major reason for this was that big-box design guidelines were

close to home for a lot of peopleo', as one respondent pointed out, and people might not have

many opinions on it. Therefore, the turn out of an extensive public participation could be
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minimal. The respondent continued, stating that the issues which

o'tend

to draw out (from

public participation) are political opinions, not design opinions". Another respondent
expressed a similar attitude. He argued that the emphasis should not be the amount

of

participation. He implied that public participation would be more useful in identiffing the
issues, such as the general ideas about big-box development and the major effects of big-box

development on the neighbourhood. Both respondents agreed that it would not be wise to

simply let the public comment on the design guidelines or select "a better proposal" from
several options. Contrary to these opinions, a third respondent favoured the use of an

extensive participation process. However, he emphasizedthat a'þarticipation process should
be started

with an education

processo'. He suggested that the

public should be inspired by

examples of good big-box designs in order to consider and discuss alternatives. He stated that
the checklist could be used to facilitate the public education process.

In conclusion, all the respondents agreed that a focus group consultation process was
necessary during the preparation of Winnipeg's big-box design guidelines. The major

stakeholders, as suggested by the respondents, should include local politicians, the City's
ptanning administration, the business communþ, the planning and design community, and
the

public atlarge. Finally, respondents indicated the importance of involving suburban

politicians together with the knowledge they could provide, as well as the necessity

of

establishing a qualifïed design team in the City's planning adminishation.
(d) Major Barríers
Participants identified five major barriers in preparing and implementing big-box
design guidelines in Winnipeg. These included a lack of openness of the decision-making
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process, a lack of an implementation mechanism; a lack of a mechanism to enforce the

guidelines, the attitude of the real- estate communþo and a lack of political will.

Two respondents indicated concerns about the transparency of the decision-making
process. One respondent claimed that there was no implementation mechanism available at
present because most of the City was not subject to any

desþ review. In his opinion, "if it's

not in the Zoning By-law it won't happen so the choices are to amend the zoning by-law to
add

desþ

standards or amend it to require a design reviedapproval process with guidelines"

He also acknowledged that the City had little capacity to ensure landscape commitments are
met. Another respondent considered the main barier \ilas a lack of political would both

municipally and provincially. He

statedo

"If both levels of government

were committed to themo it would be possible to
good
guidelines
ways that would be politically and economically
in
implement
feasible, indeed that, in the long run, might well prove better for Winnipeg's
economy than existing practices. Politically, once voters saw the difference
between attractive development and ugly, non-functional development, a great
deal of support would materiahzeoo.
Participants \ilere asked their opinion about the relationship between slow growth and

high quality design. All respondents agreed that slow growth and high quality urban design
are not necessarily incompatible. One respondent thought that developers'

initial proposals

were usually the cheapest and quickest, but they would understand that attractive design could
help their business. He stated,

o'They

are receptive to reasonable proposals for good design".

Another respondent pointed out that retail and housing markets were by nature local markets.
He stated, "You (businesses) are not going to take your Wal-Mart or your housing subdivision

to Calgary". The real threat,

as he suggestedo was that they could

find locations right outside

of Winnipeg's boundary. That was why'othe provincial government has to have

a hand

in

it'.

Another respondent pointed out that the key to economic development in Winnipeg was to
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attract a young, well-educated population. High quality environmental design could, by some
means, encourage the growth of the population base.

8.2 Conclusion
The research of this practicum resulted in three major conclusions: the necessity

of

big-box guidelines, the potential contribution of big-box guidelines, and the theoretical
framework for big-box

desþ

guidelines. Based on these results, a major contribution of this

practicum was the design of an urban design checklist detailed in Chapter 7.
Conclusion One: The Necessþ of Big-box Guidelines
Big-box retailing is a relatively new development in TVinnipeg. Similar to otherNorttr
American cities, the infioduction of big-box development has greatly altered the retail and
urban landscape of the City. The research in this practicum indicated that although big-box
development provided communities some benefit, its social, economic, and environmental
impacts were more obvious. It also implied that big-box development was an outcome of the

retail evolution, which was the result of retailers' reactions to overall social, economic, and
technological changes. The research suggested that Winnipeg needs comprehensive polities to
mitigate the impacts of big-box development, and urban design guidelines should be taken
into consideration.
Conclusion Two: The Potential Confibution of Big-box Guidelines
The value of urban design in shaping the built environment and achieving human wellbeing has long been recognized. Design guidelines as a tool of public intervention in the
market place have played a more prominent role in the planning and design management
process.

A number of communities in North America have already implemented big-box

design guidelines. The case study of the two big-box design guidelines showed that the
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outcomes of the implementation of these guidelines \üere very encouraging. The review

of

Winnipeg's previous experience in implementing design guidelines seemed to support the
conclusion that big-box design guidelines would have a potential contribution to the

improvement of big-box design in Winnipeg.

Conclusion Three: A Theoretical Framework for Big-box Design Guidelines
Design guidelines were usually developed for design review. Research indicated that
the development of the design review process should be based on a

cþ's

overall urban design

strategy and decision-making context. \Minnipeg has not yet established a cleax urban design

sfategy, and currently the majority of the

Cþ

is not subject to design review. Considering

this situation, this practicum proposed an urban

desþ

checklist as a theoretical framework

for the preparation of Winnipeg's big-box design guidelines. Based on the case study of two
big-box guidelines, the review of recent sustainable urban design literature, and the focus
group consultation with Winnipeg practitioners, the checklist set up goals and general

principles, and provided design criteria for the physical elements that were important to the
reconfiguration of big-box development.
8.3 Recommendation
The research in this project explored the necessity, the potential contribution, and the

theoretical framework of big-box design guidelines. Extensive points of discussions have
been raised throughout the study. These discussions were centred primarily on the

implementation of such design guidelines. The following five recommendations are intended
to highlight several key issues for further discussion. The purpose is to facilitate the
establishment and implementation of big-box design guidelines in Winnipeg.
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Recommendation One¡ The Need to Assess and Monitor
The research in this project indicated that big-box development had not yet been

systematically studied in Winnipeg. The project was conducted based on an assumption that
the social, economic, and environmental impacts of big-box development in Winnipeg v/ere

similar to those in other North American cities (See Section 1.3). This assumption has to some
degree, proven to be true through the research (See Chapter Four and Eight). Howevero there

is a need to conduct a more objective and scientific assessment of the impacts of the big-box
development in IVinnipeg. This assessment will provide a more concrete foundation for the
establishment of big-box design guidelines and design review process. More importantly, the
research has found that in certain areas of the City, big-box development is continuously

flourishing. It is therefore suggested that there is a need to establish a system to monitor bigbox and retail development in the

Cþ.

Recommendation Two: The Need to Pursue Urban Design
Research findings, particularly the focus group consultation with several key

informants, suggested that Winnipeg's slow growth in recent decades should not lead to low
quality

desþ.

On the contrary, a high quality environment is needed to athact more people to

visit, to live, and to locate their businesses, therefore creating a larger population base for
economic growth. Plan Winnipeg's policy calls for high quality urban design (Winnipeg,

2002:14,31,55). This policy should be implemented by establishing an overall urban design
strategy, and detailed urban design plans for neighbourhoods and different types

deveþment, such

of

as big-box development. One of the major discussions raised during the

research of this project is that Winnipeg's existing policies do not provide a concrete

foundation for the establishment of big-box design guidelines. This implies that there is a
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need to develop a

cþ-wide urban desþ framework. This urban design framework could

be

and should be developed by the public adminishation in consultation with Winnipeg's

planning and design community. Extensive public participation is necessary in this process.

Recommendation Three¡ The Need to Establish

Desþ

Review

High qualþ urban design should be ensured by design review. IVinnipeg's current

desþ review practice is focused only

on downtown and historic conservation areas. The City

has not yet established a design review mechanism for the

majority of the cþ. To implement

big-box design guidelines a design review process should be established. This will require the
amendment of the City's ZonngBy-law and other related policies. The research showed that

desþ review processes

should be established based on a city's specific political and

administrative context, including available communþ resources and the ability of planning

staffto handle the review process, etc. In general, as the focus group consultation suggested,
good design review process should be tansparent and

efficient.

a

j

Recommendation Four: The Need to Explore A Better Model of Design Guidelines
The study of recent developments in urban design and design guidelines demonstrated
that compared to prescrþive guidelines, performance guidelines provided more flexibiltty in
design review and more opportunities to encourage high

qualþ innovative design (See

Section 5.2). The focus group consultation with Winnipeg's practitioners supported this
conclusion. In practice, however, since the use of performance guidelines required a larger
number of qualified staff, and the use of performance guidelines in the design review process
was usually more time consuming, many communities still use more prescriptive guidelines.

This was also exemplified in the two big-box design guidelines that were examined in the
case study research of this project (See Chapter Six). Winnipeg needs to explore a better
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model of

desþ

guidelines, which fït into the

Cþ's political

and decision-making context.

The creation of this model should be based on the resources that the

Cþ

has, the cost-benefit

analysis of different models, and the availability of staff resources. It is important that the
model should be able to meet the

Cþ's immediate

needs, and at the same time, be able to

improve towards a better model.

Recommendation Five: The Need for Regional Collaboration
The research in this project illustrated that the sprawl of big-box development is a

regional issue. Winnipeg's scale (less than a 30 minute drive from downtown to the fringe
the

Cþ,

of

on average) and the slow growth rate have made big-box sprawl a real threat.

Winnipeg can hardly be successful in dealing with big-box retailers by itself. The land use,
commercial development, and urban design policies of the City and its neighbouring
municipalities should be consistent instead of contrary to one another. There is an urgent need

for collaboration and corporation between different municipalities within Manitoba's Capital
Region. In this regard, the

Cþ

of Winnipeg should be more active in raising the discussion

with its neighbouring municipalities, and facilitating in the establishment of a better regional
cooperation mechanism. The Province of Manitoba should play a leading role in this process.
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AppendixA:
Survey Questionnaires for the Case Study Research

l.

What is your vision of big-box development?

2.

Who was responsible for preparing the big-box design guidelines/standards used in your
community?

3.

Who were the major participants in the process of developing the big-box design
guide lines/standards ?

4.

were the stakeholders' major concerns in the process of developing the big-box
design guidelines/standards?

5.

What is the legal status of the big-box design guidelines/standards in your community?

6.

Do you have a special design review body in your cornmunity to review the big-box
development? What is it?

7.

'Who

TWhat

are the major users of the adopted big-box design guidelines/standards in

your

communþ?

8. How are the big-box

design guidelines/standards used in the development review process
in your community? Please describe the review process in detail.

9.

How do the adopted guidelines/standards help (or not help) mitigate the impacts of bigboxes? Please provide a couple of examples.

10. What are the major bariers in implementing the big-box design guidelines/standards?
Please identiff at least three.
I

l. According to your experience, are there any requirements of the big-box

design
guidelines/standards that are difficult to implement? What are they? Please explain the
reasons.

12. What are the general reactions from the big-box developers in implementing the
guidelines/standards? Did you hear any complains and comments?
13. What are the general reactions from the big-box designers in implementing the design

guidelines/standards? Did you hear any complains or comments?
14. What are your general comments on the design guidelines/standards in your
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communþ?

15. The following is a policy matrix. Please check those policies that have already exist in
your community. Please type in'oY"(for yes) or "N" (for no) in the blank.
a.

Land Use Regulations and Process

_

Do your policies: Explicitly define big box or retail warehouse, differentiating it from
other warehouse uses in zoning codes and official plans?
Do your policies: Create a new desþation for big-box?

-_

Do your policies: Create and implement a monitoring system?
allowed by law, do your policies institute moratoria on development until
appropriate changes have been made?

_'Where

_

Do your policies: Require participation of citizen groups and/or design committees in
development approval?

b. Commercial Development

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
c.

_
_
_
_
_

Do your policies: Establish a system of a commercial hierarchy?
Do your policies: Require market impact assessments for all new developments?
Do your policies: Designate areas and/or disticts historic?
Do your policies: Limit ne\¡/ commercial development to downtown areas?
Do your policies: Limit new commercial development to existing commercial
designations or future planned commercial nodes?
Do your policies: Limit maximum floor areas in single commercial developments?
Do your policies: Limit amount of floor area dedicated to a particular set of items, for
example hardware and food.

Infrastructure
Do your policies: Cluster big box or auto-oriented commercial uses?
Do your policies: Require new development to pay for its own infrastructure?
Do your policies: Require new development to pay for its impact on existing
infrastructure or required upgrades?
Do your policies: Require traffic impact assessments?
Do your policies: Locate big box/auto-oriented retail along major thoroughfares in
conjunction with a service road or internally linked driveways?
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Do your policies: Direct new development away from local roads and
neighbourhoods?

_

Do your policies: Require coordinated access points and pedestrian linkages?

d. Regionalism

_

Is regional impact assessment required by municipal commercial polices?
the regional commercial plan consistent with municipal plans?

-Is
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Appendix B:
Survey Questionnaires for the Focus Group Consultation

l.

What is your general sense of or comments on Winnipeg's big-box development?

2.

What are your general comments on Winnipeg's big-box design?

3.

Can you

identiff three major issues related to big-box design?

4. If you could make changes to big-box design, what changes would you suggest?
5.

Which principles do you think are important for big-box design in Winnipeg?

6. According

to your pervious experiences in Winnipeg, what are your general comments on
design review?

7. According

to your pervious experiences in Winnipeg, what are your general comments on
design guidelines?

8. If Winnipeg decides to develop a set of big-box urban design guidelines,

who do you

think are the major stakeholders that should be involved?

9.

What do you think are the major barriers in developing and implementing big-box design
guidelines in IVinnipeg?

10. Do you have any other comments or suggestions at this moment?

l6l

Appendix C:
Interview Guide for the Í'ocus Group Consultation

l.

What are your general comments on the draft urban design checklist?

2.

What are your opinions regarding slow growth and high qualþ design in general?

3.

In your opinion, what types of big-box guidelines do you think will work better in
Winnipeg -- prescriptive guidelines or perfofinance guidelines?

4.

In your opinion, do you think big-box design guidelines should be location specific in
Winnipeg? (For example, big-box guidelines for Polo Park, Kenaston - McGilliway)

5.

What are your opinions about public participation in the preparation of big-box design
guidelines in Winnipeg?

6.

Can you select 10-15 design criteria from the checklist, which you think are the most
important or urgent for big-box design review?

7.

Can you select 5

-10 design criteria from the checklist, which you think
important or urgent for big-box design review?

8. Do you have any suggestions for further research?
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are the least

Appendix D:

of

of the Case
Toronto:
Big-box Retail Design Guidelines

Fort Collins:
Design Standards for Large
Format

Process

1.

Author

An urban designer in the Planning
Department, in consultation with
other city planners, urban
designers, and transportation
planners

.
o
2. Participants

.
.
3. Stakeholders'
Major Concernsl

Planning staff
A task force chaired by
Mayor, attended by prominent
retailers, technical reference
staft and local architects.

visibilþ

a

Additional cost of
architectural features

a

Security (introduction of
glazngwas seen as an
invitation to theft)

o

The first report was endorsed
by crty council in May 1993.
In November 1996, a
ooMayor's
Work Group" was
established for revising the
guidelines.
Four ooMayor's Work Group"
meetings were held during
December 1996 and May
1997.
The revised guidelines were
endorsed by crty council in
August 1997.

o

o

4. Process
a

.
.

.

Loss ofparking
Loss of

Clarion, Inc., a Denver based
architecture firm was hired to
draft the documents, alegal
consulting firm was also involved

o
o
.
.
o
a

a

o

a

Planning staff
An informal advisory
committee comprised of
neighbourhood
representatives, real estate
professionals, and interested
citizens
The magnitude of visual
effects (billboard scale, loss of
unique local character),
Traffic effects
Effects on the pedestrian
environment
Market effects

Corporatefunctionality
Limitingarchitectural

Cþ

Council instituted a 6month moratorium on
commercial buildings over
80,000 sq.ft.
The staff organizedan
informal advisory committee
to assist the planning and
zoning board in evaluating
new approaches
Clarion Associates was
brought in to provide advice
and to assist in drafting new
standards.
The planning commission and

city council unanimously
the standards
1

Th. ..rponr., fiom the participants showed that they had different interpret¿tions of the term "stakeholdef'.
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Legal Status and Implementation
l.Legal Status

2.

Applicabilþ

3. Design Review

4. Review Body

Design guidelines are not as
binding as a by-law, but applicants
must have regard for them
Any retail use greater than 1,800
sq.m or is located on a major
street
o
The design review is part of
the cþ's regular development
review process.
a
All big box development
requires site plan review, and
some require re-zonings or
official plan amendments.
O
All applicants subject to
desþ review are required to
submit an additional urban
design study detailing their site
analysis. The analysis should
cover an area approximately
1000m x 1000m, and include
the required 7 elements.
There is no specific design review
body. All development review
applications are circulated to
urban design staff who comment
on the proposal, using the
guidelines as a standard

Contents and Format
Big-box stores become part of the
urban fabric
Urban Fit: respond
appropriately to the context;
contribute to the achievement
1. Visions and
of an attractive, inviting,
Principles
comfortable and safe public
realm
Site Plan Organization: locate
buildings along front property
lines in such a way that they
define
locate

o

o
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The development standards are
part of the Land Use Code.

All retail, service,

and
entertainment facilities exceeding
000
ft
The design review is part of
the city's l2-step development
review process, including
overall development plan
review, project development
plan review, fural plan reviewn
and building permit review.
Applications may go through
all the 12 steps or part of the
process according to the nature
ofthe projects.
Development Standards are
applied to the building permit
review.

.

o

There is no special design review
body.
The city established two levels of
review: administrative review
(Type I) and Planning andZonng
Board review (Type II).
Depending on the location of the
developments, applications will be
submitted for one of the two levels
review.
Ensure that large retail building
development is compatible with its
surrounding area and contributes

to the unique communþ character
of Fort Collins.
To mitigate the massive effects
of big -boxes and parking lots
with locally responsive design
features that make them more
visually interesting and make
the setting more comfortable

o

for

those

main entrance at primary
street; screen parking lots and
service areas
Building Design: create a
harmonious relationship to the
building form and context,
confribute to the qualþ of
public realm by incorporating
windows at eye level and
building articulation; integrate
signage into site and building

o

a

o

who have driven and parked).
To temper the massive effects
by subdividing building mass
into smaller proportions or
agreeable proportions.
To locate buildings along a
cþ sidewalk, contributing to a
district, versus freestanding.
To cluster big-box stores.

desþ
a

Pedestrian Amenþ and
Landscape : enhance safety

pedestrian environment by
animated and consistent
streetscape, entrances to
buildings and direct access to
TTC; respond to City standard
with respect to sidewalks,
decorative paving, üees,
planters, garbage receptacleso
benches, bicycle parking and
lighting; enhance pedestrian
amenity through weather
protection.
Urban Fit
Site Plan Organization
Edges

Building
2. Contents

Desþ

Pedestrian

4. Performance or

Prescrþive

o

Aesthetic Character
Entry Way
Site Design and Relation to the
Sunounding community
PedesûianCirculation
Central Features and
Community Space
Delivery and Loading

o
.

Text
Graphic

o
.

Amenþ

Safety
Landscape

3. Format

o
o
.

o
.
o

Text
Diagrams,
Photogiraphs of good design
examples
Some desþ guidelines express
the principles or general
intentions; some are prescrþive
and very detailed.
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Prescriptive

Effects and Outcomes
a

Glazngat street level. The
percepion is that windows
invite vandals or criminals,
and inhibit the free placement
of shelving inside.

1. Major Baniers to
Implementation

a

o

a

o

o
.

Most retailers complain
Some big box retailers want to
look cheap and industrial
because they think customers
will perceive them as frugal.

a

a

Like the guidelines and the
support for good design which
they receive from city staff.

a

a

The respondent indicated that
the City was amending the
guidelines and would apply the
guidelines to alarger area

o

o

No regional commercial
development policy. Some
types of informal regional co-

2. Developers'
Reaction

a

3. Reactions from
big-box designers

4. General
Comments from the

Communþ

Desire to have large vehicle
use areas all around the

building
Desire to consolidate customer
parking all in one huge parking
lot in front of the store
Desire to have a single
entrance facing the single main
parking lot.
Lack of interest in sidewalk
connections
Understand that this is the way
the world is going.
The Big box corporations
simply weigh whether or not
they can adjust their prototype
to meet the standards and still
be functional.
Designers understand.
Designers could easily meet or
exceed these or any other
standards for commercial
buildings. They are sort of
stuck in the middle between
the standards and the clients
and
to be
People see this as a good
balance between economic
growth and freedom to operate
a business, and appearance and
of the

Context
1. Regional
Policies

a

No regional commercial
development policy

a

Explicitly define big box or
retail warehouse,
differentiating it from other
warehouse uses in zoning
codes and official plans
Create a new designation for
big-box

operation are available.
a

2. Land Use

Regulations and
Process

Institute moratoria on
development until appropriate
changes have been made

o

Require participation of
citizen group and/or design
committee in development
approval
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a

a

Create and

a

o

monitoring system
Institute moratoria on
development until appropriate
changes have been made

o

Require participation of citizen
group and/or design committee

ln
o
a

3. Commercial
Development

a

a

Establish a system of a
commercial hierarchy
Require market impact
assessments for all new
developments
Designate areas and/or
districts historic

o
a

a

a

o

a

4.Infrastructure

Require new development pay
for its own infrastructure
Require new development to
pay for its impact on existing
infrastructure or required
upgrades
Require traffic impact
assessments

o

a

Locate big bo></auto-oriented
retail along major
thoroughfares in conjunction
with a service road or
internally linked driveways
Require coordinated access
points and pedestrian linkages

o

a

a

Establish a system of a
commercial hierarchy
Designate areas and/or districts
historic
Limit ne\¡/ coÍrmercial
development to existing
commercial desþations or
future planned commercial
nodes
Cluster big box or autooriented commercial uses
Require new development pay
for its own infrastrucfure
Require new development to
pay for its impact on existing
infrastructure or required
upgrades
Require traffic impact
assessments

o

a

o

Locate big box/auto-oriented
retail along major
thoroughfares in conjunction
with a service road or
internally linked driveways
Direct new deveþment away
from local roads and
neighbourhoods
Require coordinated access
and
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Appendix E:
Summary of Major Comments on the Draft Checklist and Major Changes Madel

1. Site Analysis

Major Comments¡
Most participants in the focus group agreed that a site context analysis checklist was
necessary. Major concerns were that the degree of the analysis might be hard to decide
and the cost might be high.

Major Changes:
No major change was made in this section.

2. Site Plan Organízation

Major Comments:
There were three major discussions.

The first was the building orientation. One respondent suggested that all the buildings
should be oriented to address the primary street regardless of their location. The other
respondent supported the idea of distinguishing different parts of the cþ (as had been
done in the draft checklist). Another respondent argued that to require orienting
buildings to address primary streets was too prescriptive. He stated that the pulpose was
to create a pedestrian friendly environment. The design solutions should be open to the

desþers.
The second was the parking lot organization. Three of the four respondents agreed that
there was a need to reduce the minimum parking standards and set up limitations for
maximum parking ratio. One respondent indicated that it was more important to provide
alternatives and the focus should be the desþ of parking instead of setting up
limitations for parking. Two respondents agreed with the idea of reconfiguring parking
areas as suggested in the draft checklist. But one of them argued that the statements
I

This document was based on the participants' responses to the draft Urban Desigrr Checklist during the focus
group consultation. Three of the four participants in the focus group consultation provided det¿iled comments on
the draft checklist. One participant provided general responses.
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should not be too prescriptive. One respondent agreed that parking should be screened.
The other respondent suggested that there were better design solutions than screening.
He stated that poorly designed screen could be a problem.

The third was the mixed function. Three of the four respondents agreed that it was
important to promote mixed functions on big-box sites.

Major Changes: I

^

Reduce overall parkíng space. In achievíng thís goal, ít ís ímportant that Wínnipeg
adjust its parking standards in the City's Zoning By-latv, k is suggested that the
City reduce the minímum parking standards based on tts cornmitrnent to

sustainability and detailed analysis of the conditions. As well, the City should also
establish maximum parking ratios þr non-residential uses.

I

Reduce overall parking space.

A

In inner city commercial areas2, locate parking lots at the rear of buildings or in
the interior of a blockwhere possìble. Parking lots should not occupy more than
I/3 ofthefrontage.

tr

For neighbourhood big-box development, locate parking lots at the rear
buildings or in the interior of a block.

A

In suburban locationss, locate parking lots at the rear or side of buildíngs. Parking
lots should not occupy more than 1/2 of thefrontage.

tr

of

For highway strip and reconfiguration of mall, locate parking lots at the rear or
side of buildings.

3. Transportation and Circulation

Major Comments:

All

the participants agreed that it was important to increase the accessibility to
alternative means of transportation. They agreed with most of the desþ criteria in this
section. One respondent questioned the feasibilþ of the following statement -- o'all sides

rstatements

in the draft checklist use italic font. Statements in the revised checklist use regular font
The term "inner cþ commercial areas" used in the draft checklist was replaced by "neighbourhood big-box
development" in the revised checklist
3
The term "suburban locations" used in the draft checklist was replaced by "highway stripo' and "reconfiguration
of mall" in the revised checklist.
2
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of a building that face an abutting public street should include at least one customer
enüance and should be designed to include windows/or other features, which enhance
streetscapes".

Major Changes:

^

n

In areas where there is no close and convenient Winnipeg Transit servíce (most
likely in suburban locatíons), workwith the City's planníng and transportatíon
authorities to explore the possibility of íntroducing transít service into the síte.
In areas where there is no close and convenient Winnipeg Transit service (most

likely in suburban locations), work with the City's planning and hansportation
authorities to explore the possibility of introducing transit service into the site or
abutting the site.

4. Building Design

Major Comments:
Most respondents agreed with the principles of reducing massing, increasing pedestrian
comfort, and enhancing public realm. Three respondents supported the idea of using
various desþ solutions to break down building massing. Two respondents agreed with
the notion of incorporating weather protection into desþ. Two respondents indicated
that it was important to incorporate rooftop mechanical equipments into building design,
while athird respondent argued that some equipment was beautiful. One respondent
pointed out that some of the design criteria were too prescriptive.

A major concern of this section was related to the regulations for the use of building
materials. One respondent indicated that it was difficult to define "high quality
materials''. Two respondents questioned the reason of limiting the use of materials
typically seen on industrial buildings.

Major Changes:

A

Use various architecture design solutíons, such as change of set back, roof line,
texture, material and colour, articulatingwíth architectural elements, to break
down buildíng massing tofit into human scale.

tr

Use various natural and architecfure design solutions, such as change of set back,
roof line, texture, material and colour, articulating with architecfural elementso to
break down building massing to fit into human scale.
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^

Incorporate traditional horizontal architectural expressions, such as building base,
lintels, sílls, cornices and rooflines, and traditional vertical architectural
expressíons, such as structural bays, intofaçade design.

E

This statement has been deleted.

^

Incorporate roof top mechanical equipment ínto building design. At least, this
equipment should be screenedfrom public view.

tr

Incorporate roof top mechanical equipment into building design.

^

Building colour scheme should be consistent with neighbourhood context. In
general, facade colours should be low reflectance, subtle, neutral or earth tone
colors.

¡

Building colour scheme should be consistent with neighbourhood context.

A

Buildíng trim and accent areas mayfeature brighter colors, including primary
colours.

tr

This statement has been deleted.

5. Landscape Design

Major Comments:

All

the participants agreed with the notion ofproviding pedestrian amenities. Most
respondents agreed with the idea of creating a larger landscape island, and selecting
native species.

One questioned the feasibilþ of providing wildlife habitat.

A major concern was Winnipeg's weather conditions. One respondent pointed out that
the desþ of pedestrian amenities should consider Winnipeg's weather conditions. The
other respondent questioned the feasibility of using vegetated rooftops.

A major disagreement between the participants was screening. Some respondents
recognized the importance of screening parking, storage, service, garbage areas, and
driveways from public view. One respondent indicated screening was just one design
solution. There could be many different design options.
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Major Changes:

^
I

Protect wallcways from vehícular intrusion with landscaping, curbs, bollards or
other elements that are integrated into the overall streetscape design.

Avoid pedeshian/vehicle conflicts through the use of landscaping, curbso bollards
or other elements that a¡e integrated into the overall streetscape design.

6. Signage Design

Major Comments:
Most participants agreed with the general principles provided in the draft checklist for
sþage design (See Section7.3.6). Two respondents strongly supported the notion of
integrating signage into the site, landscape, and building design.

A major discussion was the necessity of setting up limitations for the number of
advertisement signsr. One respondent agreed that there \üas a need to limit the number of
signs and suggested that these should be included in the zoning by-law, not design
guidelines. The other expressed a similar idea. He questioned whether or not the desþ
guidelines would be able to enforce this goal. A third respondent argued the number of
signs was not the key problem. The problem was how to design.

Major Changes:

A

Besides the permitted surface area as regulated by Winnipeg's Zoning By-løw, the
number of advertisement signs per site or building should also be limíted.

n

Business identification signs should be an integral part of site, landscape, and
building design.

A

In general, free-standíng advertisement towers should not be encouraged. The
number offree-standing signs per site or buildíng should be limited. In inner city
locations, this type of sign arrangernent should not be allowed.

n

In general, a free-standing advertisement tower is not consistent with an inner city
neighbourhood context. In suburban locations, the visual impacts of these
structures should be carefully examined.

I

According to one respondentos suggestion the term "advertisement sign" has been replaced by "business sign"
in revised checklist
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7. Miscellanea

Major Comments:
Two respondents supported the notion of reusing existing buildings.

Major Changes:
No major change has been made in this section.
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Appendix X':
Written Consent Form for the Case Study Research

\ilRITTEN CONSENT FORM
Research Project Title:
Researcher(s):

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should
feel free to ask Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information.

1. The Purpose of the Research

This research is the major degree project for the completion of the Master of City Planning
degree, Department of City Planning, Facuþ of Architecture, Universify of Manitoba. The
intent of this project is to develop design guidelines for Winnipeg's big-box retailing. The
ultimate goal is to achieve more sustainable development.
The expected audiences of the design guidelines are: staff of the Cþ of Winnipeg, developers,
planners and designers who are participating in big-box development in Winnipeg, and any
parties who are interested in big-box issues.
2. Procedures

Two groups of participants are invited to be involved in two participatory research processes
of the project - the case study and the consultation/feedback. You are involved in the case
study procedure.

Two case studies are conducted in the project. The first is the City of Toronto (Ontario) "Big
Box Retail Design Guidelines"; the second is the Fort Collins (Colorado) "Design Standard
for Large Retail Establishment". Each case study consists of three components: fïrst, review
of the original documents; second, Internet research of the comments on the two design
guidelines/standards; and third, questionnaire survey. Two planners, one from the Cþ of
Toronto and one from Fort Collins, are invited to conduct the questionnaire survey.
Participants are asked the same set of questions. The purpose of this questionnaire survey is to
help the researcher better understand the context of the two selected cases, and the outcome of
the big-box regulations in the two selected communities.
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3. Risk

Your participation in this project will not pose a risk to your safety or well-being.
4. Recording Devices

The questionnaire survey is conducted by E-mail. These mails are saved in digital format.
hard copy of each mail is also kept on file.

A

5. Confidentiality
The information you provide will be accessible only to the researcher.
The digital format questionnaire survey will be stored in a compact disc. A hard copy of each
response will also be obtained. Data will be kept in a locked cabinet accessible only to the
researcher. This data will be destroyed after aperiod of 2 years (June 2005).

No reference will be made to individuals in the reporting of the data.
Data will be presented in such that no identi$ing characteristics of the individuals will be
reported (i.e., a planner from the Cþ of Toronto). However, given the possibly small number
of research subjects, you may be identifiable to your colleagues.
6.Feedback
The final project will be made available at the request of the participant. Contact the student
researchers for a copy of the project available in June of 2003. Contact information is
provided at the end of this consent form.
7. Credit or Remuneration
There is no credit, remuneration, or compensation for participant involvement in this study.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. fn no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchersn
sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You
are free to withdraw from the study at any timeo and /or refrain from answering any
questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued
participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask
for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Advisor:

Researcher:

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board. If you
have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the abovenamed persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat ú 474-7122. A copy of this consent
form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Date

Participant' s Signature

Date

Researcher and/or Delegateos Signature
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Appendix G:
lYritten Consent f,'orm for the X'ocus Group Consultation

WRITTEN CONSENT FORM

Research Project Title:
Researcher(s):

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail ¡bout something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should
feel free to aslc Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information.

1. The Purpose of the Research

This research is the major degree project for the completion of the Master of City Planning
degreeo Department of City Planning, Facuþ of Architecture, Universþ of Manitoba. The
intent of this project is to develop design guidelines for Winnipeg's big-box retailing. The
ultimate goal is to achieve more sustainable development.
The expected audiences of the design guidelines are: staff of the City of Winnipeg, developers,
planners and designers who are participating in big-box development in Winnipeg, and any
parties who are interested in big-box issues.
2. Procedures

Two groups of participants are invited to involved in tr¡ro participatory research processes of
-- the case study and the consultatior/feedback. You are involved in the

the project

consultation/feedback procedure

:

This research method is employed to get feedback from the community regarding the draft
urban desþ checklist that is developed in this project. Four participants are involved in the
consultation process, including a planner from the City of Winnipeg, a planning/design
consultant, a real estate developer, and a university professor. Consultation is held on a
person-to-person basis and divided into three stages. The first stage is a standardized
questionnaire survey. The participants are asked ten open-ended questions via e-mail. The
second stage is the review of the urban design checklist. The participants examine the draft
checklist and make written comments and suggestions. The third stage is the face-to-face
consultation. The consultation begins with the participants' explanation of their thoughts,
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cofllments, and suggestions on the design guidelines, followed with a semi-structured
discussion. The feedback/ consultation is expected to help the researcher better understand the
Winnipeg context. The outcomes of the feedback/consultation are used to amend the draft

desþ

guidelines, and help the researchers make conclusions and recommendations at the end

ofthe project.
3. Risk

Your participation in this project will not pose a risk to your safety or well-being.
4. Recording Devices

At the first stage, a questionnaire survey is conducted by E-mail. These mails are saved in
digital format. A hard copy of each mail is also kept on file. At the second stage, participants
are asked to make written comments directly on the hard copies of the draft urban design
checklist. At the third stage, a digital voice recorder is employed to record the face-to-face
consultation process.
5. Confidentiality
The information you provide will be accessible only to the researcher.
The digital format questionnaire survey and digital voice data will be stored in a compact disc
A hard copy of each response to the questionnaire survey will also be obtained. Wriuen
comments on the hard copy of the draft urban desþ checklist will be kept. All digital data
and written documentation will be kept in a locked cabinet accessible only to the researcher.
This data will be destroyed after a period of 2 years (June 2005).

No reference will be made to individuals in the reporting of the data.

will be presented in such that no identiffing characteristics of individuals will be
reported (i.e., a planner from the Cþ of Winnipeg, a developer). However, given the possibly
Dat¿

small number of subjects, you may be identifiable to colleagues in your field.

ó.F'eedback

The final project will be made available at the request of the participant. Contact the student
researchers for a copy of the project available in June of 2003. Contact information is
provided at the end of this consent form.
7. Credit or Remuneration
There is no credit, remuneration, or compensation for participant involvement in this study.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers,
sponsons, or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You
are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any
questions you prefer to omitn without prejudice or consequence. Your continued
participation should be as informed as your initial consentn so you should feel free to ask
for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Advisor:

Researcher:

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board. If you
have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the abovenamed persons or the Human Dthics Secretariat at 474-7122. A copy of this consent
form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant' s Signature

Researcher and/or Delegate's

Date

Sþature

Date
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Appendix H:
Ethic Protocol Submission
Human Subject Research
Ethics Protocol Submission Form (x't- Garry
Psycholory/Sociologr REB

I

EducationAlursing REB

campus)

n

Joint-Faculty REB

!

Check the appropriate REB for the Facuþ or Department of the Principal Researcher. This form, attached
research protocol, and all supporting documents, must be submitted in quadruplicate (original plus 3 copies), to
the Office of Research Services, Human Ethics Secretariat,24{ Engineering Building, 474-7122.

If the research involves biomedical intervention, check the box below to faciliøte refenal to the BREB:
Requires Referral to Biomedical REB

I

Project Information:
Principal Researcher(s):
Status of Principal Researcher(s): please check

Facuþ

tr

Post-Doc

n

Student: Graduate

Undergraduate

tl

Other

_

I

specifu:

Fax:

Phone:

Campus address

Email address:

!

Quickest Means of contact:

Project

St¡rt

date

Planned period ofresearch (ifless than one year):

Type ofresearch (Please check):

Faculty Rese¡rch:
Self-funded E Sponsored

(Agency)-

I

Administrative Research:

!
Central
Unit-based n

Student Rese¡rch:

I

Thesis
Class Project tr
Course Number:

Signature of Principal Researcher:
This project is approved by deparhnenlthesis committee. The advisor has reviewed and approved the protocol.
Name of Thesis Advisor
@equired if thesis research)
Name of Course fnstructor:
(Required if class project)
Persons signing assure responsibilþ that all procedures performed under the protocol will be conducûed by individuals responsibly entitled
to do so, and that any dev¡ation from the protocol will be submitted to the REB for its approval prior to implementation, Signature of the
thesis advisor/course instructor indioates that student researchers have been instructed on the principles of ethics polioy, on the importance
ofadherence to the ethical conduct ofthe research aocording to fhe submitted protocol (and ofthe necessþ to report any deviations from the

protocol to their advisor/inshuctor).
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Ethics Protoeol Submission Form @asic Questions about the Project)
The questions on this form are ofa general nature, desigrred to collect pertinent information about potential
problems of an ethical nature that could arise with the proposed research project. In addition to answering the
questions below, the researcher is expected to append pages (and any other necessary documents) to a
submission detailing the required information about the research protocol (see page 4).

2.

3.

Will the subjects in your study be
UNAWARE thatthey are subjects?

Yes

./

Will information about the subjects be
obtained from sources other than the
subjects themselves?

Yes

t/

No

Are you and/or members of your research team in a
position of power vis-a-vis the subjects? If yes,
clariff the position of power and how it will be

Yes

{

No

No

addressed.

4.

5

6.

7

8.

9

Is any inducement or coercion used to obtain
the subj ect's participation?

Do subjects identiff themselves by name
directly, or by other means that allows you or
anyone else to identify data with specific subjects?
If yes, indicate how confidentiality will be
maintained. What precautions are to be
undertaken in storing data and in its
eventual destruction/disposition.

No

_Yes {

No

If subjects

are identifiable by name,
do you intend to recruit them for future
studies? If yes, indicate why this is necessary
and how you plan to recruit these subjects
for future studies.

Yes

./

No

Could dissemination of findings compromise
confidentiality?

Yes

{

No

Does the study involve physical or emotional
stress, or the subject's expectation
thereof, such as might result ûom conditions
in the study design?

Yes

tl

No

Yes

./

No

Is there any threat to the personal safety

ofsubjects?

l0

Yes {

Does the study involve subjects who
are not legally or practically able to give
their valid consent to participate
(e.g., children, or persons with mental health problems
and/or cognitive impairment)?
If yes, indicate how informed consent will be obtained
from subjects and those authorized to speak for subjects.
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Yes ./

No

t1

Is deception involved (i.e., will subjects be
intentionally misled about the pu{pose
of the study, their own performance, or other
features ofthe study)?

12.

13

Yes

Is there a possibility that abuse of children or persons
in care might be discovered in the course of the study?
Ifyes, current laws require that certain offenses against
children and persons in care be reported to legal authorities.
Indicate the provisions that have been made for complying

./

No

withthe law.

Yes

./

No

Does the study include the use of personal health information?
The Manitoba Personal Health Information Act (PHIA) outlines
responsibilities of researchers to ensure safeguards that
will protect personal health information. If yes, indicate
provisions that will be made to comply with this Act
(see document for guidance htç :/www. gov.mb. calhealth/phia/index.htrnl).

Yes

{

No

Provide ¡dditional details pertaining to any of the questions above for which you responded "yes." Attach
additional pages, if necessary.

In my judgment this project involves:

vn minimal risk

more than minimal risk

(Policy #1406 defines "minimal risk" as follows: *. . . that the risks of harm anticipated in the proposed research
are not greater nor more likely, considering probability and magnitude, than those ordinarily encountered in life,
including those encountered during the performance of routine physical or psychological examinations or tests.')

dd nìm yr

Signature of Principal Researcher
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Required Inform¡tion about the Research Protocoll
1. Summary of the

Project

1.1 Purpose:

This research is the major degree project for the completion of the Master of City Planning
degree in the Department of City Planning, Facuþ of Architecture at the University of
Manitoba.
The title of the project iso'Developíng Winnipeg's Bíg-box Design Guidelines: An Effort
Towards More Sustaínable Development".The project studies big-box - a large format
retailing emerged in the recently years. The project analyzes the internal and external reasons
of the emergence of big-box, examines its economic, social, and environmental impacts, and
explores public intervention tools that are available for local communities to cope with bigbox development. The focus is using urban design guidelines to reconfigure big-box planning
and design.
The intent of this project is to develop design guidelines for Winnipeg's big-box retailing. The
ultimate goal is to mitigate the economic, social, and environmental impacts of big-boxes so
as to achieve more sustainable development.
The expected audiences of the project include city stafß of the Cþ of Winnipeg, developers,
planners and designers who are participating in big-box development in Winnipeg, and any
parties who are interested in big-box issues.
1.2 Methodology
The project employs five research methods: literature review, fieldwork/survey, case sfudy,
consultation/feedback, and Cartographic/Photographic Techniques. Two of them, namely case
study and consultation/feedback require participation and therefore are subject to ethics

review.
a. Case Study: Two case studies are conducted in the project. The first is the City of Toronto
(Ontario)'oBig Box Retail Design Guidelines"; the second is the Fort Collins (Colorado)
"Design Standard for Large Retail Establishment''. The case study consists of three
components: First, review of the original documents; Second, Internet search of the comments
on the two design guidelines/standards; and third, questionnaire survey. Two planners, one
from the City of Toronto and one from Fort Collins, are invited to conduct the questionnaire
survey. Participants are asked the same set of questions. The purpose of this questionnaire
survey is to help the researcher better understand the context of the two selected cases, and the
out come of the big-box administration of the City of Winnipeg, a planning/design consultant,
l Some minor changes were made during
the research process. Most changes made were not associated with the
human subjects recruited in the project. Changes associated with human subjects were not considered to be
significant changes. Detailed description of the actually research process have been provided in the main body

this practicum.
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and a real estate developer. Consultation are held in a person-to-person basis and divided into
two stages. The first stage is the review of the guidelines. The participants are given about
two weeks to examine the draft guidelines and make written comments and suggestions. The
second stage is an individual face-to-face consultation. The consultation begins with the
participants' explanation of their thoughts, comments, and suggestions on the design
guidelines, followed with a semi-structured discussion. The feedback/ consultation is
expected to help the researcher better understand the Winnipeg context. The outcomes of the
feedback/consultation are used to amend the draft design guidelines, and help the researchers
make conclusion and recommendation at the end of the project. regulations in the two selected

communities.

b. ConsultationÆeedback This research method is employed to get feedback from the
communþ regarding the draft design guidelines that are developed in this project. Three
participants are involved in the consultation process, including a planner from the public
2 Research Instruments
(See Appendix

A, B, and C)

3. Study Subjects:
There

will be 5 study subjects in this project as listed in the following table:
Procedure

I

Case study

2

Case study

3

Feedback/C onsultation

4

FeedbacVConsultation

5

F

eedback/C onsultatron

Studv Subiects

A planner from Toronto's (ON)
planning administration
A planner from Fort Collins'
(CO) planning administration
A planner from \Vinnipeg's
plannine adminishation
A planning and design
consultant in Winnipeg
A real estate developer in
Winnipee

Format of Participation
Questionnaire survey
Questionnaire survey

Written comments
verbal discussion
Written comments
verbal discussion
Written comments
verbal discussion

&

&
&

Subject I and2 will participate in conducting the case study. They will be interviewed via email. The subjects are recornmended by the City of Toronto and Fort Collins. The researcher
will contact the City of Toronto and Fort Collins for their recommendation after the approval
of the ethics review.
Subject

3,4

and 5

will participate in the feedbacVconsultation. They will provide comments

on the draft design guidelines that will be developed by the researcher. They will also be
interviewed and discuss with the researcher in detail about the design guidelines. The subjects
will be selected with the approval of the project committee members, and will be contacted

after the approval of the ethics review.

4.Informed Consent
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Written consent will be obtained by all participants before conducting the study.(See
Appendix F and G)
5. Deception

No part of this study will involve the deception ofparticipants.
6. tr'eedbaclclBreifing

The fïnal report

will be available at the request of the participant.

Contact the student

researcher for a copy of the report available in June of 2003.
7. RÍsks

¡nd Benefits

The participation of subjects in the study
8.

will not pose a risk to their safety or well-being.

Anonymity and Confidentiality

Depending on the procedure the participant is in (case study and consultation/feedback), the
information gathered will be recorded as follows:
1) Case Study: Questionnaire survey is conducted by E-mail. These mails are saved in digital
format. A hard copy of each mail is also kept in file.

2) ConsultationlFeedback: At the first stage, participants are asked to make written comments
directly on the hard copies of the draft design guidelines. At the second stage, a type recorder
is employed to record the face-to-face consuløtion process.
The information gathered from the study subjects will be accessible only to the researcher.

l)

Case Study Data: Digital format questionnaire survey will be stored in a compact disc. A
hard copy of each response will also be obtained. Both data will be kept in a locked cabinet
accessible only to the researcher. This data will be destroyed after a period of 2 years (June

2005).

2) Consultation/Feedback Data: Written documentation and record types will be kept in a
locked cabinet accessible only to the researcher. This data will be destroyed after a period of 2
years (June 2005).

No reference will be made to individuals in the reporting of the data.

Data will be presented in such that no identiffing characteristics
reported (ie, a planner from the City of Winnipeg, a developer).

of individuals will

9. Compensation
Participants will not be compensated for their involvement in this project.
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